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Ask change of
Cape Kennedy
to Canaveral

Astronauts speed
for Pacific plunge

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Fierida 's two senators, noting that
space shots are no.longer made
from Cape Kennedy, said today
the name of the historic spot
should be changed back to Cape
Canaveral.
Democratic Sen. Spessard L.
Holland and Republican Sen.
Edward J. Gurney made their
plea as the latest moon-walking
astronauts—who took off from
Merritt Island near Cape Kennedy in Florida—headed for a
splashdown in the Pacific
Ocean .

SPACE CENTER , Houston
(AP) — Apollo 12's moon men
neared the end of their voyage
of discovery today, guiding their
Yankee Clipper toward a blazing dash through the atmosphere and back to their home
planet.
Charles "Pete" Conrad Jr.,
Richard F. Gordon Jr. and Alan

The name change from Cape
Canaveral to Cape Kennedy
came shortly after President
Kennedy's assassination in 1963.
Gurney said there had been
no hearings on the proposal, and
no meeting of the Interior Department's board of geographic
names to act on it. And, he added, the change brought heavy
protests from Florida.

Agnew had
enough of
protesters
NEW YORK (AP) — Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew says
he was critical of antiwar protesters not at the behest of President Nixon but because "I had
had enough, "
Agnew, in the current issue of
Life magazine, wrote a guest
editorial called "I did it on my
own."
"The reason I spoke out was
because , like the great silent
majority, I had had enough ,"
Agnew said. "I had endured the
didactic inadequacies of the
garrulous in silence , hoping for
the best but witnessing the
worst for many months. And because I am an elected official , I
felt I owed it to those I serve to
speak the truth, "
Agnew used the article to defend his Oct . 19 speech attacking the Vietnam Moratorium
protest. He made no mention of
his speech , in Des Moines , Iowa ,
attacking television networks or
his Montgomery, Ala. , attack on
the Press.
"I did not make my speech at
New Orleans to accommodate
the President or even Ihn American people, " Agnew snid. "I
made it lo fulfill my own conviction thai , a politic al lender
should lead , should point out
problems where problem s exist
and dangers where dangers exist. "

spacecraft sped closer to earth
early today with Conrad the
first to awaken around 4:30 a.m.
CST.
"Good morning. We're just
getting ready to eat breakfast,'.'
the capsule commander said.
"Very good," said Mission
Control. "You ready for the big
day?"

Perhaps no
quarantine
in future

In testimony prepared for the
Senate Interior Committee ,. the
two said their resolution to rede,
signate Cape Kennedy as Cape
Canaveral would in no way disr
turb the name of the space facility on Merritt Island, known as
John F. Kennedy Space Center,
Earlier space shots were
made from pads at the Cape ,
but the current moon shots are
launched from Merritt Island.
The senators said their proposal was designed to restore
the cape's historic name, which
showed on maps as far back as
1530.
"This may well be the oldest
geographic point in the United
States, certainly on the East
Coast," Gurney said. ''It was
recorded before the names of
Cape Cod and Jamestown."
He said he doesn't believe
that the late President Kennedy
"with his appreciation for
American heritage would want
any action which would deprive
us of such a historic name."
Gurney said newspaper polls
ln Florida show that 92.8 per
cent of the residents of that
state, favor the redesignation.

L. Bean were on a near perfect
course th.at would slam them
into the atmosphere 76 miles
above the Pacific Ocean at
24,600 miles an hour. Splashdown was set for 2:58 p.m. CST
about 40O miles southwest , of
American Samoa .
The Apollo 12 crew slept
soundly for 9% hours as their

They planned a short burst of
their jet thrusters. at 12:44 p.m.
to zero in on the area where the
aircraft carrier Hornet waited.
If they come close, the landing
will be televised live.
As the 10-day million-mile
journey neared an end, Conrad,
Gordon and Bean held the
world's first news conference
from space during a final telecast Sunday night.
Answering questions prepared
by newsmen, they reported it
took great skill to land on the
moon, rpebs are hard to identif y
because the color changes in
different sun angles, steeping on
the moon was difficult and
they'd launch again in a thunderstorm—as they did Nov. 14
—if necessary.

SPACE CENTER, Houston .Wl
—If the Apollo 12 astronauts are
found to be free of alien organisms, future moon explorers may
be excused from Uie three-week
quarantine now in force.
No lunar bugs cropped up in
the men of Apollo 11 or the material they brought back from
the Sea of Tranquility.

AT TWILIGHT'S LAST GLEAMING . . .
Thie Stars and Stripes: and the Apollo banner fly over the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Tex., shortly before dusk . The

moon, Apollo 12 astronauts' last port of
call, shines between the two flags in this
double exposure. (AP Photofax )

Nixon must choose
a second nominee

WASHINGTON (AP) - For
the second time this century a
president is trying to decide
what to do next after the Senate
voted down his nominee to the
Supreme Court.
President Nixon said Friday,
after the Senate rejected 55-45
his nomination of Clement "P.
Haynsworth, that he would wait
until Congress returns in January for its second term before
submitting another nomination.

Court martial
ordered in
Viet killings

Parker, like Haynsworth , was
opposed by labor and civil
rights groups. Some critics said
he was nominated to pay a political debt to Southerners who
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
had supported Hoover in 1928.
Progressives in Congress, Army today ordered a general
smarting under the conserva- court martial ifor 1st Lt. William
tive rule of the 1920s, stopped L. Galley Jr., accusing him of
Parker's nomination.
the premeditated murder of at
Hoover, like Nixon , looked for
another nominee who would ful- least 109 men, women, and chilfill his philsophical require- dren in Vietnam in March 19*8.
ments and clear the Senate. He Galley, first American soldier
Nixon also said he would stick came up with Owen J. Roberts. charged in the controversial , alwith his campaign pledge to
leged massacre of Vietnamese
pick a nominee who believes in Roberts satisfied the Senate , villagers, will face a possible
"a strict interpretation of the which gave unanimous confir- penalty of death or life imprisSupreme Court's role."
mation. He probably would have onment if convicted , the Army
While smarting from his satisfied Nixon as well .
said.
worst congressional defeat since A strict constructionist on the
taking office, Nixon must try a bench, Roberts was strictly The decision to proceed with
second time to find such a man middle-of-the-road
politically. the trial was made by the comwho will be agreeable to the He voted sometimes with the mand at Ft, Benning, Ga.,
Senate.
court's conservative bloc, some- where Galley is now stationed ,
The last president to face this times with the liberals. But and announced jointly in Washdilemma was Herbert Hoover , each decision was based on the igton and Georgia.
and he handled it well by any law as he read it , not social or Only a short time earlier the
side's view. Hoover barely won political philosophy.
Army had announced the asconfirmation of his first Su- Parker , too, fared well after signment of Lt, Gen. William R,
preme Court nominee, Charles the bitter court fight. He re- Peers to find out whether the
Evans Hughes, and lost his sec- mained on the U.S. 4th Circuit brigade involved in the alleged
ond , John J. Parker of North Court of Appeals , became chief mass killings had tried to cover
Carolina , by a 41-39 vote on May judge and in time even won the up the incident in its original
7, 1930.
low level investigation of the oprespect of labor.
eration.
The Army charged Galley
with six specification s of premeditated murder of "Oriental
human beings" during a U.S.
military operation at the village of May Lai in Quang Ngai
Province about March 16, 1968.
Each specification accused
Galley of killing thc villagers
with a rifle ,
One speciticf.tion said he shot
"not less thnn 70 males and females of variou s ages. "
Anolncr specification charged
him with killing a child , nbout
two years old .

REJECTED SUPREME COURT NOMINEES . . . For
the second time this century, a president's nominee to the
Supremo Court, has been voted down by the Senate . Clement
F. HaynCsworth, right , wa.s turned down last week. " John
J, Parker , left , nominated by President Herbert Hoover in
1930. also failed to gain Senate confi rmation . (AP Photofax )

The decision on the court
marfinl wns made by Maj. Gen.
Orwin C. Tnlbolt , who as commanding general nt Ft. Benning was the convening authority in the cnsi. ,
The Army said the trial will
be held at. Ft, Benning , Nn
date hns been set. The Army
said it would Inke nt least n
month fi>r the defense nnd prosecution to prepare for fhe trial.

The Apollo 12 moon landers
set down 800 miles away, in the
Ocean of Storms, and space
scientists say there Is a farfetched possibility a weird form
of live might exist in the different environment.
They don't expect to find any,
but they're taking no chances.
"With identical negative information from two missions, we
might propose relieving the crew
quarantinie after Apollo .12,'' Dr.
A. D. Catterson, a Manned
Spaceflight Center surgeon, said
in an interview.
This flight's 21-day quarantine
began last Thursday when
Charles A. Conrad Jr. and Alan
L. Bean blasted away from the
moon's Ocean of Storms and
joined Richard P. Gordon Jr. in
the command
ship Yankee; Clip¦
per. ' ; ¦: '
Like Apollo 11 astronauts Neil
A. Armstrong, Edwin E. Aldrin
Jr. and Michael Collins, the
Apollo 12 crew will go directly
from the splashdown to a quarantine trailer on the aircraft
carrier USS Hornet.
The trailer will be flown to
Houston, where the astronauts
will enter the Space Center 's
Lunar Receiving Laboratory
and contnue their isolation until
Dec. 11,
This time there will be no
"isolation garment"—the headto-toe coveralls Apollo 11 astronauts wore to prevent release
of any possible lunar organisms
into the air. The men complained that the suits were uncomfortably warm and the face
plates fogged over.
This second moon landing
crew will wear only breathing
filters and fresh flight suits ,
which officials feel will be sufficient. Said Catterson :
"From a practical standpoint ,
as soon as we feel that there is
scientifically valid evidence that
you don't have contaminationsomething coming from the
moon 's surface that could prove
any kind of a threat to life
here on earth—we want to relieve the crew quarantine requirements as a first order of
business. "

Churn about
The old-t|mer recalls when
women made their own butter at home — back around
the churn of the century
. . . Sign in a local bar :
"Pay your taxes with a
smile — hut don 't forget to
bring money too" . , , Nowadays , sighs Ray Fine , nobody believes a rumor from
Washington until it's officially denied , . . Give a
woman an inch — and she 'll
make the whole family go
on a diet .

£wtL lOiL&otL
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4A.)

"I don't know. What's happening?" Conrad said in mock surprise.
"Oh, we 've got a nice little
section of the South Pacific reserved for you and we've got
most of the Navy standing by to
pick you up."
"Good," said Conrad with a
chuckle and went on eating his
last breakfast in space for this
trip.

The astronauts hoped to
match in the Pacific the pinpoint landing Conrad and Bean
achieved lost Wednesday when
the lunar module Intrepid
touched down only 600 feet from
an unmanned Surveyor spacecraft that landed on the Ocean
of Storms 2% years ago.
The thnee Navy commanders
sent this message to Rear Adm.
Donald C. Davis on the Hornet:
"Dear Red Dog: Apollo .12 with
three tail hookers aboard , expects to make PIM (Point of Intended Movement), as we have
energy for only one pass.
Signed, Pete, Dick and Al."
Navy pilots on carrier landings are called tail hookers because of the arresting gear on
their aircraft.

APOLLO 12 COMING HOME ... . . Artist's conceptions
based on NASA drawings show Monday activities for Apollo
12. Top, command module separates from service module;
center, comand module reenters earth's atmosphere and ,
bottom, Apollo 12 splashes down. (AP Photofax)

The landing in warm Polynesian waters climaxes a lunar
expedition which should vastly
enrich mar 's knowledge of the
moon and perhaps his own earth
and universe.
Ooming home with Yankee
Clipper are 80 to 90 pounds of
moon rock gathered by Conrad
and Bean , film recording nearly
eight hours of moonwalk , and
parts of Surveyor 3,
They also demonstrated on
man 's second visit.to the moon
that astronauts can land at a
(Continued on Page ._A)
Face quarantine

U.S. troop strength in
Vietnam lowest in 2 years

SAIGON (AP ) _ The U.S.
Command announced today that
American troop strength in Vietnam , has dropped to 484,400
men , the lowest in two years.
This virtually completes the
second round of troop withdrawals ordered by President Nixon.
The Command's report of
troop strength as of last Thursday showed a drop of 4,f)00 men
during the previous week. This
reduced U S. strength to only
400 more than the new ceiling of
484,000 men Nixon ordered to be
reached by Dec. 15.
A IJ , S. spokesman snid the
command still expects to reduce
American troop strength by thnt
date to 4 ,000 less thnn Nixon 's
ceiling, or 480,000 men.
U.S, forces reached a high of
543,400 men Inst April , two
months before the President announced withdrawal of 25,000
men, In September he announced another 35,000 men
were being pulled out,

ther .troop withdrawals before
the end of the year unless there
is some marked change in the
war picture.
Informants reported today
that allied intelligence has detected nn increase in the movement of North Vietnamese war
materials and troops along the
Ho Chi Minh Trail , but Lt. Gen.
Julian J . Ewell , who commands
the U.S. 2nd Field Force in Saigon and the 11 surrounding
provinces , indicated at a news
conference that increased infiltration has not become evident
yet in his zone.
Ewell said thnt during the last
several months , infiltration into
his area hnd fallen to as low as
1,000 enemy troops per month
compnrcd with an nvernge of
6,000 a month in the first six
months of the year.
Responding t<» the new enemy
threat , the U.S. command has
.shifted a good part of its
fighter-bomber raids from targets in Soulh Vietnam to thc inTlicri . has been .peculation In filtration corridors through eastboth Snigon nnd Washin gton ern Laos.
For Ihe past five days the 150
thnt Nixon mny announce fur-

planes of the Carriers Ranger
and Hancock have been sent out
to bomb anrt strafe the trail network and to check on traffic
moving from North Vietnam
south.
Informants said there always
hns been an increase in North
Vietnamese infiltration at this
time of the year , after the seasonnl mon. oon rnins have ended
and movement along the jungle
trails is easier,
One informant snid it appears
the enemy commnnd is trying to
prepare "for something more
pronounced than n campaign
mnrloed by a scries of 'highpoints ' of activity, '1 the pnttcrn
for the past year.
This could tnkc the form of a
sustained countrywide oftensivc, or Ihe present strategy of
cyclic "high points " of activity
could continue , informants snid.
Mcnnwhile , the nightly Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese
shelling dropped to its lowest
level in nearly throe months.
Onl y two rocket and mortar attacks were reported Sunday
night.

NSP argues shutdown' unless Monticello plant is approved
t E D i n m S NOTIX. A dispute has raqrd in Minn esota
jor six months over Northern Slnles Pow er Company 's
Mont icello nuclear plant. I n
just over sir. m mil. is Irani
JI on. , tho compel ).;/ saijs the .
p lant •• must" lie in ope ration Some facets of ihe argument arc. explored in the
foUauiincj stori/ ,)

Hv OKRH Y NELSON
Associated I' ITSS Writ er
MINNEAPOLIS W - If Uw
telephone company is the kind-

ly "Molher Bell" <if Minnesota ,
then Northern States Power Co.
probably qualifies ns "Auntie
Kilowatt " for milch of thc state.
NSP's electricity is there
when ynu fli p a switch , and no
one thinks much about it , except for nn occasional grumble
when the monthly bill comes.
BUT IN ITS battle for government approval of its Monticello
nuclear plant , NSP is turning
more frequently lo the argument that the kilowatt s someday mny not be there when a
customer fli ps tho switch. Un-

less, says NSP , its nuclear
plant is allowed lo operate ns
planned .
In an interview with the Associated Press, NSP Board
Chairman Kar l Ewnld snid thnt
any bar to using the Monticello
plant "may cause a major shutdown, "
A power blackout , such as tho
one that darkened New York in
1M. 5, would present a far greater danger to the public than
any claimed hazards of the
plant , snys Ewald,
IT IS AN argument that thus

far lias failed to sway clitics nf
the plant , including Gov. Harold I _oVander , the Pollution Control Agency nnd conservation
groups such as MECCA.
Ewald snid NSP will be "very
definitely short o f power " if the
plant is not operating on schedule iuext June.
"This docs not necessarily
mean the lights are going out on
the second of June ," Ewald
.s aid , "but il does mean we
won 't hnve the reserve capacity
we design for normally , "
ELECTRICITY , being invisi-

ble , is sometimes forgotten as a
product that can l>« measured ,
nought , sold , shipped and used
similar to water or gasoli ne . Except that it can 't lie stored in a
tank.
The trick Ewnld says , is lo
design a generating system thnt
will churn out about 12 percent
more electricity than you think
you 'll need.
That reserve will cover norma I maintenance shutdowns or
emergency breakdowns of generating plants. And it gives a
cushion in case (h« demand of

power usrn s goes higher than
expected ,
THK HKi demand for power
comes in the summer , when
homeowners by the thousands
flick on air conditioners . Peak
sales of e'octricity once came
in the dark of winttfr but the
peak has shifted to summer.
"If we do not have the Monticello nuclear plant in operntion
in the summer of 1970, wc will
not only nol have any reserve
in our system , but we will he
short ," Ewald said,
"Which means that any com-

hinntion ol events , like Ihe liipout of another power plant . . .
may cause a major shutdown. "
NEW TECHNIQUES probably
could avoid the domino effect
of the I litis blackout , in which
one power system alter another
went dark. But there would remain , Ewald says, "a grnvo
danger of interruption. "
"And (his , in my opinion , represents n clear nnd present danger to hcj 'lth nnd snfaty nnd
welfare of the people that is in(Continued on Page 3A)
Nuclear power

Daughter of
Hardin,Son of
Rogers to Wed
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
son of Secretary of State William P. Rogers and the daughter of Secretary of Agriculture
Clifford M. Hardin plan to marry Jan, 31.
Nancy Hardin , 21, and Douglas Rogers, 23, met last January
when their fathers were sworn
in as members of President Nixon's Cabinet.
"Douglas took one look at
Nancy and said, 'Let's get better
acquainted "with
the
Hardins,'" Mrs. Rogers said .
Both law students—she at the
University of Virginia and he at
Yale—they will be married by
Nancy's brother, the Rev. Clifford Hardin of Denver , at National Presbyterian church
here.

Law provides foundations
exte nsive tax Ioo phoIes

WASHINGTON (AP)
-A
loop hole in federal law is letting
oil and mining companies avoid
$100 million yearly in taxes by
funnelling income through shadow foundations which give little
or no money to charity .
The transactions are legal under present law, but the tax reform bill on which the Senate
opens debate today would shut
fhe loophole.
Foundations involved in the
deals are granted tax exempt
status on grounds they are nonprofit charitable corporations.
But an Associated Press study
shows the main purpose of the
foundations is to serve as middlemen in multimillion-dollar
deals involving banks and mineral producers.
•
"
Use
of
the
complex
transac¦
tions allows oil and mining concerns to stretch benefits of the
present 27^. per cent depletion
allowance beyond the 50 per
cent net income limitation set

CONSTIPATED?

DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
TRY -
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by Congress,, federal officials
said.
It also enables the firms to reduce or eliminate federal income tax liability, sometimes
by creating self-induced paper
losses.
Involved in the transactions
are sales of carved-out production payments—in essence the
right to future profits from mineral deposits.
Banks are leary of buying
production payments directly
pecause the courts have held
that production payments are
interests in land , and the law
restricts banks' land dealings.
Therefore, foundations —
known in the trade as "straws"
—are set up to buy the production payments, generally with
money loaned by banks.
The number of foundations involved in such deals is not
known, ¦ government officials
said . . '¦ " '. ' . ¦.. . . '
But a check of foundation re-

fe

tellsyou theyhave
an amazing,
new waterproof watch...

Bank and mineral Industry
representatives , who are opposing changes in the present tax
law, deny that production payments are used primarily to
avoid taxes.
Tax returns of mineral companies, which would disclose exactly how much the deals
helped specific firms, are confidential under law.
But an example of a bankfoundatipn-oil
company arrangement can be found in New
Orleans. There eight foundations list clerks and tellers of
Whitney National Bank ahd
members of the bank's law firm
as directors.
One of them, the ThirteenHundred Foundation; handled
production payments in 1967 and
1968 totaling $2,926,353. Its net
income during that period was
$273 and its sole contribution to
charity was $25.
George P. Bywater, vice president of the bank, termed the
foundations "just a tool for
bookkeeping purposes."
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cords for Louisiana and Texas
turned up more than 30 foundations whose only . assets were
production pay ments. Most had
directors linked to banks or oil
company law firms.
The
foundations handled
$118,500,000 in production payments . '. . last year and gave
$145,635 to charity. This is the
equivalent of one-tenth of one
per cent.
Donations to charity are small
because the foundations earn
only the difference between the
interest rates charged by banks
on loans to foundations and the
slightly higher interest equivalent paid by the oil companies
on money received from the
foundations.
A study by the Treasury Department shows that production
payment transactions totaled
$750 million in 1967 and $703 million last year , This represents a
three-told increase over the 1965
totaL
The practice of selling production payments is older than this
century, but use of the deals to
avoid taxes is a relatively recent development , resulting
from court decisions and government tax rulings.
Treasury officials said one tax
dollar is lost for every seven
dollars involved in the deals.
Therefore, they said, carved-out
production sales cost the government oyer $100 million annually in tax revenues during
each of the last two years.
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Wallet returns
after seven
months in Europe
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Al
Fliescher's wallet came home
the other day after spending
seven months in Europe in a
bag of cattle food.
Last March 11, Fliescher was
repairing a conveyor at the
plant where he is a supervisor.
His wallet popped out of his
pocket. It went down a conveyor
belt with 8,000 tons of citrus
pulp into the hold of the ship Atlantic Hope. The ship took the
pulp and wallet to Rotterdam,
Holland ,
The citrus pulp was converted 1
to cattle food . Some was bought
by French dairy farmer Noel
Douvier of the village of La
Chatelle.
Douvier was pouring cattle
food into a trough. He spotted
the wallet, which contained
Fliescher 's credit cards and other identification.
A month later, Fliescher got
the wallet back.
He said the only thing missing
was a $10 bill , He says he 's sure
it fell out of tlie wallet during its
man travels.
Fliescher said he will write
Douvier to thank him.
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Bus strike
talks not
yet resumed

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — Negotiations in the strike against
Twin City Lines, Inc., are not
expected to resume until midweek; according to Charles LaValley, chief federal negotiator.
"We're not better off than we
were before," LaValley said
after talks resumed late last
week between the struck bus
company and representatives of
Local 1005, Amalgamated Transit Union.
Thousands of persons who relied on the firm's 650 buses for
transportation looked for other
ways of travel.
More than 1,000 bus drivers,
mechanics and office workers
went on strike a week ago today, after their two-year contract expired. Twin City lines
is the largest in the Twin Cities
area , serving Minneapois and
St. Paul and adjacent suburb'
The union rejected an 11-cent
per hour raise on a three-month
contract as a possible interim
settlement to allow time for the
Metropolitan Transit Commission to negotiate purchase of the
bus company.
Chairman Ron Anderson of the
Minnesota Public Service Commission (PSC) has proposed that
the; cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis look into a possibility settlement subsidy. :
The state official proposed
that the two cities consider the
possibility "of* providing subsidies for an interim bus strike
settlement that, would provde
public transportation until a permanent settlement can be
reached.
He said the proposal for an interim settlement would cover
the approximate six months it
might take the Metropolitan
Transit Commission (MTC) to
negotiate purchase of the bus
company: '¦'- .
Anderson added that "Duluth
solved a similar strike situation
two years ag;o by providing a
city' subsidy to take care of
wage increases for its bus drivers. "

Easter Seal
child named

Tax reform by Christmas?
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Hoping to wrap up the tax reform
package by Christmas, the Senate will be debating during the
next several weeks ju st how far
it can go to play Santa Claus for
individual U.S. taxpayers.
The issues of perisonal income
tax exemptions and oil and gas
depletion allowances are expected to highlight the lengthy debate which begins today .
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn.,
says he will press his proposal
to raise the personal income tax
exemptions.
Gore's proposal, defeated
when the Senate Finance Committee worked over the Housepassed reform bill, appears to
be gaining support in the Senate. Behind it are, among others, Sens. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., the Democratic whip,
and James 0. Eastland, D-Misis.
The Gore plan would substitute larger deductions for an
overall reduction in income tax
rates passed Aug. 7 by the
House and approved Oct. 31 by
the finance committee.

pendent before figuring his taxes. Gore seeks to raise the deduction to $1,000 by 1973.
The oil and gas depletion allowance, now 27 & per cent, was
lowered to 20 per cent by the
House but raised to "23 per cent
by the Senate Finance Committee.
Senators preferring the lower
rate are expected to offer
amendments to the committee's
version to reinstate it.
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield of Montana has
said he would keep the Senate in
session at night and on weekends to complete action on the
bill before adjourning for a
Christmas hoHday.
After passage by the Senate
the measure would have to go to

Current tax law allows a tax
payer to deduct $600 from his in
come for himself and each de

Vandals destroy
Green Bay church

GREEN BAY (AP) - Members of Be*hany United Methodist Church had to clear away
debris Sunday before they could
conduct worship services in the
church which vandals had invaded the night before.
The pastor of the Ashwaubenon church , the Rev. Patrick
Greene, said pews were broken,
fire extinguishers emptied,
crosses ripped from walls and
swastikas smeared on walls. .
"It was demoralizing," Greene
said.
There was no immediate estimate of damage.
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The 1970 . Nation Easter Seal
child is Lori Jean Bowen of Columbus, a. 3-year-old; blue eyed
blonde born with a spinal defect.
Lori, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Bowen , was selected
by the National Easter Seal Society at the conclusion of its
convention here Saturday,

MoreComfortWearing

FALSETEETH

To help relieve discomfort when
dentures slip down end come looee,
Ju»t iprlnXle FASTKKl'H on your
plates. FASTEETH holds dentures
firmer longer. You can bite harder,
eat faster, feel more comfortable.
FASTEETH Is alkaline—won't sour.
Dentures that fit are essential to
health. See your dentist regularly.
Get FASTEETH »t all drug counters.
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Look what's happenedsince
Maverick wasintroduced inApril.

YourFord Dealer's holding the price line.
Maverick. Still $1995*

Whon It cornea to prices, you Know what' s going
on. And what' s going up. But there 's one thing
still going straight. Maverick. It holds lha line. And
Its small price makes It America's biggest car
value-Here are thefaclsabout ourSlmpleMachlne.
r
It s simple lo drive. You got tho passing power of
a 105-hp Six. Great gas mileage too.
It's simple to park. Mavorlck can turn in a tighter
circle than tho leading import.
It's simple to service. Mavorlck Is oasler and loss

It's simple to own. Mavorlck saves you money
when you buy It. And when you drive it. That' s the
reason our small car Is going over big
ua^rtnit tot. »«.. „.„„ ¦
.
u . , ,
Com B^
oome
see tho Simple Machine at you r Ford
Dealer's now.

needs fewer oil changes, fewer chassis lubrications.
,
to repair. You can do many routine
maintenance Jobs yourself.

M
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.
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THEFTS TUMBLE
MANCHESTER, E n g l a n d
(AP) — Thefts from parked automobiles have dropped by 90
per cent in two. months in the
city centre following the introduction of rooftop lookouts by
the police. Using two-way radios, they can tip off groundbased bobbies when they spot
something suspicious.

expensive to maintain than an economy Import. It

I

a conference committee to work
out differences between Senata
and House versions. The committee 's compromise then would
have to be approved in both
chambers before going to President Nixon.
Though different in detail,
both Senate and House versions
would give relief to individual
taxpayers and raise taxes for
corporations and foundations.
The measure also extends the
income tax surcharge inaugurated under former President
Lyndon B. Johnson and repeals
the 7 per cent investment tax
credit.
The surcharge, which was 10
per cent through this year,
would be continued at 5 per cent
through June 30. .
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YourFord Dealer fights the price rise
TOUSLEY FORD COMPANY
MIRACLE MALL - WINONA

Money stolen fro m
2 elderly sisters
ELGIN , Minn. (Special)—Twoelderly Elgin women, the Misses
Bertha and Ernma_ tJeckef",
of ail " v 83
and 80, we^e fobbed
estimated $2,000 to $2,800 Sunday
at 1 a.m., -according to report.'
Sleeping in a first floor bedroom, they were awakened by
a mellow voice they didn't recognize, telling them to stay in
bed. The robber kept a bright
flashlight on them so they
couldn't see.
The thief went to a table in

Youth jailed
on series of
traffic counts
SEWER GRANT CHECK ARRIVES
City Treasurer Alfred Berndt, left, presents
$29,000 check to City Manager Carroll J.
Fry as part payment of a $39,700 federal
grant for the new trunk sewer line serving
the airport industrial park. The original
grant was $46,470 but was reduced when

bids proved to be IbweY than estimates,
Authorized by the City Council in February,
the project will cost a total of $116,162. The
project brings thi* industrial park vicinity into
the city's overall sewer , system. (Daily News
photo)

186,000 altogether

Cool weather reduced total
attendance at Perrot Park

TREMPEALEAU, Wis.-More
than 175,000 visitors and 11,000
campers used Perrot State Park
at Trempealeau last . summer,
according to the state Department of Natural Resources.
The visitation was somewhat,
less than 1968, but DNR officials
say a major factor causing the
reduction was a cold, rainy
June.
Despite the large number of

v isitors, very few problems were
encountered. Officials said regular patrols with personnel trained in law enforcement techniques have been instrumental
in keeping trouble at a minimum.
The park has improved the
last two years with a complete
revision and expansion of the
camping area from 35 to 101
sites; construction of three addi-

Rochester nurse
killed in accident
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A nurse driving to her job in
Rochester was killed this morning near Kenyon, Minn., authorities reported.
Also reported today were the
deaths of a couple in their 60s
who were involved in a head-on
crash near Morris Sunday, and
that of a Pine City boy involved
in a car-train crash in Pine
County Saturday night.
The four deaths raised the
Minnesota road toll for the year
to 836 compared wth 950 one
year ago.
Mrs , " George Ward , 26, Kenyon, was killed when her car
went off slippery Minnesota 60,

Car slips,rolls,
flies 270 feet
but pair unhurt

three miles east of Kenyon at 6
a.m. today. The vehicle went
into a ditch , tossed her out and
rolled on her , officers said. She
was the mother of three children .
Mrs. Ward was a nurse at Rochester Methodist Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Ver-Steeg,
in their 60s and of Hancock ,
were killed in a collision on a
township road five miles south
of Morris in Stevens County. He
was dead at the scene and she
died at a Morris hospital four
hours later.
Three Morris youths in the
second car , all about 18, were
injured . Fehr and Ken Lesmeister, both critical, were transferred to a Fargo hospital. Joe
Eyestad was hospitalized at
Morris.
Joseph W>eis , 13, Pine City,
died at the Kanabec County Hospital at Mor a from injuries when
the car his mother was driving
collided with a Great Northern
passenger train at Brook Park
Saturday evening. Three sons
were with her.

tional buildings including flushtype toilets and showers and
laundry rooms ; electrical outlets in the camping areas; a
trailer dumping station , and
blacktopping of campground
roads.
A new swimming area , nature
trails, historical interpretation
center, group camping area and
several new parking lots are
planned for the future.
Perrot Park is open yeararound with no fees charged
from Nov. 1 through March 31.
Primitive camping facilities are
available during the winter
months where campers can enjoy hunting and fishing in the
Trempealeau area. Snowmobiling and other winter activities
can be carried on.
Perrot Park was established
in 1918 by the state legislature.
It consists of approximately 1,394 acres of wooded bluffs adjoining the Mississippi and
Trempealeau Rivers.
The orginmal tract of 950
acres was donated to the state
by John A. Latsch of Winona.
The park is rich in history and
contains many Indian mounds.
It was named after a famous
French fur trapper and trader ,
Nicholas Perrot . A historical
marker in the park indicates his
appearance in the area took
place as early as 1685,
Fees charged in all of Wisconsin's state parks are:
Annual sticker attached 1 to automobile , good for admittance to
any state park , $3.
Daily sticker $1, camping
$2.50 per nigh t per unit or family, electricity , 25 cents per
night and firewood , 25 cents a
'
bundle.

County clerks
Mrs. Clara Weis and Daniel ,
10, were transferred to Univer- cooperate with
An airman home on leave and sity Hospitals at Minneapolis.
a Winona State College student Michael , 11, remained at the
received minor , injuries Satur- Kanabec hospital.
day night in a one-car crash
The Pine County sheriff' s of- heart association
about IM. imfes south of Homer ,

on Highway 61-14.
Thomas R. Olson Jr., 21,
Houston , on leave from the Air
Force, driver , received pulled
muscles on his right arm and
a bump on his head His passenger, Charles W, Westby, IB,
Houston , student at WSC, had
a bloody nose.
The accident , at 11:50 p.m.
Saturday, wrecked the 1067 foreign car. They were proceedin g
north when the ca"r went out of
contro l, slid sideways across tho
east shoulder , dug in , went end
over end , then dug into the
shoulder again and flew over the
tons of woods landin g on its
wheels on the Milwauk ee railroad tracks about 75 feci from
Ihe east side nf llm highway ,
The enr was out nf control a
total of 270 feel , according to
Ilioliwav Pnlrnl o'f'cors.
Olson and \Wlhv were able
fn ecl nut of ' Ihe vehicle by
thern.selvns nnd notified n nassiiif ear. Thry credit *d sent belts
with saving ' them from serious
inlury .
The ra ilroad wa.s notifi ed tn
hold traffic nnd track s were
cleared by about 12:45 n.m. A
fast train was <\ue al 1:12 a .m.
FAf'I .S AUTO CII.M UJI.
IIOKAII. Minn. - Allen Johnson , 2f» . Hokah , has been charged wilh unauthor ized use nf
n niolor whiclc belonging to
Lucas Green of Roch ester. Stolen Tuesday, it wes recovered
Fridnv al La Crescent

fice said thie car collided with
the GN's Gopher train , en route
from Minne _polis-St. Paul to Superior , Wis The crossing was
non-signalized , the sheriff' s office said.

Group organizes
to hel p develop
Hixton vicinity
HIXTON , Wis, - A Hixton
Area Development Corporation
is being organized hy Vern
Bamberg and others. Bylaws
will be presented at a special
citizens ' meeting of the Hixton
area in the future .
Plans were started at a recent meeting of Ihe develop
ment committee , attended by
the village board , other organizations and churches. They
agreed thai. Ihe group should bo
incorporat ed so it would have
aulhoritv to represent all people in the area , not only tho
village , nnd so it can help all
worthwhile projec ts, not limiting itself lo industry .
Vern Hendrickson , area resource development agent , is
help ing in the organizational
work. William Wiscotl. nf tho
state Division of PJconomic De
velopment will meet Tuesday
night with the committee to help
write bylaws thai will meet refiuiremcnls shoti 'd the corporation seek Government aid ,

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS —
Reg, Meeting Tues., Nov. 25—8 p.m,
FREE LUNCH AFTER MEETING
#
A. L. Wlncicvvikl , Grand Knight

Mrs. Marlys Lietz, Whitehall
and Gayle Hoch , Alma , county
clerks of Trempealeau and Buffalo counti .s, respectively, announce that their offices will
serve as referral points to area
memorial and special occasion
gifts chairmen of the Wisconsin
Heart Association .
Residents wishing to make
memorial or special occasion
donations should phono the
clerk' s office in the courthouses.
Tho clerks will in turn refer
them to the closest representative of the state association ,
Through the Wisconsin County
Clerks Association Mrs, Lietz
and Hoch and their colleagues
throughout the state , have
agreed to serve in this capa city .
Memorial gifts to the Wisconsin Heart Association arc made
to honor the memory of deceased friends and relatives , especially those who wore victims
of heart disease , Such contributions are used for programs of
medical research , public and
professional education and communit y service. Special occasion
gifts, which support tho snm n
programs , are made to celebrate birthdays , anniversaries
and graduations ,
Once a donor has been referred to his memorial and special occasion gifts chairman , he
need onl y mail his contribution
and the name and address of
thc friend or relative . An approprint© acknowledgment, of the
heart gift will be sent , along
with Ihe nani e of the donor , but
tho amount nf the gift will be
hold in confidence .. Memorial
and special occasion gifts to Ihe
Wisconsin Heart Association arc
tax-deductible.

James D. Richmond , 19, Houston , Minn., was today sentenced
to 180 days ih the Winona County jail by Goodview Justice of
the Peace Lewis Albert, in addition to being fined a total of
$110 after pleading guilty to four
traffic . offenses allegedly committed Sunday. The offenses ran
to 24 the number of traffic violations the youth has been convicted of in the past two years.
Sheriff George For said Richmond was stopped by the Highway Patrol Sunday on Highway
76 near Witoka and was subeqlientfy charged with violation
of the open bottle law, permitting illegal operation of his
vehicle; minor with beer in possession and intoxication. He was
sentenced to 90 days imprisonment on each of the first two
charges, $100 on the possession
charge and . -$io for intoxication.
Court costs totalled $17.
Richmond' s license was denied by the state Oct. 23, according to his driving record.
The record terms him "inimical
to public safety." Richmond's
offenses during the past two
years include three convictions
for drunken driving, three for
careless driving, conviction for
violation of the open bottle law
and six convictions for driving
after suspension of his license.
Fort said the youth's driving
record is the worst he had seen
in 40 years of law enforcement.

Police investigate
pair of hit-runs

Police are investigating two
hit-run accidents which occurred late Sat urday night.
A 1964 model two-door sedan
driven by Brian R. La Barre,
Algona; Iowa, received $300
damages to the right rear on
Johnson Street, 30 feet south of
4th Street, at 11:10 p.m.
Police said the La Barre car
was southbound on Johnson
when an unidentified car came
from an alley at ths west side
of the stieet. La Barre told
police he swerved to the left but
was struck by the driver who
was in his lane coming toward
' .' ¦ ' ¦ ' •
him.
A 19(53 model sedan owned by
Lucinda L<emmer, 651 V7. Sarnia St., was struck by an
unidentified vehicle as it was
parked fac.ng north in a parking lot at 651 W. Sarnia at
11:25 a.m, Police said the damage apparentl y was done Saturday but it was not noticed until
ll a.m. Sunday. Damage was
$100 to the car 's right rear.
m

Lewiston police car

LEWISTON, Minn. (Special1)
— Lewiston Village Council let
a contract to Lewiston Auto Co.
Wednesday for a 1970 car for
the police department.
Lewiston Auto bid $1 ,545. O &
J Motor , St. Charles, bid $1,826.

tbe adjoining dining-room"' affd
took a key from a drawer ,
then . proceeded to the living
room where he opened the ,door
of a cabinet and from . inside
took out two purses .
He emptied the purses on a
chair and took the money, leaving the purses, then left by the
back door.
Bertha said this morning:
"I was speechless."
When she looked around for
Emma, she wasn't there. Bertha was afraid her sister had
been kidnapped by the thief.
However, Emma had wrapped
herself in a blanket and left
by another door for the neighboring Eugene Ripk a residence.
From there the local policeman ,
Merle Prescher , was called ,
When he arrived , however,
there ¦'. was ; no trace except
pieces of tape on the ground
which apparently had been
placed over his fingers by the
intruder to avoid leaving fingerprints.
Bertha said the person or
persons were highly perfumed.
She . and her sister never determined whether there were one
or two people, nor did they determine the sex because the
flashlight in their faces blinded them.
They think it was someone
familiar with the surroundings
because the thief apparently
knew where the chest and key
were located.
The women live in a house
across the street from Trinity
Lutheran Church having moved
to the village from a farm about
15 years ago.
Entry was made by taking a
storm window from the east
side of the baserrent and walking up the stairs. There is
no telephone in the Uecker
home.
The ' Wabash a County sheriff' s
office was called in to conduct
the investigation .

Plead innocent
to charge of
hitting officer

Attorney Dennis A. Challeen
entered a plea of not guilty today in behalf of "Walton S. Madland , 24, and Joel K. Branes, 22
both of St. Paul who were charged by City police .Friday night
in connection with a disturbance
at Steve's Lounge, 107 W,' 3rd St,
Madland is charged with obstructing the legal process of arrest and Branes with assaulting
a public officer and intoxication.
Judge John D. McGill set trial
for Dec. 12 at 9:30 a.m. Madland is free on $75 bond and
Branes is free on $95.
Police Chief James McCabe
reported that police were called
to the bar to help quell a disturbance and that Branes allegedly
began struggling with Officer
Joseph Przybylski when Przybylski escorted him outside.

City decorates
for holidays
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— Lake City is begiwnthg to
look like Cliristmas City. A
large evorgr..n tree has beer
placed in Circle Drive at the
government pier and other decorations are going up .
Lights will be turned on for
the first time Friday night.
The Chamber of Commerce
has arranged for stores to be
open each Tuesday and Friday
until 9 p.m. from Dec. 2 to Dec,
15, and from then on every week
night until Dec. 21.

Niiclear power

(Continued From Page 1)

In other action todny, the
court:
—Rejected claims that illiterate black voters in Sunflower
Miss., were victims of racial
discrimination in a \%7 election
because there were no black
election officials to hel p them
cast their ballots .
—Declined to decide whether
juveniles suspected of crime
must be warned immediately by
police Ihey have a right to remain silent and to a lawyer 's
advice.
The court turned down Richard V, Hall and his wi fe , Chrislino , of Colorado Springs , on the
technical grounds lhat the state

law has reduced the residence
requirement in Colorado to the
point where they would have
been eligibl e to vot e, and because the l!)f>8 election is over ,
anyhow .
Justices William .1. Brennan
Jr. and Thurgood Marshall dissented , saying thc court should
have stretched its view of
"mootness" lo reach the impor tant constitutional issues raised
by the Halls.
Marshall , in an opinion in
which Brennan joined , said Colorado 's residency requirement
for voters for president violates
thc equal protection guarantees
of the federal Constitution.
The Halls ' appeal, granted review last May in the closing
weeks of Ihe Warren court ,
amounted to a test challenge lo
state residence rules everywhere that have served to bar
millions of people from voting
in presidential elections because
in the monlhs immediately
preceding thc election Ihey hnd
moved from one state lo another.
An estimate d 4.8 million people were barred from voting for

(Continued Fromi Page 1)

precise point on the surface,
finitely greater than anything valuable knowledge for future
we'reStalkiflg about in connec- Apollo crews who/will fly into
power, aji &intains and craters,. .
tion with the nuclear
¦
w
plant."
Conrad told the televised news
Much of the dispute has been conference Sunday night that it
couched in murkey technical was no easy task to land Intreplanguage dealing with radio- id on the moon.
"It took every bit of knowlactivity and isotopes. Then , edge I had to get that baby
there is the argument that down there in the right place.
Minnesota ought to have thg That was no piece of cake.
right to regulate the p'ant , re- That's my profession . And it
took everythin g I had to get that
gardless of what the federal LM
down in one piece. I think
government says.
we got some things to work out
EWALD says the problem Is on that."
muddied by public misunder- The capsule communicator ,
standing — and by politicians astronaut Gerald Carr , relayed
milking the dispute for personal reporters' Questions in the unprecedented news conference
gain:
A well-designed nuclear plant , from 112,000 miles in space,
says NSP is "the cleanest, safConrad and Bean said they
est, cheapest source of power" slept fitfully in the cramped Inaround. .
trepid cabin on the moon.
Ewald is adamant in the Gordon said he was so busy
claim that thie: Monticello plant handling Yankee Clipper alone
can pass any rational test of in lunar orbit that he didn 't
public safety.
have time to get lonely during
the
hours he was separated
THERE IS. says Ewald , more from40Conrad
and Bean.
radioactivity in milk than in the "At the end Ihe day I could
of
waste waters the plant will dis- hardly get to bed
fast enough ,"
charge into the Mississippi Riv- he said.
'
fer. . . : ¦ ¦ ' • ¦ , \ '.

"I'll drink the discharge water out of the Monticello nuclear
power plant anytime," he vowed. ¦
The dispute nOw stands like
this :.
# The P o11u t i o n Control
Agency has issued a permit
which NSP says cannot be obeyed.;
# NSP has claimed in court
that only the AEC can regulate
the plant , with tine matter possibly ready for trial in January. :
# The company says it remains willing to negotiate, provided there are "reasonable
men sitting around the . table. "
"PEOPLE don't seem to realize that if we were to try to
comply with the state permit ,
we would be in conflict with the
Atomic Energy : Commission,"
Ewald said:
"Well now, there is some
doubt the state has jurisdiction
over this power plant. There is
no doubt that the AEC does."
NSP's dilemma , says Ewald,
is that fhe federa l nuclear policeman — the AEC — would
not allow the plant to operate if
the company chose to give in
to state demands."
THE SECOND area of misunderstanding, Ewald says, is that
it would take two years to redesign the plant — a delay that
would bring NSP right back to
the power shortage it foresees
next year.
"The Monticello nuclear plant
is virtually completed ,'' Ewald
said. It represents an investment of 100 million dollars , and
we simply have to use it.
"If we were to take a loss of
100 million dollars, this would
be a very , very costly item for
our customers, and the possibility of a power shortage next
year, ' . . ."
EWALD says NSP ls commits
ted to nuclear power plants for
the next five years, but is willing to discuss plants still farther
into the future. The first unit of
its Prairie Island nuclear plant
near Red Wing goes on line in
1972, the second unit in ,1974.
Ewald leaves the impression,
however, that it will take* more
than more rhetoric to budge
NSP from its nuclear path.
In short , NSP sees the Monticello plant as anything but a nuclear monster looming just
over the horizon from Minnenesota 's largest metropolitan
area.
THE COMPANY has owned
the site for some 45 years.
"There is no reason why a
power - production plant should
not be located at this site, " says
NSP . "The plant is being designed to conform with all recognized health and safety regulations. "

Supreme Court upholds
voting residence law

WASHINGTON (AP) _ Thc
Supreme Court kept alive today
State laws that require a minimum residence period for voting for president , and vice president.
The fi-2 ruling turned down a
young Colorado couple 's argument that residence requirements discriminate
without
good reason against voters who
have recentl y moved into a
state .

Face quarantine

president last year because of
residence requirements. Richard M. Nixon , who won , drew
only 310,638 votes more than Hubert II. Humphrey, who finished
second.
The majority in the Hall case
consisted ol Chief Justice Warren K. Burger and Associate
Justices Hugo L. Black , William
O, Douglas , John Marshall Harlan , Potter Stewart, nnd Byron
R, White. Their opinion was not
signed.

"All three of ns were a lot
calmer than I thought we'd be,"
Conrad reported, "I think Al
and I were a little bit nervous
during that ascent from the
moon . After all we had only one
engine ."
The astronauts face quarantine until Dec. 11 as a precaution against the remote chance
they brought alien germs back
from the moon. The Apollo 11
pilots contracted no bugs, but
Apollo 12 went to a different lunar area and an international
contamination committee, recommended a full quarantine.
But landing restrictions were
relaxed. Instead of donning
head-to-toe biological isolation
suits, the plan was to wear face
masks to t r ajfcj» erms the astronauts might exnale, The Apollo
11 astronauts complained the
full suits were hof and the visors fogged , obscuring their vision.
Conrad, Gordon and Bean will
be locked in a mobile quarantine van aboard the Hornet for
almost five days while the ship
cruises toward Hawaii , some
2,600 miles from the intended
landing area.
At Hawaii , the van will be
placed aboard a cargo plane
and flown Saturday to Houston 's
Ellington Air Force Base, near
the Manned Spacecraft Center.
From there , the spacemen
will be moved to the isolation of
the center 's Lunar Receiving
Laboratory . The rocks and Surveyor pieces were to be flown to
the lab Tuesday for quarantine
and initial examination.
Altogether , 15 persons—doctors, medical technicians, cooks
and stewards—will be quarantined with the astronauts. They
will be abla to talk with their
families ana space officials
through a thick glass wall.

Second week
of arms talks
begins today

HELSINKI , Finland (AP) —
U.S. and Soviet disarmament
negotiators opened the second
week of their Helsinki talks today. The Americans hoped for
clues to what nuclear arms the
Russians are willing to discuss
in future full-scale negotiations
to stem their missile race.
The two team traded general
statements in two 90-minute secret sessions last week , then recessed for a three-day weekend
at Soviet request after each side
sought more explanation of the
other 's position. The long weekend gave the Kremlin plenty of
time to stud y the conference exchanges and to formulate instructions for its men in Helsinki .
The
current , preliminary
talks , expected to last into December , are a diplomatic probing operation to find out what
might be dealt with in substantive negotiations later.
So far both , the U.S. team ,
headed by Ambassador Gerard
C. Smith , and the Soviets under
Deputy Foreign Minister Vladimir S. Sernenov, have privately
voiced satisfaction with the proceedings.

Police check on
thefts, vandalism

Police are investigating a
car theft , an incident of vandalism and the theft of a coat
Alfred Mueller , 277 E. Howard ¦¦St., told police his white
1901 - Chevrolet - ' Corvair Van ,
license Y05197, was taken
from in front of his homg at
about noon Sunday.
Employes at St. John 's Catholic Parish , 560 E. Broadway,
reported that vandals entered
the church Saturday afternoon
and threw holy water and candles about Uie building. No
damage estimate was given.
Mrs. John Breza , Sterling
Motel , hi ghways 61 and 14, told
police that a dark brown coat
belonging to her was taken
Ireland covers 27,136 square from a rack at Winon a Senior
miles, an area slightly larger High School Friday afternoon .
The coat was valued at $40.
than West Virginia.
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CCENBiltr
Yes , religion is cornball. It pushes squaresville ideas
like love , understanding, patience , charity, kindness ,.
moderation , joy, justi ce , peace , reconciliation ,
beauly, life 's sacredness , honor, serenity, brotherhood.
And who needs stuff like that , when we 'have LSD,
amphetamine s , alcohol ,war , nudies, agonized cities ,
the l-l-bomb , heroin , poverty, inhumanity?
So for heaven 's sake , don 't get caught in your
churc h c r synagogue. Or you might start wanting i
to change the world around.

In similar action the court
threw out an appeal that challenged nn Ohio law requirin g
nominating petitions for independent candidates for Congress
to be signed by at least four per
cent of the number of voters
who voted for governor in the
district.
Paul M, Rrockinglon , a 47yenr-old Cleveland antipoverty
worker who was blocked in an
attempt to run for Congress last
year , claimed the state had violated his right to participate in
the political process.
Publlshori n» a public servlcft
The unanimous decision snid
ln coopn . Mlon with Tho ArivertlblnR Council , RollRlon In American
"the case is moot because the
and The International Newspaper Adv«rtlilnn Executive *
congressional election in over. " ,t
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Pro-/oof/)a//ers
ii/re sleep4ns?
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Joey Heatherton confided that some pro
football stars (supposed to be in bed at 11 Saturday nights)
have been known to pay fellows who resemble them to "sletfp"
for them, so they can be out With their wives or girl friends
the night before the Sunday game,
"My husband"-Lance\ Rentzel of the Dallas Cowboys—
"has to be in bed in his room with Ralph Neely the linebsckcr
."
Push Mobile _
"He used to hire a blond fellow as a 'sleep-in' for him but
if the coach finds out , it's - a
Homes for
$500 fine. Oh ," Joey said/ with umn about drugs , in the high
a toss of her head ,. "he's paid schools, we found that several Disadva ntaged
a few!"
*
Joey made clear that she VIP families are worried about PALM SPRINGS, Calif. (AP)
wouldn't let her husband vio- their youngsters' drug-using, — The federal government is
late training since their mar- but don 't know how to talk to determined to bring mobile
riage a few months ago. She them about it. , . Jack Entrat- homes within closer reach of
also claims that frequently in- ter of the Vegas Sands met young people and minorities, an
aide to President Nixon says.
jured , often-broken-nosed Lance
is very tough , and that to hit with Joe Norban of El Morocco Robert J. Brown/ special ashim with an ashtray or some- about franchising El Morocco sistant to the President, told a
conference of the Trailer Coach
matter .
thing -would hardly
1
Irving Hel- Association Friday, "You have
"The first time he , picked me around the world. . .
up and tried to kiss rae tend- ler, the custom tailor , forecasts to find a way to make your
erly," she recalled , "he almost that crew cuts and cuffs on product available to minority
families.'
broke my ribs."
trousers will be back in 1970 He said' both Houses of Conold
good
the
(he
girls)
"Remember
probably means for
gress have passed legislation to
days," said Playwright Henry . . . Mickey Deans has embark- loosen the present restrictions
Ephron , "what a wonderful ed on an ambitious project for on mobile homes—homes which
time it was when you said the memory of his late wife are not necessarily mobile but
'Spiro' and everybody thought Judy Garland.
are factory-made and inexpenTHE MIDNIGHT EARL . '. . sive.
you meant Skouras?" . . .
I sure made a mistake (al- Gov. Rockefeller slapped his Until last week, governmentmost) at Meredith College, Ra- knee and his wife Happj beam- guaranteed FHA lo^ns could not
leigh, N.C , a * beautiful girls' ed as Lionel Hampton ( opening Be made for mobile homes,
school, Baptist-influenced. In at the Plaza 9) sang, "I'm eliminating a major means of
the dining room we stood a long gonna rock, rock , rock for favorable financing to low and
time and I finally said, "Does Rockefeller" and "Who else but moderate income groups.
everybody have to stand? Are Nels?" An encore was "When
we waiting for something?" Rocky Goes March in' In" . . .
. A discreet voice shushed Truman Capote invited Lee
me: "Sash, we are- waiting for Radziwill to a screening of
them to ask the blessing" ...". "_ "Happy Ending," but she was
(It'd been a long time since called to the Kennedy comanybody'd asked the blessing pound in Hyaiiaisport by Jackie
around any New York func- Onassis. . , Paula Wayne's
tions!)
birthday gift from producer
All eyes zoomed in on "The Bob Shelley: A white mink
Arrangement" premier and big coat. (She'll star in his show,
party at the Pierre — Kirk "Cherry ") . . . A famed enterDouglas remembering when his tainer describes: his marriage as
By CYNTHIA LOWKY
name was Izzy Demsky (short- "a horror" and he's glad it's
NEW YORK (AP) _¦' There is
ened from Danielovski, hardly over.
aware where he got the name TODAY'S BEST L A U G H: something new under the sun:
Kirk) . . . he was chatting with Rodney D a n g e r field talked the cosmic press conference.
Burt Lancaster there with Jack- about his tough neighborhood : The homeward bound astroie Bone . .. James Mason who'd "I called the police emergency nauts, huddled in front of the
been with Peggy Cass earlier numb* — and there was a Yankee Clipper 's television
camera Sunday night and anat Gallagher's, with his dtr. three-year waiting list."
swered newsmen's questions
Portlaxd . . . Shelley Winters
saying "I've got four unre- WISH I'D SAID THAT: If from a point 97,000 miles in
leased pictures and I can see beer cans were any easier to space.
the bankers glaring at me open, some men wouldn 't get Only ABC among the three
major networks chose to carry
saying 'We've got $10,000,- any exercise at all.
REMEMBERED Q U O T E; the space program live. It
1300, in her — is she worth
it?'" : ." . . . Pearl Bailey made "There are two kinds of public preempted the second half of
the sliow with her remark to officials — those who do all thtfy ''Land of Giants " while CBS
Lee Strasberg, whose Actors can for the office , and those and NBC continued on with regStudio was beneficiary. Said who do the office for all they ular programming, "To Rome,
With Lovg" and the Disney
Pearl : 'I'm the only one around can."
Hour.
r
that s got no method ." Stras- EARL'S PEARLS: Remember
berg said in effect that that when you could buy a nickel The gnm-chewing astronauts
is The Method . (Nat Lefkowitz bar of candy, and pass it answered about a dozen quesof the Wm, Morris Agency was around?
tions submitted by reporters
honor guest -r- they raised a
Alan Drake says his wife's during a half hour . They debundle.)
not much of a cook : "She made scribed their emotions during
Secret Stuff: After our col- toast for my breakfast every the moon-landing—"I was havday for a month — but then ing a ball, " said Commander
shd lost her recipe." That's Charles Conrad Jr. —and told in
detail some of their experiearl, brother.
ences.
The program was not an un-

Initial deer kill
less than 1968

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wisconsin opened its 1989 deer
hunting season with initial reports of the harvest indicating
the kill will be about 20 per cent
below the 1968 figure.
The Department of Natural
Resources said . a. shortage of
snow cover in which to follow
foot tracks appeared to be discouraging some hunters.
Also party permits were not
as numerous in northwestern
Wisconsin because of efforts to
hold down the deer kill in that
region.
The department said Sunday
night its data from the field
was still sketchy, but that indications supported its forecast of
a harvest of 90,000-100.000 deer.

Television review
press conference
proves 'way ouf
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Hunters, the department said,
seem to be busiest in the morning hows, but abandoning the
woods by mid-afternoon because
of the snow dearth. Only regions
north of Rhinelander had an appreciable snow cover.
Harsh winters, coupled with
increased timber growth that
has reduced deer f orage sites,
cut down the deer population in
the northwest, and the state cut
back; the number of party permits this season.
A northwest ranger station in
Sawyer County reported registration of 66 deer on opening
day .Saturday, 10 fewer kills
than on the first day last season,
The season for most of the
state ends next Sunday. Some
southeastern counties end the
season Wednesday. ,

To your good health

qualified success since the
transmission of their voices occasionally was mushy and their
words indistinct:
Conrad confessed that because of a tight fitting space
suit he slept poorly or the Intrepid, and Alan Bean said he
didn't sleep so well either. Neither man had any dreams they
could, remember.
Conrad seemed restless during the interview, occasionally
moving up and floating past the
camera and then resuming his
seat. A camera seemed suspended in front of him. Once
something resembling a notebook floated into view and was
pulled down by Bean.
There probably was more.
ABC's science reporter Jules
Bergman broke into the interview to say the program would
be "back after this message."
But after some commercials
and a station break, ABC , too,
returned to. regular programming.
"The File on Devlin," the first
"Hall of Fame" special of the
season was broadcast on NBC
Friday. It was a change of pace
Winona Daily News for the series and a big disappointment. The 90 minutes wa,s
. ¦¦' MONDAY , NOVEMBER 2 ., 1969
a silly and obvious melodrama
VOLUME 114, NO. .
of international intrigue that
Published dslly dxcept Soturd.y and Hol- used every hoary device of the
idays by Republican and Herald Publish grade C movie, including a seinn Company. 601 Franklin St., Winona
cret passage in a Swiss viUa.
Minn. 55987
The story was about efforts of
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Russian agents to kidnap the
Single CODy - 10c Dally, _0c Sunday
widow of an eminent American
Delivered by Carrlar—pa, week 50 cents
so she could be ex_} weeks M5.50 writer
56 weeks J12./5
from ALBRECHT'S
changed
for a distinguished
By mail strictly In advance; paper flop
Russian woman who had defectped on expiration date: .
In Fillmore, Houston, Olrmted, Wabash a, ed.
and Winon . counllci In Minnesota) BufAn excellent cast—Judith Anfalo . Jackson, Pepin, and Trempealeau
counties In Wisconsin) and lo military derson , David
McCallum and
personnel with military addresses In the
continental United States and overseas Elizabeth Ashley—took it all sewllh APO or FPO* addresses
riously but couldn 't do a thing
I year
tl . 00 3 months
tJ .oo about getting it off the ground.
& month*
$9.00 1 month
HOC
The original comedy that folElsewhere —
lowed it , "Mirror , Mirror , Off
SO REGISTER OFTEN.
In United States and Canada
I year
132,00 3 monlha
»7,oo the Wall ," was the sort of fanta. month!
.12.00 1 month
$2,50 sy that actors of the caliber of
Sunday News only, 1 year
,17.50
.
George C, Scott and Maureen
Second class postage paid at Winon* Stapleton must enjoy.
Minn
Send chnn(» ot address, notices, undellv,
Open Yoar 'Round on Hiflhwty 61
Scott played a dedicated ,
ercd copies, subscription orders and ' ottw .
mnll llcms lo Winona Dnlly News, f u stormy writer of serious books
Just 2 Blocks West of Junction 14
Box 70, Winona, Minn 5W8 .
who, in what seemed a gesture
___ ^__ K__ ^.__ ft_
^_tV_ *._A.__V __K __K ____. _?.__k. ?__k. ? __k. __k.__k._A. ?. ____. A
H@^>
of defiance , ripped off under a
pen name a sexy piece of trash
that turned into a best seller,
Suddenly hi.s alter ego, also
*
\
J0IN us FOR
played by Scott, turned up to
y^^
( I
taunt and bedevil him,
His affectionate and worried
wife—Miss Stapleton—also developed an alter ego-a tough ,
11
hold blonde. The message beGAMK
COIINISH
1IKN
( •^/AV<x_ JJ > ¦!*_ Oy f lf^ l t
hind the fantasy was probably
*
that there is a Jekyll and Hyde
in all of tis. The nortions where
the originals were talking to
their alter egos seemed strained
and awkward , but the hour was
a
welcome change from formula
1
/
. r m T^m \
/
«*% O K
*X <kzu. ^ III
comedy.
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Recommended tonight: Bob
Hope Special , NBC , 11-9 p.m.,
CST, with Danny Thomas, Steve
Lawrence and Eydio Gorme;
" P c n p i c k e r in Plcadllly, "
Tennessee Ernie Ford in a musical special shot in England.

Lymphoma;
disease of
lymph glands

By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson : Would
you explain what lymphoma
(disease of the lymph glands)
is? My sister had two lymphomas removed from the groin region and has to undergo a series of radiation treatments.
Does this mean the disease is
cancer? Is it curable.—L.C.
THE LYMPH glands are oar
first line of defense in combating infection, filtering out dead
germs and debris picked up by
the white cells of the blood.
.-' An acute infection (a boil or
whatever) can result in tenderness and sometimes swelling of
the lymph glands in . the region
affected. There are groups of
lymph glands in the neck, armpits, groin, and elsewhere. But
after the infection has been
subdued , the lympli glands return to normal, (Sometimes
it takes time for swelling to
subside.)
Lymphoma is also a swelling of the lymph glands or
nodes, but of a more serious
nature . The exact cause is not
known , just as we do not know
the exact cause of any type of
malignancy, but it is thought
lhat one of the so-called tumor
viruses may be responsible in
this case.
The primary treatment is removal of such lymph nodes; in
addition , radiation treatment arrests or retards the disease.

Construction
deficit looms
for U of M

MINNEAPOLIS M — A
$6.38 million construction deficit
looms for the University of Minnesota.
Vice President Hale Champion, in charge of university planning, told the Board of Regents
Saturday that final construction
costs on nine buildings und-r
construction on the campus will
run $6,383,759 more than the
federal and state appropriations.
THE BIGGEST deficit , some
$2.3 million, will come from the
Biological Sciences building on
the St. Paul campus, which is
now expected to cost $10 million.
Champion attributed the deficit to Escalating construction
costs.
Donald K. Smith, vice-president in charge , of administration, presented a detailed breakdown of the university's operating budget for 1968-69 and 196970.
HE SAID that faculties salaries, averaging $16,071 for
nine-month teaching t e r m s ,
placed the university in the
midrange with other land grant
institutions in the nation .
: Smith said that 104 of the 233
new instructors came from
within the state and 25 came
from California , "a good source
of new faculty for us at the
present moment." There were
13 from Wisconsin.
Opening the meeting, Regents
Chairman Lester Malkerson announced that a study on university recognition of student organizations had been requested by
the Board of Regents.
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In for a bad trip?

AUSTIN, Tex. (AP) - The
Texas Department of Public
Safety says the persons who
stole a .narcotics display at a
youth conference on drugs here
may be in for a bad trip.
A department
spokesman
says the dru gs were treated by
the DPS narcotics section to either causa sickness or to
neutralize their effects.

KEYS TO SUCCESS
LYMINGTON ,. England (AP -)
- Christine Rix has a lot of success teaching elderly ladles to
drive—all they need is a piano.
Using a poker wedged In a coal
scuttle as the gear shift , she
recommends her pupils practice
nt tho piano before they take
their automobiles out on the
highway. "It gives them a lot of
confidence ," says Mrs. Rix.
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Abby
DEAR MOTHER : I think your husband did what any other father would have done in the
same situation, and I don't fault him for it. (It would
have taken a super-disciplinarian to witness one'g son :
and his friends trying to scrape up enough money to
pay the tab for a "parents ' treat" and let them , solve
it in their own way.) I do think you should tell your son
in no uncertain terms that he is a big boy now, and old
enough to come prepared to pay his share of the check
when he's a host. And as for the/other boys;, it's up to
the_r parents to give them the same lecture .
DEAR ABBY: My husband is 29 years old, and he decided that WASHING his hair will make his hair , fall out, so
will you please put something in your column to set him
straight?
Melvin is a very good-looking fellow , but he's got this
thing about losing his hair; He won't use a hairbrush at all
because every time he sees a few hairs in his hairbrush he
practically bawls. And he doesn't use a comb any more than
he absolutely must.
He's a wonderful guy, but , Abby, you don 't know how
hard it is to sleep with a man who hasn't washed his hair
MEL'S WIFE
since last July . Help !
: DEAR WIFE : Tell Mel that a CLEAN scalp is essential to the healthy growth of human hair , and he
stands to load more hair (and friends) by allowing rancid oils to collect on his head.
SEAR ABBY: For homework in school we have to find
a misspelled word in the newspaper. I would like for you
to write a misspelled word in your column so I can bring it
in. . '
.1 am 11 years old and am in the fifth grade , Thank you.
BETH IN EDWARDSVILLE, PA.
DEAR BETH : Unaccustomed as I am to raispelling
words intentionally I shall be glad to accomodate you.
(Now , let's hope the editor doesn't louse up everything.)
What's your problem? You 'll feel better if you get
it off your chest. Write to ABBY , Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif., 90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped,
addressed envelope.

'"

TREATING lymphoma us
soon as possible is, of course,
the important goal. Enlargement of the lymph nodes, generally in older persons, is the
first sign. Thoy are usually
pamless, and indeed there may
be few if any general symptom s otlier than the swelling,
If the affected glands are
close to the surface , the swelling may become evident fairlIy early, and the areas I mentioned , groin , armpits, and
neck , are the areas where the
glands lie close to the surface.
I repeat: the earlier treatment starts , the better the outlook, So when .swelling of such
areas occurs, and there is the
faintest suspicion that it may
he lymphoma , live node should
be removed for biopsy (microscopic examination ) to SOP
whether surgdry nnd radiation
are in order .
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Recently at our son's college homecoming, he and three of his friends invited their parents out
to dinner in appreciation of "all we had done for them."
The bill came to well over $60, plus tax and Up.
Apparently the boys did not havd enough money with them ,
so in order to minimize the embarrassment, my husband paid
the bill with his credit card and left the tip in cash.
Our own son and one of the other boys paid us their
share the next day ; one other parent mailed
his son's share, and the fourth will probably never pay us.
Our questions: When we see these
boys again , should we bring up their inexcusable lack of preparation to pay the
bill that night in order to help them avoid
such situations in the future? Also, do you
think my husband did the right thing in
rescuing the boys the way he did? Or should
he have let them solve their money problems in their own way?
A MOTHER

MALKERSON said after the
u i M i WIJ »
EVENINGS: 7:15-9:15
meeting that questions have
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been raised concerning "several
M- A-4
organizations," including Fight
A fl_lM._X»JyJ
Repression of Erotic Expression, a group for homosexuals.
NOW SHOWING
Professional managers for the
university's endowment funds of
$75 million and investments in
enterprises for social improvement were approved in principle by the; regents.
The overhaul of investment
policy was praised by several
regents, including Albert Hart,
who said tha policy represents
a "monumental change for the
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Sex educafion^

By KARREN A. MILLS
Associated Press Writer
(EDITOR' S NOTE: There
: has been much controversy in
Minnesota ond in communities across the nation in the
¦past few ye ars about the implementation 0/ family life
and sex education programs
in public schools. In some
school districts, parents
. have so vehemently opposed
the programs that they have
withdrawn their children
from school and sent them
. .. - ¦' to private schools. The following is the first of a threepart series on sex education
in Minnesota what is being
y taught and ,arguments for
and against the programs.
Part I is an overview of
the program and whttt is being taught in spec if ic communities around the stale.)

sex education is only a small
part of the entire curriculum
dealing with many a r e a s cf
family life.
The state guidelines are set
up for courses which have long
range goals for development of
individual beha\ior . The goals
stress responsibility in all ac
tions and relationships.
"Too many people think of
sex education as only information about intercourse ," said
Phyllis Cooksey, educational
director of Planned Parenthood
of Minneapolis. "You're sexual
from birth to death, but a lot of
people aren 't loving."
"The real goal of family life
and sex education is a good
family to bring up the next generation with • wholesome attitudes," according to Elizabeth
Peterson , director of parent
and family life education Ln the
University of Minnesota General Extension Division.
Most family life courses offered in Minnesota p u b l i c
schools include information on
h e a l t h , cleanliness, getting
along with others , dating, marriage, family responsibilities
such as budgeting and p r 0 b
lenis caused by drugs and alcohol. . ' .;;. .
An Associated Press survey
found that family life and . Sex
education in the majority of
state school districts contacted
is incorporated into regular
curriculum courses such as
h e a l t h , physical education,
home economics, biology, science and .social science.
Public schools at Crookston,
Mankato, Austin, St. . Paul and
Minneapolis, however, reported
special programs in family life
and sex education.

ST. PAUL UP) — Concerned
citizens have been attending
Parent - Teacher Association
. ( PTA ) meetings, writing letters
to the editor of their local newspapers and having heated arguments over backyard fences . . .
all about sex education in the
public schools.
The topic has put friends on
opposite sides and , at times,
has narrowed the gap between
enemies. Much of the controversy has occurred because
programs offered in the schools
are not fully understood.
The Minnesota Department
of Education this fall published
guidelines for family life and
sex education courses drawn up
by a committee of educators
from acros s' the state.
THE GUIDELINES are a
suggested outline of how sex education courses may be taught
THE PROGRAM at Crookfrom kindergarten t h r o u g h
grade 12, and are available to ston, operating in grades kin;
any school district that wish dergarten through 12, was set
up in 1967 by the Family Life
to. use thern.
Education Commissioner Du- Education Curriculum Commit
ane Mattheis said iii>Septem : tee, composed of area educaber local school digercets can tors, clergy and members of
accept and use the guidelines, the medical profession.
modify them "or file them in Specific courses are not
the wastebasket."'
taught, but the. program is inA department of education corporated into the total teachspokesman said 300 school dis- ing p icture in the elementary
tricts in Minnesota, out of grades. The program is an esabout 450, reported some in tablished part of regular curristruction in family life and sex culum courses at the high
education during the last school school level.
year.' .'
There have been only isolated
Carl Knutson , supervisor of cases of opposition to the
the Health , Physical Education, Crookston program ; "For every
Recreation - Safety Education case pf opposition there have
Unit, said school districts which been fifty people who have told
had sex education programs in- me how much they approve the
dicated the courses were taught program ," said Norman Arneat a variety of age levels from son, principal at Washington Elkindergarten t h r o u g h high ementary School.
school.
Crookston's family life pro"The basic issue is .not wheth- gram is revised and recomer or not Minnesota children mended to the Board of Educaand youth should have family tion for formal adoption each
life and sex education," accord- year.
ing to the philosophy statement Mankato School District 77 is
of the state guidelines, "they in its third year of a program
will receive it one way or an- it calls "Human Relations and
other.
Sexuality."
"The basic issue is whether Grades kindergarten through
they receive it from their peer three have what Director of
g r o u p , from the street, and Health and Physical Education
from experience alone; or Lee Ball termed "situational
whether they get it from the teaching." When a situation rehome, church and school work- lating to sex comes up, teach
ing cooperatively."
ers and students talk about it.
MOST PERSONS working in Teachers are instructed to crethe area of sex education pre- a!e an excuse for conversation
fer to use the term "family life if the subject does not come up
education ," because they feel spontaneously, *- Ball said. He
added that Ms is seldom nec\
essary. r
Grades four through six have
planned units, with the fi ft h
and sixth graders learning
about reproduction. Ball stressed that the material fits into
the program naturally at this
ARRIVING DAILY
point because of groundwork
See Our Large Selection
laid in earlier years.

at the end of each year, Ball
said, and anything which has
been found to be too advanced
or not advanced enough is revised.
Only two parents have exercised their option to withdraw
their children from the courses
at Mankato, Ball noted.
Austin School District 492 instituted a personal and family
living program in grades kindergarten through six during
the last school year. Gordon
Lonning, science consultant for
the district, said the response
from children and parents has
been very good.
"Young people have respond-1
ed very well to the program, '
Lonning said. "They want this
information, they want to know
what they 're experiencing is.
A family life program is now
being prepared for the junior
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THE TEACHERS are "talking about reproduction " at this
level, Ball said , "but not teaching sexual intercourse , which a
iot of people think. "
The curriculum is reviewed
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__________________i_________________i_______i
_______________
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high school and high school
levels at Austin , Lonning said.
St. Paul has a program in
"Family Living and Modern
Sex Education" which was introduced last year in 13 public
schools and . is now included in
the curriculum of 43 St. Paul
schools.
Kenneth Berg, assistant superintendent for . instruction , said
parents of only two children in
the original 13 schools requested
that their children not participate in the program.
The St. Paul program is basically science oriented , and is
meant to be used as a supplement to parental teaching, Berg
said.
The teachers' guide for the
program notes that sex educa.
tion is to be "distinguished from
sex information and can best be

described as character education."
Berg said he hopes eventually
family life ahd sex education
training will be blended into the
entire curriculum.
"Even in the first grade when
children start to read, they are
reading about other children
and parents and this is all part
of family living education,"
Berg said . "Ideally, this area of
education would permeate all
areas of education."
The Minneapolis School System had had a program in sex
education and family life for
many years, according to Frances Kidd , consultant in physical
education for the Board of Education,
A committee was formed in
1935 to study the place of sex
education in the schools, she
said , and the first resource out-

line for sex education and family life education was developed
in 1948 by the Department of
Secondary Education.
Miss Kidd said the Minneapolis program was updated in 1958
and again in 1966.
In 1966, meetings were held in
four sections of the city with the
president of the PTA , the chairman of , the family life program ,
mothers' clubs and other interested groups and individuals invited to attend . All films and
materials used in the programs
were previewed at the meetings, which were set up and run
through the PTA.
The Minneapolis family life
program is integrated into several courses in the schools. The
physical part of sex education
is covered in science and biology ; personal and family relationships are studied in health

'
n/k,
,
,
Q/t
V\ y/iM
r
vr\Xw

and physical, education , and personal adjustment from dating to
the establishment of a home; is
discussed in home economics.
"There hasn't been too much
opposition to our family life program as far as I knw,". Miss
Kidd said. "We've also had very
fine results from our students.
I don't think we've had any
complaints or objections from
students about the material."
The schools which reported
success in implementing their
family life programs stressed
the importance of explaining the
proposed programs to parents
and the community before they
were put into practice.
In rpany cases, the programs
were developed in consultation
with parents , and . community
leaders.
At Mankato, Ball and school
administrators made some 70

appearances before local groups
to explain the curriculum. Ball
added that the program was developed because of pressure on
the school board by the local
PTA.
At Crookston, the program
was well-publicized before it
was introduced in the schools,
and suggestions by parents were
incorporated into the program.
Public schools at Hibbing,
however, had less success ¦with
a family life program which was
started at all grade levels toward the end of last year.
The program was started on
a voluntary pilot project basis,
but organized opposition developed and the administration
held a series of public meetings
to explain the program.
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You will see more American people
shopping for their wines at the Wine
House than any dispensary in our
sector today. And you will be gratified
to know you are doin g your wine shopping on the high level when you are
shopping at the beautiful Wine House
this . Thanksgiving.
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To Be Our Guest At An

ORIENTATION MEETING
of the

Dale Carnegie Course
• How to remember names , faces & facts
• How to quickly develop more poise and
self confidence

Ls&rn

* people
**ow ,0 *** a 'on9 ave " k*f,ar w "i»

• How to communicate mora effectively
when speaking to individuals, groups,
using the telephone or writing letttrt
Both Man and Women Invited . . .
No Cost or Obligation

TIME: 7:00 P.M.
DATE: TONIGHT
PLAGE: HOLIDAY INN - WINONA
PRESENTED BY

GQRDIE DRISG0LL
M. NORMAN

BLUFF SIDING, WISCONSIN
"An Exclusive Drive-In Dispensary '
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Industrial weather
report is promising
Industrial development and attracting new . industries are very high on the list of things every body talks about but about which nobody does
very much. Nobody except the Winona Area Industrial Development . Association, that is.
Once more WAIDA has put its money where
its mouth is and has let contracts for a $200,000
building. It is the second such speculative fcuilding to be constructed by the development group.
The first became an unqualified success when it
was occupied by Lake Center Industries and then
dwarfed by a massive expansion of the plant facilities/. X X . :
THE POINT IS that there is at present no

occupant in sight for the new structure. Neither
was there a tenant for what is now the: Lake Center building. Investing in a project like this could
be called either a foolhardy gamble or a sincere
expression of faith , depending on your viewpoint.
That the latter approach is prevailing over the former is the community's — somewhat delayed —
good fortune.
Such information should drive a few more nails
in the coffin of that old fable about local companies banding together to keep out new industry.
WAIDA was originally capitalized by the contributions of a lot of those Winona companies. Their
only returns have been the additions to the city
economy and tax base that have been brought
about. It scarcely needs to he pointed out that the
whole community shares; in such returns to the
same degree.
THESE VENTURES can be likened to those

of the community as a whole in its entry into the
urban renewal field. For the time being the community puts some of its money into rejuvenation
of a fair-sized portion of commercial area tax base
— at the advantageous rate of one dollar to each
three by the federal government.. In the end, if
all goes well, the local economy gets the benefit
of increased payrolls and appreciated tax values.
WAIDA is a private nonprofit corporation, relatively, free to take whatever risks it chooses. City
government, on the other hand, must take many
more precautions to safeguard investment of taxpayers' moneys. There is good reason, therefore ,
to expect that urban renewal will accomplish its
objective with even less risk and perhaps with even
wider benefits to the community. — F.R.U.

Triple taxation
The Iowa Supreme Court has approved an act
authorizing the Iowa Highway Department to build
a bridge at Prairie du Chieri and to issue bonds to
be paid for by tolls collected from traffic over the
structure.
To the; motorists this must appear as triple
taxation. There already is a state gasoline tax, a
federal gasoline tax and now a bridge toll.
Prairie du Chien may need a new Mississippi
River bridge, but it is difficult to conceive of Wisconsin, sponsor of free river bridges, cooperating in
such a program. — H.G.H.

Measles clinic
a vital project
There are three dangers in the campaign to
get maximum participation in the Winona County
rubella clinic.
• One is that mothers will say their child has
had a shot for measles. The measles shot required
for school entrance is for the red measles; the shot
in this clinic will be for German measles (rubella).
• Another is a child may have had German
measles. The child still needs the shot.
• The other is that mothers won 't insist on the
shot because German measles is rarely harmful to
children. The point is this: That rubella is highly
communicable — from seven days before . to four
days after the rash; that young children disseminate
it in a community, and that if a pregnant woman
contracts the disease, it may cause the death of
the unborn child or may inflict severe damage.
In the last epidemic of German measles in 1964,
the U.S. had more than 50,000 abnormal pregnancies
resulting in 30,000 f etal deaths and 20,000 babies
born with defects.
Sign up. The registration form was repeated
on Page 3 in the Sunday edition. It's for preschoolers or to replace the one from school if it
was lost. Take it to the measles clinic. — A.B.
"(Mr. ) Walter Brown, prominent American television executive and former State Department official , writing a special series oil
articles . . . wrote of his flight to Moscow on
an American airliner (Pan American) : 'When
the Pan American captain announces , "We are
now over thc Soviet Union " there comes a feeling bordering on insecurity which stays with
the visitor as long as he is behind the Iron
Curtain ' . . . Now that an American airline is
flying Americans into this vast land , Mtd Russians to America , a process which has just begun , the hope of thinking citizens must be for
closer contact and a better acquaintance with
each other , which will tend eventually to remove mistrust and fear —- and , hopefully, help
in bringing a greater measure of freedom to
the citizens of Russia,'1 Boonville , Ind., Enquirer.
¦

Agnew disperses far right threat
"WASHINGTON — Beneath all the
sound and the fury isurroundlng Vice
President Spiro Agnew (and God
knows there is plenty of both) a dispassionate White House strategy for
isolating and dispersing the threat
from the American far right is now
unfolding.
Agnew is symbol and catalyst for
a drive to destroy in advance the
third- or fourth-party aspirations
that may be held for 1972 by such
as George Wallace of Alabama. The
point is that, in order to deal effectively with the far right , it is first
of all necessary to attack the far
left head-on, so as at minimum to
(Jilute . its minority but extremely vocal power arid its undoubted capacity to make right-wing extremists
out of people who normally are perfectly sensible. .
FOR THE George Wallaces, paradoxial though this may seem at first
glance, are made by nobody but the
far left , whose automatic antitraditionalism and extremist actions
provoke, precisely the extremist reactions at the other end of the stick
which can alone create a Wallace in
the first place.
These factors, then , define the real
meaning of Spiro Agnew. Indeed,
moderates and responsible liberals
should welcome or at least understand his activities, however angry

some of then, may become at his
rhetoric. For what he is doing is not
only strengthening the political center but also uttering some long-needed home truths to the so-called Eastern liberal establishment. .
The most crucial of these home
truths, which this columnist first anxiously sensed and reported on at
the Goldwater convention in 1964, is
that this establishment has long since
pushed its luck much too far with
the rest of tlie country . The consequence has been that this nation
has suffered unnecessary and grievous vertical divisions, with the Atlantic Seaboard standing alone in a
really quite absurd superiority complex against the interior East, the
Middle West , the South, the Mountain West and the Far West, too, but
for such enclaves of toadyism toward
the East as exist in California.
THESE vertical divisions are quit*

as real as, and far more dangerous
to, national political health than the
very old and very sad horizontal division formed by the Mason-Dixon
Line. ¦

The - long and short of it is
that President Nixon is using Agnew both to challenge the essentially

puerile pretensions of the Eastern
establishment to an "elite" status in
every aspect of life and to gather up
on the President's side all the other
sections of the country.
This Is ' thus no more a "Southern
strategy" than a Middle-Western or
a Western strategy. And , far from
contemplating some rallying of rightwing extremists, it seeks instead a
concert of middling-minded men and
women, many of whom would otherwise leap in total frustration over
;
to the Wallace side.
For if there is one genuine peril
to sensible government , it lies in the
possibility of the emergence of an
irrationally swollen right-wing movement brought into being: by the very
arrogance of an ultra-liberal left
that has for practical purposes seized the Eastern establishment.
ANYBODY WHO questions that

Agnew is doing the job described
here can resolve his doubts if he
will simply forget the irrelevant matter of whether he "likes" the vice
president and look instead at two
towering objective realities.
The first is that most congressional . mail is running almost
ridiculously heavy in his favor. The
other is a Gallup Poll plainly proving that Nixon :Agnew Republicanism
is already deeply cutting into the
old Wallace constituency.
(United Feature Syndicate. )

The cost of arms and pove rty

WASHINGTON - Behind the U.S.Soviet strategic arms limitation talks
in Finland lies a very simple but
important idea. This is that , despite
their differences in Vietnam , the
Middle East and elsewhere, the U.S.
and the Soviet Union must try to
reduce the cost and menace of the
arms race.
Both have serious internal eponomic problems, Both have rising populations. Both have the nijclear
power to destroy the other. Both are
now at the pinnacle of their strength
and stand to lose by war and the
rising cost of preparation for war.

EXPENDITURES for milita ry purposes in all the nations of the world
have risen from $132 billion in 1964 to
over $185 billion annually at the
present time. This.is higher than at
any other time, except the peak
years of the last world war and
represents a 50 percent increase
since 1962.
Most of both the cost and increase
in military expenditures, of course,
have taken place in the budgets of
the United States, and the Soviet
Union . Of the $53 billion increase in
the last five years, the NATO and
Warsaw Pact countries were responsible for nine-tenths of it.
It does not follow from this that
Immense and rising military costs
by the major powers lead inevitably
to war. In fact, a good argument
can be made that the absence of
world war lasted for only 20 years
(1919-1939) precisely because there
was an imbalance of power, while
the costly balance of power between
Washington and Moscow has now
avoided a world war for 24 years.
Nevertheless, military costs have
been soaring precisely at the time
when the money is needed most to
deal with the rising population of the
world , and as Robert McNamara of
the World Bank has pointed out, by
far the most serious outbreaks of violence sine the last world war have
taken place where the people are
poor and hungry.
THE TRAGIC imbalance In ths

world today is between the expenditures for military purposes and the
expenditures for civilian purposes.
Global military expenditures are now
taking 7 percent of the total value
of all goods and services in the world
each year. This is equal to the total

annual income of the billion people
living in Latin America, South Asia
and the Near East.
Acording to the U.S, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, the
world's public education budget is
now about two .thirds of the world's
military budget. The agency adds:
"The average annual expenditure
per soldier, worldwide, is $7,800. For
the estimated one billion young people in the world , school-age population, (ages 5-19) public expenditures
for education average $100 a year."
This is the background of the talks
in Helsinki: 20,000,000 men and women in the active-duty armed forces
of the world, and 30,000,000 more in
military related employment; $185
billion for arms, only two-thirds of
this for public education, and only
one-third of it for the world's public
health.
THE FOREGROUND of the talks,

of course, is concerned with the rising cost of the new and more deadly
weapons, the strategic arsenals of
intercontinental missiles, the big
bombers and nuclear submarines,
the giant Soviet SS4 ICBM, and the

new missiles with multiple nuclear
warheads.
Still , these talks on the control of
the apocalyptic weapons have a bearing on the larger issue of the
runaway cost of military expenditures in general . President Nixon is
trying first to halt the rate of increase, and then to turn it back as
fast as he can get agreement on
maiiitaining a reasonably safe balance at a lower level of cost.
His proposition to the Soviets is
that the race for nuclear supremacy
is damaging everybody, and should
be replaced by a "sufficiency" of
weapons — sufficient in weapons and
forces "to protect ourselves and
our allies."
IF THIS principle can be established for the strategic weapons , then
it is hoped that the total military
budgets can be reduced much more
rapidly . The responsibility of the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R. to take the
lead in this process is obvious. It
will be a long, hard and even dangerous negotiation , but in a world
where, 16 percent of the people are
actually hungry and almost 59 percent are undernourished , they can
scarcely do less.
New York Times News Servicm

Who is the silent majority?
An editoria l in
Albert Lea Tribune

We have some theories on who
the silent ones are ;

Continued reference to the "Silent
Majority " in American society is
cause for more than a few people including newspaper editors to ask
who is being talked about.
The "Silent Majority " purportedly elected Richard Nixon to the
White House a year ago and since
then has been referred to by the
President and others, the latest coming in the Vietnam War address
Monday night.
Identifi cation ol the so-called silent group is sketchy. That is consistent with the label being used.
A majority of the "Silent Majority "
never have sought publicity for publicity 's sake. Most of their activities are considered too commonplace to merit any special attention
by the media.

• They are the people who go
to work faithfully day after day and
pay millions of dollars in state and
federal withholding taxes and millions more in local property taxes.
• They are the . people who believe sincerely that the Vietnam War
is a mess and that the United States
should end its involvement — but
they keep their mouths shut with
fa ith that President Nixon is pursuing the right course.
» They are tlie people who teach
Sunday School for no remuneration
and listen almost every Sunday to
someone who does not teach but complains about what' s wrong with the
church.
• They are (he people who pay
their bills as promptly as possible
and support their families while others are not working and not paying
their bills but drawing sizable welfare checks cadi month.
• They are the people who often
say they are going to write n letter
to the editor but seldom do,
The silent majority is characterized by a willingness to endure the
indignities often perpetrated by the
loudmouths of society. This endurance is based on the presumption
that tolerance is high on Ihe list of
life 's virtues.
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A man's life consist et/i not in . the afcundanca
of things which he pouesscth. —Luke 12:15.
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PARIS — It is just a hundred
years since the " Suez Canal was
opened amid great festivities designed to advertise the event as one
of the most significant in the 19th
Century.
France's Empress Eugenie and
Europe 's most distinguished elite
assembled in Cairo where a new
opera house had been built for the
ocasion and the composer Verdi
presented his specially-commissioned piece, "Aida."
NEVERTHELESS, it is 30 months

since a ship has slid between the
Red and Mediterranean Seas , and
no one would be foolish enough to
forecast when the process might resume. Today, the waterway is a military frontier and not a commercial link .
This is, in fact , history 's fourth
Suez Canal and the fourth to have
been blocked. Approximately 40 centuries ago, the Pharaoh Sesostris I
first excavated a route from the Red
Sea to the Nile delta where it filtered to the Mediterranean , but this
was allowed to decay during the continual warfare already familiar to
the area.
Around 600 B.C., another Pharaoh
Necho II , reopened the cut and it
was subsequently stoppered and
unstoppered . during Ptolemaic and
Roman occupations. In the seventh
century A.D , Amr Ibn Al As, Arab
commander of lower Egypt, again
dug a canal , but the Caliphr AlMansur blocked it later for military
reasons.
¦The present cut — inspired by surveys during Napoleon's Egyptian
campaign — assumed enormous
strategic and political significance
after the British government bought
major participation in the private
company that built it. So long aa
there were British and French imperial staging posts in the Middle
East, their binding artery was Suez;.
EVEN AFTER these empires disintegrated, the canal retained great
importance because through it passed virtually .11 tar _ er traffic bringing oil from Iraa , Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia to Europe's thirsty industrial
centers. However, as Middle East
tensions mounted , ship-builders built
vast supertankers, too large to pass
through Suez, which transported fuel
more slowly but more cheaply
around the long Cape route . This
innovation was backed up by an increasing number of pipelines tying
Arabian petroleum wells to Mediterranean ports.
Even before Nasser nationalized

the canal company . — whose contract should have , expired only last
year — Suez was beginning to lose
much of its traditional value although few statesmen perceived this.
Indeed , when the Egyptian leader
made his dramatic rnove in order
to rebuff Foster Dulles's pressures
against him, A diplomatic crisis
was touched off , ultimately resulting
in the 1956 Anglo-French invasion.
Little more than a decade later,
when Nasser's military threat to Israel exploded the Six-Day War , the
canal's traffic pattern was already
reflecting an altered world. American, British and French interest in
its functioning had clearly started to
decline while Russia , sustaining
ever-increasing commitments along
the Red Sea as well as arms pledges
to North Vietnam , sent more and
more of its growing merchant fleet
through the Suez passage.

caused a
THIS BASIC fact
strange shift in the position of the
superpowers. After the disastrous
Anglo-French expedition , Secretary
Dulles was saying of the ' Suez puz«
zte : "You cannot solve the problem
just by halfway measures which relate only to peace and which do
not also put the full weight of our
(American) strength behind what we
believe to be a solution iri conformity with the principles of justice and
of international law."
This is almost what Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko might contend today as Moscow diplomacy,
both for its own interests and those
of its Egyptian client, strives to reopen the canal by forcing an Israeli
retreat from military positions alonjg
the northern bank. But Israel, aware
that Russia and . Egypt are more inconvenienced than other countries by
the . Suez closure, is loath to relinquish its principal diplomatic trump
without first securing an over-all settlement. '. X X
Thus, once again , the canal has
become a subject of savage contention while the trade it was designed
to foster finds its way along other
routes. : From the north , "General
Dyan 's forces choke off shipping
access just as Al-Mansur's did from
the south centuries ago.
AND , AS THE diplomats draft and
redraft formulas designed to break
the stalemate, there is little left to
remind one of that flamboyant Nov.
17", 1869, when the renowned waterway was opened : Only the flaking
Cairo Opera House, "Aida " itself
and the moribund canal which
stretches like a stagnant river of
sludge between the Egyptian and Israeli armies.
New York Times News Service

Poor j udicial judgment
'
An editorial in
Christian Science Monitor

There is little wonder that the
American people sometimes shake
their heads in angry bewilderment
over some of the things which go
on in their courts. Consider these
three recent events.
• We have already commented
upon , in these columns, the ridiculous judicial farce which surrounded the trial (now a mistrial) and
sentencing of Black Panther Chairman Bobby Searle in Chicago. While
he deserved to stand trial , on
charges of participating in the I9(i8
rioting, Judge Julius Hoffman at no
time exercised.adequate control over
the proceedings and the sentence on
Searle of four years for contempt
ot court seems ferociously overstern.
• Recently a man admitted , in a
southeastern Massachusetts court
that he possessed heroin for the purpose of selling it. To the community 's stunned disbelief the judge before whom he appeared did no more
than give him a suspended sentence
and put him on probation, It Is hard
to believe that this ju dge, sworn to
protect the community and honor
the law, did not do irreparable 'harm
to both .
• Seven young (aged 20 to 27)
persons have just been given jai l
sentences ranging from one to 15
days for their participation in last
month's Students for a Democratic
Society 's several days of rioting in
north Chicago. During (hose riots
cars were smashed, policemen beaten over the head with iron bars, and
Ihe city 's assistant corporation counsel struck so savagely Dial, he was
partially paralyzed. We do not know
(hat the seven sentenced took part in
the more brutal activities mentioned
above. Bui thoy were part of a rampaging, lnw-brcnklng, deliberately

trouble-seeking mob. The almost invisible jail sentences given them,
plus the tiny fines levied, are hardly likely either to discourage others
from doing Hie same thing or convince the public that the courts have
any interest In protecting the lives
and property of inoffensive citizens.
Instances such as the three cited
above contribute mightily to the
swelling feeling of unease which
grips millions of Americans. They
do not wish thei r courts to be medieval, callous, or vindictive. But there
is a strong conviction that it is only
right that thc punishment should fit
the crime nnd that , where public order and protection are concerned,
there should be neither overpunishment nor underpunishment, Yet all
three cases cited above err badly
in one of these two directions.
We believe that such woefully bad
decisions deserve wide publicity,
and that judges should be held to
higher standards of judgment.
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Serving with the Armed Forces

:
Mabeltsoldierv.fS. ; de^brd/^:. fof ::%6rQi5fii

MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
Pfc. Dennis M. Corson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Corson,
Mabel, has been awarded the
Army Commendation Medal for
heroism connected with military operations against a hostile force in Vietnam.
Pfc. Corson distinguished himself by heroism in action while
serving with Battery B. 2nd
Battalion (Airmobile) 19th Cavalry during an enemy attack on
Landing Zone Jamie, Republic
of Vietnam.
When his unit underwent an
intense rocket and ground attack, Corson discovered there
was no communications to the
guns, immediately proceeded to
the guns, supplemented the few
remaining members of sections
and stayed until communications were restored.
• -.
Richard J. Losinski , formerly of Winona, has been promoted to sergeant in the U.S. Air
Force.
Sgt. Losinski, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry.J. Losinski, 509 W,
4th St., is a navigation equipment repairman at Takhli Royal Thai AFB, Thailand. He is
assigned to the 355th Tactical
Fighter Wing. The sergeant, a
1965 graduate of Cotter High
School, attended Winona State
College.
Educational opportunities and
professional advancement in the
career field of their choice is
now available to young; women
enlisting in the Women's Army
¦- .'.
Corps.. . - ;. . .
Training includes such fields
as stenography, journalism , data processing, photography, accounting and working procedures in such fields as social
workj dentistry, medicine, physical therapy, and psychiatry.
Training in the field of her
choice is guaranteed to the
area resident before her enlistment.
Members of the WAC also
enjoy such fringe benefits as
free room and board , paid
medical' and dental care, free
clothing, and a 30-day paid vacation each year.
Applicants should be of high
moral character , between the
ages of 18 and 34, unmarried,
in good health, and high school
graduates. Area residents meeting these basic qualifications are
invited to contact Army Recruiting Sgt. Leonard Carriea at the
Winona National Guard Armory
every Wednesday between 11:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Navy Ens. JOHN M. GUSTIN,
husband of the former Ann L.
Palubicki, 576 E. 2nd St., and
Airman MICHAEL J. JGOSS;
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard W- Goss, 222 High Forest
St.,.' were hosts to more than
7,500 Italian and Yugoslavian
guests aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS John F. Ken-

nedy at Trieste, Italy.
The JFK averaged better than
1,000.guests per day during its
visit to the northeastern Italy
seaport. More than 1,000 invited
guests attended a flag retreat
ceremony hosted by the commander of Carrier Division
Two.
The JFK, America's newest
aircraft carrier, was commissioned in 1968 and is presently
serving as a unit of the U.S.
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean, The 5 200-man carrier,
^ 35th American
named for the
President, is homeported at
Norfolk, Va.
SHIRLEY BECK, daughter cf
Mr. and Mrs. Florian Beck,
721 E. 3rd St., ha^ enlisted in
the WAC for three years.
Her address is: Pvt. Shirley
B, Beck , Hdg. R.E.C. Wtb. USWACC, BA, Fort McClelian,
Ala.
MARY K. SIMON, daughter
of Mr. and IMrs. Ambrose Sir
mon, Altura, and MARGARET
J. WILDENBORG, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Wildenborg,
372 W. 4th St., were honorably
discharged from Army Nurse
Corps in October. Both girls
are 1967 graduates of Methodist-Kahler School of Nursing,
Rochester, and served together
one year at the 312th Evacuation Hospital , Chu Lai, South
Vietnam.
Intelligence is often defined
as . ". . . the ability to understand and to think." But this
same word also applies to an
exciting and challenging career
— as an intelligence specialist
in the U>S. Army.
Men entering this field receive intensive training in such
fields as interrogation, foreign
l a n g u ag e s , intelligence research, communications, interpretation, and map-making. Upon completion of this training,
they enter the intelligence
branch of the Army and are
responsible for obtaining information vital to our nation's defense.
Assignments for these highly
trained personnel are made
throughout the United States
and overseas in Europe, the Pacific, the Far East, the Middle
East, and the Caribbean.
Entrance requirements for
men interested in this career
field are demanding and academic courses for intelligence
students are rigorous. However,
for the young man who is interested in a challenging way
to fulfill his military obligation
the Army's Melligence training
may be the answer.
For more information bii" this
special program , arga residents
aie asked to contact Army Re*cruiting Sergeant Leonard Carriea at the Winona National
Guard Armory every Wednesday between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
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Airman James D, Fossum. Ave., Apt. 2, Manhattan, Kan.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Orville R. 66502.
Fossum, 1353 Lorrai Dr., has Spec. Daniel Johnson, son of
completed basic training at Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Johnson ,
Lackland AFB, Tex. ; He has rural Blair, left in September
Heidelberg, Germany,
been assigned to Sheppard AFB, f o r
Tex., for training in aircraft where he will be stationed for
a year. His wife joined him
maintenance,
Fossutn, a 1965 graduate of there in October.
Winona Senior High School, re- Their address is: Spec. DanJohnson, ODCSI
HQ
ceived his B.A. degree in 1969 iel
USAREUR 4 7th Army, APO
from Winona State College.
New York, N.Y . 09403.

•

Fosisum
McLeod
Airman John L. McLeod, son
of Mr- and Mrs. Archie F. Mc
Leod, 4815 W. Sanborn St.,
also has completed basic
training at Lackland and
has been assigned to Sheppard
AFB for: training as a medical services specialist.
Airman McLeod, a 1965 graduate of Lewiston High School,
is also a 1969 WSC graduate.
Marine Cpl. Darrell T. Holzer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Took, 302 E, Howard St., is
home on 30-day leave after
serving in Vietnam for one
year.. . ' ' . . ¦•:¦ ' " ¦ ' ¦
After his leave, he is to return to the Marine base at
Cherry Point, N.C.

CHATFIELD, Minn. - S. Sgt.
Leonard A. Bock, son of Mrs.
Ernie Koalska of Chatfield, is
a member of the 2146th Communications : Group that has
earned the U.S. Air Force Outstanding Unit Award.
Sergeant Bock , a radio maintenance technician at Kunsan
AR, Republic of Korea, will
wear a distinctive service ribbon to mark his affiliation with
the unit.
His unit was cited for its support of U.S. combat operations
during the .North Korean crisis
early last year.
COCHRANE, Wis. (Special)Mark S. Scholl, U.S. Army, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Scholl,
Cochrane, Is home on two
weeks' leave after completing
AIT training at Fort Lewis,
Wash.
He will spend the next 12
weeks in NCO training at Fort
Benning, Ga.
Pvt. Scholl is a graduate of
Cochrane-Fountain City High
School and attended Winona
State College.
His address is: Pvt. Mark S.
Scholl, 102pd Co. 10th STU BN
TCB, Ft. Benning, Ga., 31905.

Hchcr

Gleiter

¦
. . ' . . Scholl ' - ' .
Grover
GALESVILLE, Wig. (Special)
— Army Sgt. Stephen P. Grover, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Grover, Galesville, has been
promoted to the rank of staff
sergeant.
He is stationed in Vietnam
and has been transferred from
Saigon to an infantry base -at
Song Be, where he is acting as
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. chief of firing battery with the
— SgL Robert L. Stein , son of Field Artillery. He has been in
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Stein of Vietnam" since January 1969.
Black River Falls; has receiv- His address is: C Btry 2-12th
ed special recognition at Ander- F.A., APO san Francisco
96289.
... ;:.... _,,. ,.^,. . ...... . ..
sen APB, Guam, for his proficiency as a U.S. Air Force LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
communications specialist.
— Pfc. Robert Peper has arSergeant . Stein was cited rived in Vietnam and is assignthrough the Air Force Zero De- ed as an infantryman with the
fects program which recognizes 25th Infantry Division. He is the
consistently efficient and error- son of Mrs. Irene Peper of Lake
City. His new address is: Co.
free work.
The sergeant is assigned to a C. 2-12 TWF 25th Inf. Div.,
San Francisco , Calif.,
unit of the Air Force Commu- APO
96225.
nications Service which provides, global communications Pvt. Bruce Peters, 1968 Lincoln High School graduate
and air traffic control for USAF of Mr. and Mrs. Harold H., son
Peoperations.
ters of Lake City, entered the
He is a 1963 graduate of U.S. Army in September and is
Black River Falls High School. taking basic training at Ft.
• • '
Bragg, N.C. His address: B-44
BIAIR. Wis. (Special ) - ATC 4th Pit , Ft. Bragg, N.C,
AMM Roger W. Van Riper, 28307.
USN, son of Mrs. Clarence O. Airman 1st Class Darnell MoySalzwedel, rura l Ettrick , is er, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe
serving at the Naval Air Sta- Moyer, Lake City, was named
tion, Patuxent River , Md.
Airman of the Quarter from
The station is the site of the his division. He has been staUnited States Naval Air Test tioned at Wethersfield AFB in
Center and the U.S. Naval Test England since August 1968.
Kenneth E. Brekke was pro- For the citation he was given
moted to the rank of specialist an expense paid tri p to Frank4 in ceremonies held recently furt , Germany. He operates a
at the United States Army Cor- computer related to plane operrectional Training Facility, Fort ations and has signed up to remain in England for three
Riley, Kan.
Spec. 4 Brekke is an informa- years.
tion specialist with the Public Spec. 5 John Dose is now
Information Office at the stationed at his new base in Ft.
USACTF. He is the son of Mr . Stewart, Ga.,following a 30-day
and Mrs. Kermit Brekke, La leave with his parents , Mr. and
Crosse, formerly of Blair. Brek- Mrs. Henry Dose of Lake City.
ke is married to the j former En route to his new base he
Hazel Berg, daughter of Mr. visited Glen Schmidt, Ft. Knox ,
and Mrs. Martin Berg, rural Ky. Both boys enlisted together
Blair. They live at 815 Poyntz after graduation from Lincoln
ALMA, Wis. — Airman Ronald J. Gleiter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin F. Gleiter, Alma,
has completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex., and has
been assigned to Sheppard
A?B, Tex., for training in aircraft
maintenance. Airman
Gleiter is a 1969 graduate of
Alma High School.
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CUT FREE

NO. 1 WHOLE

PORK LOINS 69;
100% PURE

CARNATION BRAND

> 59c

3 » $1.39

Ground BEEF Sliced BACON
Mercer

Nienow

PLAINVIEW , Minn. — Airman Loren R. Nienow, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Nienow,
Plainview, has completed basic
training at Lackland and also
has been assigned to Sheppard
for training in the civil engineering mechanical and electrical field. Airman Nienow, a
1967 graduate cf Plainview High
School, attended Rochester
State Junior College.
Army Pfc. Gary M. Smith ,
.19, son of Mr, and Mrs. Ivan
O. Smith, Plainview, has been
assigned as a rifleman with the
1st Infantry Division in Vietnam.
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BAKER'S ANGEL FLAKE
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PEAS

WILDERNESS CHERRY
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Ripe Olives
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A Ural Treat, for Thanksgiving Breakfast
..

6. TO 8-LB. AVERAGE

For Stuffing for Your

SELECT PITTED

Jones Dairy Fa rm Pork Sausage
(Irons & niwkw oll Old K HR II*.
PLUM PODDING. Ml), can
FV|.prri.l;r F.irm.s I'AI iTY HOLLS or OldFashioned IUITTCU DIITI .I) ROLLS , pan
Meyer's Delicious 2-lb. FRUIT CAKES .
loaded heavy wilh choicest frtiits nnd nut s
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Brownie Mix Cream Cheese Vanilla Extract
""T"...
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¦c 49c ^ 39c ^ 291 a 69c
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ROASTING
CHICKENS

CAPONS... .59- JE.
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NUT BREAD
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PEPIN, Wis. (Special) Jerry Powers is home on an
18-day feave from boot camp in
California. Upon termination of
his leave he will report to Mayport, Fla., and the U.S.S. Yellowstone.
Airman Raymond N. Mercer ,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
D. Mercer of Pepin.has completed basic training at Lackland AFB, Ttex. He has been
assigned to Sheppard AFB,
Tex., for training in the civil
engineering mechanical and
electrical field. Airman Mercer
is a graduate of Pepin High
School.

Our Own Maka

CR»HMRRY BREAD

No Peanuts
They Arc De.llcioui

OLIVES

'¦

FRESH DRESSED

R

MIXED NUTS

OLD MONK

Erpelding

¦' . ¦"' ¦• " ¦

Shop at BAMBENEK'S For Your Thanksgiving Dinner

JUWBO SM.TED

PLAIN GREEN or STUFFED

Sommerfield

MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. Airman David G. Erpelding,
son of Mr, and Mrs. Gerald J.
Erpelding, Minnesota City, has

ENOUGH FOR 7 POUNDS OOOF POULTRY
OOC
SUPER COLOSSAL

High School and served together in Korea. His address: Co.
A. 575th EBC, Ft. Stewart, Ga.,
31313.
Airman Michael Duncan, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Merrel Duncan of Lake City and a graduate of Lincoln High, was presented with the Airman of the
Month trophy by Col. Meuser
at McClelian AFB, Calif,, in
August.
:
Airman Duncan's job is calling by phone throughout the
world for parts and supplies
needed by 9th Weather Wing.
He makes daily calls to Japan ,
Australia, 'throughout the U.S.
and also by hot line to South
Vietnam, etc.
He enlisted in the Air Force
in January 1969, and has been
stationed at McClelian AFB
since May. He is a graduate of
Rochester State Junior College.
His address: 9th Weather
Wing, CMR Box 476, McClelian
AFB, Calif ., 95652,
Army Pvt. Robert R. Sommerfield , 20, son of Mr. and
Mrs, Carl H. Sommerfield, Lake
City, has been assigned to the
2nd Infantry Division in Korea,
as a light-weapons infantryman.

completed basic training at
The first commercial plant in
Lackland AFB, Ter. He is re- America to use nuclear energy
maining at Lackland for train- to make electricity was opened
ing as a security policeman. in Rowe, Mass., in i960.
Airman Erpelding, a 1966 graduate of Winona Senior High
School, attended Winona State
FRESH DRESSED OVEN READY 5-6 LB. AVG.
College.
¦
¦

<9<.
39«
}5..l

Avocados , Persimmons , Pomegranates , Fr«sh Mushrooms and
those sweet , (...in skin Indian River Grapefruit,

RECEIVES MEDAL . . . BM 1/C Charts E. Anllnger,
center , son of Mrs. Clara Prolow of Spring Grove , was recently presented the Navy Achievement Medal with Combat
"V" and llm Navy Commendation Medal with Combat "V"
for "professional achievement while serving with tho U.S .
forces enfiiiRcd in rivertimo assault operations against
the Viet Con« , "
The present ul ions were made in I IC I IH K of (he Secretary
of - the Navy by Lt. P. F. Abrahams, Commanding the Naval
Reserve Training Center at Hancock, Virginia , where Ardinger is stationed.
Pclty Officer Ardingcr wns given the nwards resulting
from action In the Vict-Cong infested canals and waterways
of the Mekong Delta.
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Nation s cities being divided into armed cam

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
nation must spend billions of
dollars to alleviate ghetto conditions if it is to reduce the fear of
violence that "is gnawing at the
vitals of urban America," says
the commission on violence.
In a report on urban crime released Sunday, the commission
warned the nation's cities are
fast becoming divided into

armed cairns ; of haves and
have-nots. If also said the United States is the most violent developed country in the world.
Dr. Milton Eisenhower, chairman of the commission, said
reversing the spiraling growth
of violent crime would cost "billions ' ,.. massive sums of money" over several years.

Recommendations
included
overhaul of the criminal justice
systeip, increased foot patrols
by interracial police teams, improved police-community relations and free drugs for addicts
to make stealing to support a
habit unnecessary.
But most important, the commission said, "only progress toward urban reconstruction can
reduce the strength of crime-

Students ask Nason on education
Set educational
to become
more involved goals for 19 70s

RACINE (AP) — Changes in
educational systems, whatever
they may be, should reflect the
modern desire of students to become more involved in the systems, a study committe was
told Sunday^
Students from state and private colleges concluded a weekend review at the Johnson Foundation's conference center without a general agreement, on
what the changes should be,

By LESUE J- NASON, Ed. D.
University of Southern Calif.
In a few short weeks we will
be entering the decade of the
70s. It is appropriabe that educators set goals for this period.
Progress is achieved through
the setting of goals and planning
for their attainment.
U.S, Education Commissioner
James E. Allen, Jr., has taken
the lead . The goal he sets would
be a giant step in making our
universal education a reality for
all children.
These are his words : "As
U.S. Commissioner of Education, I am herewith proclaiming my belief that we should
immediately set for ourselves
the goal of assuring that by
the end of the 1970s the right
to read shall be a reality for
all — that no one shall be leaving oqr schools without the
skill and the desire necessary
to read to the full limits of his
ability."

Bat more respect for student
self-expression was a key point
from the two-day sesemerging
¦
sion. .
"We want the universities to
develop an awareness of what
interests their students, and to
try to teach them how best to
live in our society today, " a
coed said .
The conference was asked for
a statement to help the governor's Commission on Education
with a one-year survey of the THERE ARE other goals,
state rs education system. The some closely connected with the
study is being headed by Wil- mechanics of reaching Commisliam R. Kellett of Neenah.
sioner Allen's "right to read"
"Don't think your efforts r> goal. These include a goal to
recommend change Will go Tine- gain the cooperation of all parents. Parents always have been,
warded ," Kellett told the stu- and
still are,
impordents. "But it's another matter tant , persons inthethemost
training of
getting recommendaions implechildren. With tbeir cooperation ,
mented."
the task of educating children
The students recommended is made easier.
that counselors be given more We must also set a goal that,
training, and that colleges pro- in the 1970s, the schools will
vide more counseling services. provide every child who needs it
Any financial aid plans which with the pre-reading and early
the commission may recom- reading experiences and skill
mend, the students said, should development which could have
contain, emphasis on the needs been but were not provided in
of young persons who have lim- his home.
ited financial resources.
This tan take place in nursery
schools, small groups meetings
in various places throughout the
community, or through volunteers who spend time with children in their own homes. Whatever the process, we should see
that no child enters the educational program permanently
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Presi- handicapped with an inadequate
dent Nixon's adviser on nutri- background for learning to read.
tion says the President is com- Children must be thoroughly
mitted to end hunger and mal- grounded in their ABC's. The
nutrition in the United States words must have meaning, for
even if it costs $3 billion to $5 them. There must be some introduction of phonics right from
billion a year to do it.
Dr. Jean Mayer said Sunday the start. The' more a child
spending that amount would ac- knows about the words, the eascomplish the task in itvree ier is his recall in reading.
years, but said Congress ap- THE "look-and-say" method
pears to have less of a sense of which brought reading to its sorurgency than does the Presi- ry state must be discarded.
dent.
The goal for the 1970s should
Mayer ws interviewed on the be that every child not only
NBC radio-television progra m learns how to read, but learns
"Meet the Press."
how to learn through reading
He said the first step should as well as to learn through lisbe to establish a free food tening.
stamp program which would
The goal for the teachers for
cover all counties in the United the 1970s should be the developStates.
ment of skill in diagnosing the

Says Nixon
committed to
end hunger

learning problems of individual
pupils and prescribing of procedures that will help nim overcome: these difficulties.
The goal can be reached . For
example: Dr. Seymour Gang,
Principal of Harlem Public
School 192, set a goal to have
every child reading at or above
grade level.

ALTHOUGH the children come
to the school . from disadvantaged homes and with language
handicaps, the goal is being
reached. Atjhe end of 6 years,
70 percent "ot the children are
meeting Dr. Gang 's standard .
The effort continues.
The major goal, which includes all the rest for its fulfillment, would be for each and
every child to develop his individual abilities and achieve all
that he is potentially capable of
doing.

causing forces , in the inner
city."
"A COMPARISON of reported violent crime rates in this
country with those in other
modem, stable nations shows
the United States to be the
clear leader, " the 22 page report concluded.
"Our homicide rate is more
than twice that of our closest
competitor, Finland, and from
four to twelve times higher
than the rates in a dozen other
advanced countries, including
Japan, Canada , England and
Norway."
Using a criminal homicide
rate per 100,000 population
during the years 1955 through
1965, and in some cases 1966.
the commission staff came up
with this scale in ranking
crime among nations:

hope lay in & njassive, billion
dollar rebuilding of the cities.
IF THIS I B not done , Eisenhower predicted , the city of tho
future will be "a guarded mixture of business enterprises and
high rise apartments" and
there will be "a flight of people
to the suburbs where they will
be guarded, some by private
and some by public police, and
houses will have every kind ol
burglar device known.
'"Sanitized highways will
connect thes^ areas with the
cities," he said.
Already, t h e commission
pointed out, surveys show that
half of the women and onefifth of the men fear to walk
outdoors at night , one-third of
American householders keep
guns, and nearly one-third of
some urban dwellers want Lo
UNITED STATES. 6.8 crimes move.
per 100,000, up 30.4%; Finland ,
"IN FEAR of crime, bus driv2.5, up 14%; Japan , 1.7, down
37%; Germany, 1.6, up 30%; ers in many cities do not carry
Australia, 1.6, up 7%; Canada , change, cab drivers iri some
1.2, up 8%; Austria , 1.2, down areas are in scarce supply and
26% ; Italy, 1.0, down . 40%; Bel- some merchants , are closing
gium, .08, down 11%; France, their businesses," it said. "Vig.08, down 11%; . England .07, ilantelike groups have sprung
up 16.6%; Norway, .05,* up up in some areas."
The FBI uniform crime in66.6%; Denmark , .05, up 20%;
dex reported' some 4.5 million
Switzerland, .05, down 45%.
The fear of violent crime, serious crimes in 1968, about
particularly street crime , "is 588,000 of them violent crimes
gnawing at the vitals of urban like homicide, rape, robbery
assault,
A m e r i c a ," the commission and
¦
warned.
But Eisenhower said it was
It contended that the only generally considered, even by

AND

Flames destroy
home,contents
PEPIN , Wis. (Special)' — The
trailer nome owned by the Loren Davis family, rural Pepin,
was destroyed by fire Saturday
about 10 p.m. All contents were
destroyed in the fire and appeals are . being made im the
community for clothing, household goods and furnishings.
The trailer was parked at the
former Willard Moy sawmill,
2V_ miles east of Pepin on Highway 35. According to local
sources the family was home at
the time but the fire's origin is
not known . At home with the
Davises were three sons, 23, 10
and 12. Davis had been employ*
ed at the sawmill which was
sold recently. .
The family is being housed
temporarily at St. Benedict's
Community Hospital, Durand.

No objections to
Whitehall budget
¦WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Whitehall City Council has
adopted a budget of $183,242, as
proposed, and a tax levy cf .$78 t 565.59, an increase of $8,798.05
over last year 's $69 ,770.54. No
one appeared at the budget
hearing last week .
Authorization was "given to
overhaul the two cjty wells in
February. An estimate of $5,240
has been received from Bergerson-Caswell Inc., Minnetonka ,
Minn., which would include
equipment and labor . The column of No. 2 well will be dropped another 20 feet.
The work should bring pumping capacity of the two wells to
900 gallons per minute.
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the FBI, th at the actual crime,
rate was almost double what
was reported "which is saying
we're at a place in this country
where there may be 9 rnillion
crimes a year of which 1 or
1.5 million are violent, crimes."
The commission blamed , as
it has in several past statements, the "glorification • of
guns in our culture and tbe television and movie displays of
guns by heroes."
It endorsed the lo point natial urban policy of presidential adviser Daniel P. Moynihan , which is aimed at removing the poverty and social isolation of minority groups in
central cities.
Other recommendations included : Increased day and
night foot patrols of slum ghettos by interracial police teams;
increased police-community relations in the ghettos; increased experimentation with controlled drug programs so addicts need not rob ; identification of specific violence . prone
persons, and restrictive licensing of handguns.
The commission, created bv
former President Lyndon B
Johnson after the assassinations of the Rev. Martin Luther
King, Jr," and Sen. Robert F
Kennedy, expires Dec. 10. .
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Can US ¦controlled Laotian irregulars stem the Red tide?

(EDITOR'S NOTE - The
persisten t . civil war under
way in Laos has been obscured by official silence on
the part of all the participants. In "Washington , after
a week of closed-door hearings on the United States
commitment in that country,
little information has emerged. In an effort to throw
light on the situation , Henry
Kamm , former Moscow correspondent of the New York
Times now stationed in
Bangkok , has prepared a
y three-part series that presents the first thoroug h rundown of how the war in Laos
is being fought. )
BY HENRY KAMM

Pathet Lao rebels. Its military
successes in recent months reversed a deterioration of the situation that had brought Latotian
and American officials to the
edge of despair in midsummer.
The big question in Laos now
is whether the North Vietnamese, now estimated at 50,000
strong, will return to the attack
in the weeks and months to
come and whether the clandestine army, aided by continuing
heavy American aerial bombing,
can stem the tide once more,

New -York Times News Service
VIENTIANE , LAOS — The
United States maintains and
largely controls an army of irregulars in Laos.
The force , known as the
Armee Clandestine , is made up
mainly of Meo Hill tribesmen
from the north. It has borne
the brunt of the fighting against
North Vietnamese intruders and

AT A TIME when the 15-yearold; American commitment in
Laos is a subject of debate in
Paris and of critical scrutiny in
the Senate, United States officials here make it clear that
they consider the clandestine operations justified. They cite the
results so far , the alternatives—
from abandonment to the committing of; Thai or even American forces to combat , all of
which they deem even less desirable — the minimal use of
American men and the contention that the. operations are far
less costly than the expense of

AGIance at
The Laos War

, New York Times News Service
THE COUNTRY — a landlocked state surrounded by
Communist China , North Vietnam , South Vietnam , Cambodia , Thailand and Burma. Population, estimated at
three million , inefudes Lao, Thai , Meo and other ethnic
groups with little sense of national; identity. Natura l
resources unsurveyed ; 85 percent of people live by subsistence farming.
THE TROOPS — on the Government side, about 70,000
regulars, plus about 15,000 guerrillas. On the pro-communist side, about 45,000 North Vietnamese regulars plus
30,000 Pathet Lao insurgents . An unknown number of
Americans operate in Laos or from Thailand. Nearly 20,000
Chinese communist construction troops are building roads
in northern Laos .
OBJECTIVES — government , with American help,
is trying to maintain its independence and the territorial
integrity of the country; North Vietnamese, who have
taken over most of . the fighting on the communist side,
are trying to protect the Ho Chi Minh trail , the road
network over which their men and supplies move into
South Vietnam. Some officials assert they may also be
trying to place Laos under Pathet Lao rule.
TERRITORY HELD — hard to say as reports from
Laos have been sketchy. Royal Lao troops moun ted a
three-pronged campaign about two months ago, driving
ttie North Vietnamese northeast from Vientiane across
the Plaine des Jarres, moving east on the road from
Savannaket in central Laos toward the Vietnam border ,
and clearing the road leading toward Saravarie in southern Laos. In recent days, press reports indicate that . the
North Vietnamese have begun their anticipated counteroffensive in the Plaine des Jarres.
AMERICAN COMMITMENTS — unclear. A Senate
Foreign Relations Subcommittee is/Hearing the end of
its inquiry on this subject. Economic aid, 1955-69: $643
million. Military aid , 1955-62: $128 million ; since 1962,
undisclosed.
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS — in 1954, as part
of the Indochina settlement reached at Geneva , Laos
was declared neutral and the Pathet Lao were allowed
to retain two provinces bordering on North Vietnam until
they could be integrated into the political structure. In
1962, after civil war , a coalition government was established, a 1- -nation conference in Geneva decreed that all
foreign military forces were to leave Laos and not return .
Foreign arms were prohibited except for conventional
weapons necessary for national defense. Both sides contend
that they have abided by the 1962 agreements; both are
known to have broken it.
ROLE IN PARIS TALKS — North Vietnamese appear
to view activities in Laos as part of drive against Saigon
regime. Military pressure applied in Laos by either side
may affect bargaining in Paris. President Nixon has said
that a settlement of the war in Vietnam must include the
withdrawal of North Vietnamese forces from Cambodia
and Laos.

maintaining a divsion in combat in Vietnam.
There are no estimates available on the cost of the clandes
tine army. Its size— like most
statistics in a country where
vagueness is a way of life — is
also uncertain. Those who are in
a good position to know put the
total at 40,000, of whom some
15,000 are more or less full-time
soldiers.
Three weeks of discussions
with the best-informed American , Laotian and other officials ,
all of whom decline to be publicly identified , produce a fairly
comprehensive picture of the
clandestine army, rounding out
sketchy details that have become known in the past.
It was organized and is led by
Maj. Gen. Vang Pao, a 40-yearold former sergeant in the
French colonial army. It is arm-

£s££$\
I

ed , equipped , fed , paid , guided
strategically and tactically, and
often transported into and out of
action by the United States.
More than any other Laotian,
even the Premier , Gen. Van
Pao, represents American hopes
to stablize the military arid political situation in Laos—threatened, like South Vietnam , by
North Vietnamese infiltrators
and by Hanoi' s internal ally rn
this case known as the Pathet
Lao.
IN THE American view , the
Meo role is dictated by North
Vietnamese disregard of the
1962 Laotian neutrality agreements. Hanoi's forces, the Americans say, continue to pour
through Laos along the Ho Chi
Minh trail of roacJways into
South Vietnam.
The closest secrecy surrounds
the presence of Americans and

;

o t h e r foreigners , including
Thais, engaged by the Central
Intelligence Agency for the secret force. Estimates range
from 50 to several hundred , but
few people know the total.
Americans are instructed not
to expose themselves to combat
operations in order to maintain
the secrecy of their presence.
However, the contention of American officials that noCIA.
agent has been killed by enemy
bullets was contradicted by Laotians close to Vang Pao.
The C.I.A. is known to exercise control over the clandestine
army. It keeps the Laotian High
Command and government, advised , but its relations with the
clandestine force are in effect
direct and frequently pass outside regular channels.
The principal reason is described as a lack of confidence
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army, he controls the most effective fighting force in northern Laos, an area including
three of the country 's five military regions and much of a
fourth.
Finally, through the power position he has achieved as a result of heavy American support
and of his own personal dynamism and military ability, he
has wrested leadership over the
Meo from other contenders.
The more or less full-time
Meo force of 15,000 is deployed
freely and fights few defensive
actions , preferring to disperse
before superior strength and regroup for counter-attack.
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THE UNITED States Agency
for International Development
channels food and supplies to the
Meo fighters and their families.
The flow of military goods is

handled through the Requirements Office, a branch of the
aid agency.
Two private airlines, A i r
America and Continental Air
Services, are under contract to
the aid agency but are believed
to be controlled , at least partly ,
by the C.I.A. Their planes and
helicopters provide the essential
means of transport for the clandestine army men and their dependents in this mountainous
and largely roadless kingdom.
Vang Pao wears three hats.
As a major general in the
Laotian army, he is commander
of the Secotid Military Region ,
the area of the heaviest fighting, including the vital Plaine
des Jarres, which he recaptured last August and September
after five years of enemy occupation of the area.
.As chief of the clandestine
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in the effectiveness of the Laotian army as a fighting force
and in the efficiency and incorruptibility of officers and officials who would handle American supplies. By contrast, the
Americans say, the Meos are
reliable fighters whose traditional hostilit y to all intruders on
their territory can be turned to
advantage.
In addition to the C.I.A., the
large staff of American military
attaches at the embassy counsels the guerrilla units in the
field . Officially , there are more
than 70 assistant attaches under
the command .of Lt. Col. Edgar
Duskin, but unconfirmed reports put the total higher.
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House of the week

Lots of living within mod

By ANDY LANG
No more than a glance is
necessary to establish that this
four-bedroom house has the
wholesale charm typical of a
two-story Colonial.
Yet its finest feature is not
its traditional cheery exterior ,
but the amount of Jivability*—
nearly 2,000 square feet of itpacked within its modest dimensions of • 59 ft. by 38 ft 8 in.,
figures that include the two-car
garage.;:
IN ADDITION to all the traffic circulation advantages of a
well-designed, modern home,
architect Samuel Paul has included a number of distinguishing highlights, including a
cathedral ceiling in the living
room and an attractive circularstyle stairway to the second
floor .
The entrance to the home is
via sheltered arched portico.
The front door is flanked by a
pair of narrow sidelights. Inside
the front door is a roomy reception foyer, to the left of which
is the living room and an optional fireplace.
It is a "dead end" room so
that no traffic can .pass through
it on the way to some other
part of the house. Windows at
the front OTid rear assure plenty
Design S-20 has a living
room, dining room, family
room, kitchen - dinette and
foyer on the first floor with
a total habita ble area of 1,085 square feet. Also at
. ground level are a laundrymud room , lavatory and
two-car garage. There are
four bedrooms and two bathrooms upstairs, totaling 908
square feet. Over-all dimensions, which include the garage, a rear patio and a
front portico, are 59 feet by
38 feet 8 inches. There is a
full basement.
of natural light and air.
TO THE right of the foyer is
the dining; room, with a doorway to the kitchen. And directly
ahead of the foyer is a. family
room with another log - burning
fireplace, sliding glass doors
leading to a rear patio and a
pair of folding doors which connect to the living room so that

EoMPLET^ylfffyj
_r^^__Tl 11_ l_ L__fc___H____P^_^^

I
! 17llW^ONE CAtlT^gl
UMflMLjIANDLES ALLJi
IS YOUR FURNACE
OPERATING PROPERLY?
Call For A Free Inspection

— Your Certified Lennox Dealer —

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS, Inc.
1151 E. Broadway

Phone 8-4414

¦ ESt

TWO-STORY COLONIAL with pleasing character of traditional house; The second chimney at the left side can be
dispensed with if optional fireplace in the" living room is not
both rooms can be combined for
a large function or kept completely separate.
An attractive and efficient Ushaped kitchen overlooks the
rear patio and is adjacent to
the family room, dining room
and laundry area. It includes a
bay-windowed dinette section
and , in all, is 18 ft. 6 in. long,
which should make the woman
of the house glow with pleasure
at the prospect of handlin g her
cooking and serving chores in
a sizable area. The raundry-mud
room includes a half-bath, a
service door to the outside and
an entrance to the garage.
Upstairs, there are four bedrooms, two full baths and plenty
of closet space; The master bedroom, located at the end of a
hall, has an enormous walk-in
closet and a private bath. The
circular - style staircase terminates at a balcony with a railing
overlooking the entrance foyer.
THE TWO-CAB garage is covered by the same roof that
stretches across the front portico. The exterior combines
brick and shingles and has such
Colonial features as an arched
garage door jamb and doublehung windows flanked by wood
shutters.
A Ml basement provides an
abundance of recreation and
storage space without the necessity of going downstairs to handle the laundry.

More detailed plans
Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each : "Your Home - How tg Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House ef the Week
Winona Daily News
VVinona, Minn., 55987
Enclosed is 50 cents each for ——• baby blueprints
............
of Design No. S-20 . . , . . . . . . . . . : . .; . . .;
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet ................
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet

..

Name ................................. ................. ....

City ......;.".............. State.- ...

T-:MIX;;: -;
^

Finishing an attic is often the
first major project of a homeowner, generally because it can
be accomplshed with the use of
ordinary tools and ready-made
materials. A knowledge of simgygi ^i^X / \
ple construction , plus adherence
j _\
¦ basH jg\j . j f . to the instr uctions that accompany the various items, can
V' ' - nPr i * *
^__fc^i
Bring reasonably good resulfs.
"~-~- ' ^ifijffM fJF*
A little time spent in measur*"****
H K H
ing and considerably more time
fl
spent in selecting the proper
,
IH
materials can pay big dividends. Measure everything
, then put the figures on
^fe^j ^- twice
paper and make an outline , no
matter how rough , of the
planned dimensions.
When you begin looking for
wall, floor and railing materials, you'll have to decide be-

. . . for Durability

FREE ESTIMATES

.....: Zip ..........

On the house
Expansion attics
offer opportunity

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
An expansion attic offers a
growing family the opportunity
wT . rfafev
U1 West
to add extra rooms without the
^ B Belleview V- necessity of extending the exte^L
|f
rior dimensions of the house.
This means less cost, since
^SmP*
Phone 8-3136
there is no need to construct
outside walls, and keeps intact
tfj i&biti. SuilL the
space and landscaping out• Kitchen Cabinets
• Formica Topi
side the house.
• Wardrobes
• Tippm Appliances
The term expansion attic is
• Store Fixtures • Desks • Vanities often used loosely What it acFREE ESTIMATES
tually means is an area under
the roof that is high enough and
wide enough to make into living
quarters, as distinguished from
toe low and narrow attic usabbe
only for ; storage and th en at
some inconvenience. Also , it
usually has a stairway, whereas
the low attic has only an opening for access.

Concrete IJ your best lnvestm«nt
In any building material . . .
end Winona Ready Mixed Concrete h the best available. Wet
deliver any amount for driveways , patios, sidewalks , founds-

desired . Th^ main chimney handles the living room fireplace.
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Frank Grupa to John A. Laska et ux
—S'/a of Lot 12, Block SO, Hubbard's
Add. to Winona.

SECO ND
FLOOR PLANS: Large foyer, with two
closets and a circular-style staircase, creates
excellent first impression and serves as the
NW'A and NEK of Sec. 5-107-8; WV _
ol NW'A of Stc. 4-107-8; WV4 of SE'A
ol SW'A . and E'/i of Sec. 32; SWV4 of
NW'A , WV _ o f ' S W V . and W'/s of E',_ of
SW'A of Sec. 33-108-8.
Geraldine E. Landers et al to Rebecca
S. Fuhlbruegge^-Part of Outlot 1, Sunny¦
slde Add. to Wlndn a . - _
Rebecca S. Fuhtbrueg'ge to Herbert
' et al—Lots 1. and 21, Rolling,
Speltz -Sr ',
stone; part of SE'A af NW'A lying NW
of creek , and all that part of SWV. of
NW'A lying NE ol creek, and NE'/ . of
NW'A and NE'A of Sec. 5-107-8; W- _ ot
NW'A ot Sec . 4-107-8; WW of SEW of
SE'A and EVi of Sec . 32; SWV4 of.
NWV., WVa of SW'A and' W'/i of EV4
of SW'A of Sec. 33-108-8.
Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge to : Gera ldine
E. Landers—Part of Oullot 1, Sunnyside Add . to Winona.
Thomas N. Bayer to Ruby D. Bayer—
—Lot 6, Block 7, Plumer 's Add. to Winona.
FINAL DECREE
Royal H. Burt , decedent, to Gladys
E. Burt et al—SEVA, Sec. 32-104-9; W '/i
' of ' EVi of NE'A,
of NE'A ; W. : 30
¦ ' acres
:¦ .
Sec. 5-105-9. 'PROBATE DEED
First National Bank of Winona et al
as exec, to Harriet E. Glubka—Let J,
Block 20, Taylor 8, Co.'s Add. to "/|nona.
H. J. Richter, as admin.
, to George
F. Sellner et ux-Lot 28 and S. ' _ ft .
of Lot 29, Ives 8, Foxes Add. to St.
Charles.
Bernice Kratz, executrix, to Ronald
D. Giemza et ux—W'ly Vi of Lot f.
Block 7, Hamilto n's Add. to Winona.
DECREE OF DESCENT
Morton Edward Crow, decedent, ta
Minnie A. Crow et al—Lot 4, Ives L
Fox 's Add. to St , Charles
^
FINAL DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION

Pearl Griesel 16 Paul Griesel Jr. et
ux—Part of fractional Lot 12, Block 1 .
P!ur_er|s Add.
, and of Lot 44, Drew 's,
Mead's !
¦STrnpson's Lands to Winona.
Millie Denzer to Roger A. Fort et ux
-Part of SWV« of NW'A, Sec. 2-107-8.
Frieda Albrecht to Paul F. Erdmann
et ux— Wh ol NE'A; VIVi of SE'A; SE'A
of MW'A eind EV4 ol. SW'A, . Sec. 29105-6. ¦

Don't rely on the fact that you
did some looking a year or two
ago and already know what you
want. New products, styles and
colors are constantly being introduced, and you may find
something you didn't even know
existed or, at the least, a variation of something you saw previously. This llth-hour shopping
expedition will prevent you
from saying later , after the attic is finished, "If I had known,
I would have bought that instead of what I used:*1
The constant question—should
1 buy preiinished or unfinished
wall materials?—has no pat answer. The prefinished products,
and there are some beautiful
ones, save you time and work.
The unfinished woods, gypsum
boards , hardboards and the like
are less expensive and enable
you to obtain the precise colors
you want.
If you have to put down floor
boards or an underlayment for
resilient tites or sheet flooring,
do it first. Then forget the floor
and go ahead with the ceiling
and walls, saving the final floor
procedures — such as installing
flooring- -for last. If there is any
plumbing work to be done, have
the plumber tell you what
should be done first. Electrical
installations are usually made
after the framework for the
walls and ceiling are up.

Frank Rossln Jr. et ux to Ralph A.
Oldham et ux—N'ly 73 ft. of Lot 6,
Block 14, Bolcom 's Add . to Winona.
Edwin Benedett et ux to Donald B.
Benedett et ux—S. 21 ft. of Lot 6 and
N'ly 34 ft. of Lot 7, Block 37, OP St.
Charles, .
Robert L. Bornltz «l ux t o ' Kenneth
Robert . Blochowlak—Part of SEVi of
¦
NEW, Sec. 21-106-5. ¦¦ ' . :¦
Trie Warner & Swa.ey Co. to Workihopi, Inc.—Lots 3 to 8; fractional Lot
2 and N'ly 11 ft. of Lot 9, Block 11;
Carl E, Gegenfurtner, deceased, to
E'ly 114 ft. of Lot 13, Block 15, Cummings, Vila & Gould's Add. vacated 4lh Roselyn Gegenfurtner—Part of Lots IB
Street, lying E. of Vila and W. of and 48, Minnesota City.
¦
Milwaukee Rd. RR.
•
R. L. Bornltz et ux to Patricia Ann
Blochowlak—Part of SE'A of NE'A , Sec.
21-104-5.
Edward Kohner at ux to Stanley Seabold et ux—Part of NWVi of SE'A ot
Sec. «-107-8 ,
Ellen Nancy Degnan to LeRoy Jenson et ux—SW'A, Sec. U-106-1, ex. part
Mark F. Zimmerman et ux to Joseph
J. Cady et ux-W. 30 acres of NW'A
of NW'A of Sec. 27-105-6.
Wayne L. Tarras to Aldls C. LeePart ol SW'A ol SW'/t and of SE'A of
SWV ., Sec. 8-106-5.
A. M. Oskomp et ux to Rebecca S.
Fuhlbruegge—Part of Lots t anil 7,
Block 22, OP Winona.
William H. Reinarts et ux to Gordon
Matthees et ux—Part of Lota 1, 2 and
4, Block 11, Davis Subd. In Goodview.
David V. . Falch to Douglas Fflleh
et al—Part of NW'A of NE'A ol Sec.
28-107-7.
Rebecca S . Fuhibrucgqc to A. M. Oskarrp et ux—Part ot Lots i and 7, Block
22, OP of Winona ,
William H. Reinarts et ux to Gordon
Matlhees et ux—Part of Lot s 4 and 5,
Block 11, Davis lubd, In Goodview.
Wilbur L. Holzer el ux to Frank B.
Rossln et ux-Lot 3, Block 1, Kohncr 'i
Ind Add., Goodview.
QUIT CLAIM DEED
County of Winona to Alvin W . Schwledcr-Part of SVi ol SE'A , Sec. 18-104-9.
Stephen J . Delano et ux to Francis
Neumann—Lot 4, Block 4, Blip's )j»
Add, lo St . Charles,
ftachacl Schmidt et mar to Grace A.
Dnerlng et mar—Part of Lot 44, Subd.
01 Sec. 2, Mlnnesola City.
Arlhur Boettcher It ux to Norman
T, Boettcher—Lot 37'h, Elba map, ex.
2 parcels,
A. Edwin Boyum et ux to Francis
Neumann et ux—Lot 4, Block 4, niroo 'j
First Add. to St. Char Irs .
Thomas R. Hennessy et ux lo Charlos
Schultz et ux-Part of Oullot lo, Auditor 's Plat of Lewiston "West Side."
Chnrlat Schultz et ux In Thomas R.
Hennessy—SVi of SW'A , Sec. 7| EVi
of NW'A ,' Sec . lfl-104-7.
E. V . Bldwell at ux fo John S . Zywkkl-Part of Gov 't Lot 2, Sec. 21-1065.
Clelus Welch el ux to Gorald Stephen
et al—Part of NW'/. ol SW 'A, Sec, 41079. S'ly of road.
Roger W. Poolo et ux to Theodore
John Thesing rt ux--EVi ol SE'A , Sec.
19-106-8.
Theodore John Theilng et ux to Roger
W. Poole et ux-EVi of SE'A , Sec. 19KMS.
•Alvin Dorn et al to Whitewater Town,
ship—Part of SW'A ot NE'A of Inc ,
IB-iM-lO.
Ruby B|alde et mar to Eerie L, Bark,
er et nl-NW . o| NW'A ; SW'A ol NW' i ,
Sac. 32; S. 70 acrei of WW of SWVi i
NE'A of SW'A ex. 3,?J acreii NW'/< ol
• 18 Door Styles
SE'A , Sec. 29-104.10.
Jaantilta K. Tarrai to Wayne I.. Tan
1
• 6 Finishes or Unfinished
ran—Pari ol SWW o| SW'A and ol SE- - .
of SW".
, Sec. 8-104-5 .
Herbert Speltz Sr, et al to Rebecca
• Oak or Birch Wood
S. Fuhlbruegae—Lots 1 and 21, Rolling
stone; part ol SEW of NW'A , lying NW
• Special Cabinet Built
of creek end all that pari of SW' . o|
NW'A lying NE of creek, and NE . ol
Vanity Cablnote
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''THere s the Answer sf

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Qnestion—We
are getting
ready to buy a house, but ve
are completely confused by all
the terms boing flung at us from
every direction—ranch , raised
ranch , split level, two-story,
lV_ -story, traditional , Colonial,
contemporary,
modern and
many others.
Can you straighten out for us
exactly what all these things
mean from a real estate standNO
point? Of course, we have a
general knowledge of what they
PROBLEM
mean, but we seem to run into
We now pour all
I j H contradlctot y opinions when we
11 \ff\m __k'!..TATw'^yniffl
ask about them,
/ m
II
sJaM^j fj jP '>A^_w
Y**r lonfl, And the
'
price l» RIGHT,
Answer—You aren 't the only
/ ¦
ca tool
l '"
^gj^/O '
ones confused. So are a lot of
persons in the real estate business, since thia Is an era when
many different types and styles
of holies are mixed , with the
result thnt hybrids outnumber
tho authentics. Thus , wtf'll give
you general definitions. A
ranch is n one-story house with
nil the rooms on the ground
floor and spread out. It mny or
mny not have a basement .
¦
Formerly Carpenter Roady-MIx
¦
f
j
^H A raised ranch has the main
¦ M\ floor a little above ground level ,
¦
PHONE 6716
I
Ihe basement higher than usual.
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
W ffl
^
j U^m A split level usually has three
^
floor.s, but may have four. The
bedroom level is usually the
highest, the garaga and recrea-

WARRANTY DEED
Phylll* S. Ham to Donald W. Zlngier
et Ux—Lot 10, Block H, ' Blrge't First
A<«. 10 St. Charles.
..- . . . '
Erf ord G. Ham et ux to Elsie H. tittlefleld—SVi ' - 'of SEV_, Sec. 15; WVi of
NE'/ . and N. 31 acres of .EW o f ' N E'/ .,
Sec. 22; W'/_ of NW'A Sec. .23, ex.
N. 10 acres In Sec. IM'10.
Phyllis S. Ham to Sandra Goretzkl—
S% of NE'/i; N'A Of SEVi; NE'A of
NE'A; E'/a of NW'A of NEVi; part ' ot
SE'A . Of SE'/., Sec . 3-106-10.
Melvin: E. Trehus et ux to* Donald J.
Olson—Pari of NV. V_ of SW'A, Sec. 13;
SW'A of SWVi and NE'A. of SWii ;
part «f- S% of NWVi, Sec. 13; W '/_ of
SE'A, Sec. Ut NV4 of NE'A, Sec. 23105-5.
Phyllis S. Ham to Raymond E. Ham
—Part of Lots 57 jnd 58, St. Charlei
limits .
¦ Elsfe H. Little , laid et mar to Brford
G. Ham et . ux—S'/j of SE'A, Sec. 15;
W'/J "ot NE'A and N. 31 acres of E'/i
of ' NEW, ; Sec. 22; WA of NWV«, Sec.
23, ex, N. 10 acres In Sec. 104-10.
Harriet __. Glubka to Marvin A. Volkman et ux—Lot 15, Royce-Sather Subd.
,
Winona .
Ruth. 'E. Wheeler et mar to Raymond
L. DuBois—W'ly 3 ft. 9 In. of Lot 4
and E'ly 15 ft. of Lot 5, Block 144,
O.P. Winona.
Mary Margaret Klrkpatrlck et : mar
to Raymond L, DuBoli—W'ly 3 ft. 9
In. of Lot 4 and E'ly 15 ft. of Loi
* .Winona. . .
5, Block 144, Q.P.
Dorothla Platteter et mar to Robert
J.. Dennis et ux—Lot 9,. Block 31; Taylor 8, Co.'s Add, to Winona, ex .. N'ly
l it. of E'ly 100 ft.
Mark H. Cisewski el ux to Michael
B.. Prondzlnski et ux—Lot 7, Block 15,
Fairfax Add. to Winona.
Ethel,M. Keefe et al to Hiawatha Valley Corp.—Part of SEti of SW'A, Sec.
20-1O7-7..

tween what you would like to
have and what you can afford.
In some cases, if you're lucky,
the two will coincide. And start
your tour of lumberyards, building supply dealers, etCi, just before you're ready to begin work.
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Property Transfers
In Winona County

tion area the lowest. A two-story
has the second floor directly
above thc first , but there are
variations of this.
A 1%-story is basically a onestory house with partial space
upstairs for extra-rooms. A traditional is, loosely speaking, a
house that has stood thc test of
time and may be from the early
days of America or any other
part of tlie world but especally
western Europe.
A Colonial Is traditional , but
refers to tlie types of houses
built by the colonists and borrowed from their countries of
origin , changed to suit the conditions in the New World. A contemporary makes use of up-todate styles and materials but is
not as "^va y out" as houses generally tagged as "modern."

:

Building in Winona

19R9 Dollar Volume . $8,(57.1.9.19
Gommcrcial
4 ,752,242
. Residential
1,251,098
Public (nontaxable)
2,661,549
New houses
45
Volume same
date 1968
7,41.9, 017

MONEY IN LITTER
NEW YORK m — A lit terbug in Maine has found a way to
make littering self-liquidating.
Allen II. Seed Jr., executive
vice president of Keep America
Beautiful , Inc., reports that a
Rtterbug caught in Maine tossing away an empty soft drink
bottle was fined $20. This litterbug, with the help of friends,
picked up enough returnable
bottl es along the roadside to pay
the fine with the deposit refunds .
That amounts to about 1,000
bottles with the usual two-cent
deposit .
"The case, aside from revealing a littcrbiiR 's ingenuity, demonstrates that deposits no longer
deter people from littering with
returnable beer and soft drink
bottles in this age of affluence ,"
Mr. Seed concluded.
In the Chesapeake Bay area ,
about five million bushels of
oystiers are caught and sold
each season.

HAGER
CABINETS

PLAN

FLOOR

starting point of a practical floor pattern
leading directly to all downstairs rooms and
to upstairs bedrooms.

Schultz Transit
to construct
new building

Only one building permit for a
new structure was drawn last
week according to applications
on file at the city engineer 's office. . ¦ '
Schultz Transit Inc., 323
Bridge St., drew a permit for
erection of a new 50 by 100 foot
steel building to replace the one
damaged beyond repair in a fire
Sept. .24. The new one-story
garage-office structure will be
heated by gas-fired unit heaters
and cost $30,000. Howard Keller
is contractor.
OTHER PERMITS:
Richard Kanz , 1004'. W. 3rd St.,
$6,300, construct addition to
house.
St. Mary 's College, $2,000, remodel classroom and! dormitory,
P. Earl Schwab.
James J. Pampuch, 613 Winona St., $1,500, remodeling.
Rev. Donald W. Franer , 803
VV. King St., $200, remodeling.
Jack Schenk, 158 W. 5th St,,
$100, remodeling.
Hugh F. Tainter, 220 Mechanic
St., $25, remodeling.
Total valuation for permits
drawn so far this year is $8,673,-

939, compared with $7,439,017 for
the same period in 1968. Fortyfive permits for new houses
have been drawn this year compared with 35 on the same date
one year ago.
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BAUER
ELECTRIC, INC.
225 East Third St.

^
Bruce MeNALLY
Free Estimates

BUILDING CONTRACTOR

i

Phone 8-1059
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• 963 West Fifth St.
• Phone 9275
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mBOILER REPAIRS

WINONA BOILER & STEEL GO.

163-167 Wast Front Street

Phone 5965

FOR A FREE
•
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ESTIMATE ON VOUR
KITCHEN CAU

GAIL'S
APPLIANCE
215 B. 3rd St.
Phone 4210
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Will Polachek
Residential • Commorclol • Industrial
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Ask extradition
of convicted
murderer

The weathfer

ST. PAUL ( AP> - Ramsey
County Atty. William B. Randall says he will try to extradite
Donald Shortt from Wisconsin to
Minnesota to face trial for murder .
Shortt, 41, of Madison , Wis.,
was sentenced recently to three
consecutive life terms, two 30year sentences to be served concurrently with the life term and
another 30 years to be served
after he completes the other sentences.
Shortt pleaded guilty in a La
Crosse, Wis., court, to three
charges of first-degree murder ,
two charges of armed robbery,
and a charge of attempted murder in connection with loan office robberies in La Crosse and
Eau Claire, Wis.
A. Ramsey county grand jury
has indicted Shortt in connection with a similar slaying of a
St. Paul loan office manager
about the time of the three Wisconsin slayings.

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Showers are forecast Monday for the Northwest, South and some of the Great Lakes
area. Cold weather is expected in the Northwest. (AP Photo¦
fax ) '

Local readings
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 39, low 20, noon 39, precipitation ,
.. none.
A year ago today:
High 51, low 32, noon 45, precipitation, .05.
Normal temperature range for this date 37 to 22. Record
high 62 in 1931, record low 10 below in 1950.
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:14, sets at 4:33.

1st Qtr.
Dec. 15

Full
Dec. 23

Forecasts
Minnesota
Variable cloudiness tonight and over state Tuesday; chance of snow flurries north tonight and in
parts of east Tuesday; turning colder north tonight and
over state Tuesday ; high
today 30s northeast, 55 extreme southwest; low tonight 10-20 north , 18-32
iouth.

Wisconsin
Partly cloudy tonight, warmer over much of south; considerable cloudiness Tuesday with
chance of gOme brief showers
north half , colder north and
central; high today 40s north
and east, 48-53 southwest; tow
tonight 20s north , 28-34 sooth.

5-day forecast

Last Qtr.
Dec. 1

Council holds
open hearing,
adopts budget

New
Dec. *

Elsewhere
High Low
Albany , cloudy . .. 45 36
Albuquerque , clear . 43 24
Atlanta , cloudy . . 64 47
Bismarck, cjoudy .. 49 30
Boise, cloudy .... . 4 6 27
Boston, clear . . . . . . . 57 44.
Chicago, cloudy ..... 45 33
Cincinnati , cloudy ¦. '.. 52 33
Cleveland , cloudy ., 46 30
Denver , cloudy .... 57 30
Des Moines, clear .. 50 29
Detroit , cloudy . . . . . ¦ 42 25
Fairbanks, cloudy . " _ ' • -4
Fort Worth , cloudy . 64 47
Helena , clear . . . . . . 45 24
Honolulu, rain . ..; 84 73
Indianapolis, clear . 52 23
Jacksonville, clear . 74 53
Los Angeles, clear : . 78 56
Louisville, fog ... .. 59 40
Memphis, clear .... 64 44
Miami, clear .. ... 76 74
Milwaukee, cloudy . 43 30
Mpls.-St.P., cloudy . 35 21
Okla. City, clear ... 57 32
Philadelphia , clear .59 40
Phoenix, clear .:... 71 45
Pittsburgh , cloudy . 54 37
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy .41 34
Ptlnd, Ore., f og . .. . 41 33
Rapid City, cloudy . 52 28
Richmond , cloudy .' . 67 47
St. Louis, clear . . 5 7 28
Salt Uc. City, cloudy 46 26
San Diego, clear ... 76 45
San Fran., clear .. . 63 54
Seattle, cloudy . . . . . 51 39
Tamp a , clear . . . . . . 75 62
Washington , clear .. 68 45
Winnipeg, cloudy ;. 24 21
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MONDOVI, Wis. (Special) —
The proposed budget for the
City of Mondovi was adop ted
after a public hearing Thursday
*
attended by only one citizen , Albert Unger.
The budget for 1970 is $214,474.44 , anticipated revenues are
$133,165.50 . and $81,308.94 will be
placed on the 1970 tax roll for
city purposes. ' . '¦
The city rate is 41 mills, three
mills higheY than last year .
George Weiss, of the ambulance service here was offered
a one-year contract at $300 as
he requested , for handling police and fire, calls.
The council increased the salary of Marcel Thoma , chief of
police, to * $100 more than the
pay of others on the policie force
because of the position 's responsibility. The council had eliminated fhe difference in July by
increasing the salaries of the
other officers by $50.
A letter from the state Department of Natural Resources
bureau of solid waste dispos al
ordered the city to provide a
sanitary landfill and discontinue
open burning at the dump site.
The city also is required to
pay a $50 license fee to operate
the dump. It must submit plans
and specifications for necessary
improvements and proposed operation of the sanitary landfill
operation and the effects it
would have on contracts with
surrounding towns using the
dump area.

Minnesota
.21
Variable cloudiness tonight
.15
•nd Tuesday; turning colder
..
Tuesday ; high today 40-50;
. ..
low tonight 26-32. Outlook
. ..
Wednesday: Temperature
..
below normal, no precipita- ..
tion likely.
..
Wisconsin
Temperatures T n e s d a y
.28
..
through Saturday will average five to eight degrees be.01
low normal. Normal high 29
to 36 north half and 35 to 39
River
south half, Normal low 14 to
21 north half and IS to 23
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
south half. Much colder
Flood Stage
about midweek followed by a
Stage Today
warming trend toward the
Red Wing
14
2.2
end of the week. PrecipiLake City
5.8
tation will total one-tenth
Winona County sheriff's officWabasha .
...12
6.7
inch or less in slight show4.3 ers Saturday investigated an acers changing to snow flurries Alma Dam , T.W
ciden t which left the car a total
Whitman Dam
2.8
mainly about mid week,
¦
Winona Dam , T.W.. .,
4 .5 wreck. The driver had not been
WINONA
... 13
5.7 located this morning.
Sheriff George Fort received
Trempealeau Pool . . . 10.3
a call Saturday afternoon from
Trempealeau Dam . . .
3.8
Dakota
.. 7.2 a Homer Ridge resident who
5.1 said a car had rolled over and
MARIETTA , Ga. (AP) - Dresbach Pool ..... ..
Dresbach
Dam
:...
..
1.8 was in the ditch beside Homer
About 100,000 persons have takRidge Road. Investigation by
La
Crosse
12
4.8
en advantage of an opportunity
deputies revealed a 1963 model
Tributary Streams
to see the world's largest airsedan on its top at the east side
Chippewa
at
Durand
1.0
craft , the CSA, close up.
of an "S" curve.
A spokesman for the manu- Zumbro at Theilman ....28.6
Fort said the car was appar1.8
facturer , Lockheed-Georg ia Co., Black at Galesville
ently
northbound when it missed
said the display time had to he La Crosse at West Salem 4.2
the curve at the top of a hill ,
extended one hour Sunday be- Root at Houston . .. . 5.4
skidded 174 feet on the blackRIVER FORECAST
cause of the large turnout.
Tues. Wed. Tlinr. top before hitting an embankThis wa.s the fi rst time the
C5A, which is manufactured Red Wing . . . . 2.2
2.2
2.2 ment and flipped over. A records
here, has been on display for WINONA
5.7
5.6
5.6 check by Fort indicates the car
the public in Georgia.
L B Crosse . . . . 4.8
4.8
4.8 belongs to Bonny Reese, Rochester, Minn.

Search for driver
of wrecked auto

Crowds view
largest aircraft

In years gone by
Ten years ago . . . 1959
Rolling rivers in western Washington edged slowly downward during tho. night hut a combination of rnin nnd snow
melting temperatures in the mountains mount no immediate
relief for hundreds flooded out of ttieir valley homes.
Snow flurries and colder is forecast for thi. Winonn area.
High this afternoon was 23.
Picturesque Hohinfie r Lodge , erected in Bluffsidc Park
19 years ago nr, a site for Winonn State College student
outings , soon may be made available! to the city under a
$l-a-yenr lease arrangement ,

Twenty-five yea rs ago . . . 1944
A long distance cnll from her son , Commander L. W .
Williams , in Brar.il, on her birthday, was recei-ved by Mrs.
W. V. Williams.

Fifty yea rs ago . . . 1919
Anol hnr rest, shelter pavilion is being corded on the
summit of Garvin Heights , the new structure being in close
to the flagstaff.
Miss Mary I/.e Rolton hns just returned from France ,
where she* has been engaged in work with war orphans.

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1894
Lake Winonn accommodated hundreds of skaters yesterday afternoon and evening. The ice is perfectly safe and in
the best possible condition for enjoying thd sport ,

One-Hundred Years Ago . . . 1869
Venison i.s now in market.

Tho mercury was only 12 ilvarcvii above zero today,
io far Iho coldest of thc seiison.

Congo republics
in war of words
KINSHASA (AP ) - The two
Congo republics kept, up a war
of words across the Congo River
Sunday. Brazzaville put its
troops on (he . icrl and warned
pilots nnd fishermen from Kinshasa (o stay out of its territory.
President , Joseph D. Mobutu
of the former Belgian Congo
snid in a statement that "if we
wanted to occupy Brazzaville it
wouldn 't take two hours and it
would lake the U.N . Security
Council to get ns out. "
The former French Congo replied in n broadcast that it
would
answer
"reactionary
force with revolutionary force , '
and "If this was n declaration of
wnr , okny, then war. "
The dispute between the two
neighbor s beg;in early this
month when the Brazzaville
government arrested 37 persons
on charges of plotting to overthrow President Mnricn Ngounbi. Ngouabi accused Kinshasa of
supplying money and arms to
the plotters,
Ngouahi complained to the
Organization of African Unity ,
and Radio Brazzaville linn been
aiming a steady stream of epithets at Kinshnsn ever since,
Mobutu denied thnt his government had anything to do
villi the plot ,

The daily record
Memorial Hospital

Two-state death s
Mrs. Selma Christiansen

ELEVA , Wis. (Special) —
Mrs . Selma Christiansen , Eleva,
died this morning at Mt. Washington Home, Eau Claire, where
she had beer a resident some
time.
SUNDAY
Funeral services will be held
ADMISSION
at the Eleva Lutheran Church
Mrs. James Martin , Coch- Wednesday. Arrangements are
rane, Wis.
being made by Kjentvet & Sons
DISCHARGES
Fuheral Home.
James Keller , 358 CollegeFriends may call at the fuview.
neral home, Eleva , after 5 p.m.
Mrs. Roy Thompson , Winona Tuesday.

Maternity patient*: _ to J_ M and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitor] to a patient limit™, to two
at ona tlttia.
Visiting noura: Medical and aurglcsi
patlenta: . t o 4 and 7 to t:30 p.m. (no
cMtdrtn under li. )
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Terry Wineski, Rollingstone,
Minn, x l'
Cindy Gunderson , 4345 9th St.,
Goodview.
Mrs. David Knight , 165 Huff
St.
Mrs. John Reinke, Minnesota
City-, Minn.
Mrs. Anna Nowitzke , East
Burns Valley.
Arthur B e y e r , Lewiston ,
Minn.
Mrs. Thomas Bronk , 706 E.
Sth St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. David Clark ,
Rollingstone , Minn., a daughter.. Mr . ahd Mrs. Leonard Luce ,
Lewiston, Minn., a son.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
No. 182 — German . Shepherd
and black Labrador pup, available.
Nos. 205-206 — Two tan female pups, available.
: No. 218 — Large male , black ,
brown and white, part Beagle ,
available.
No. 220 — Small tan female
pup, available.
No. 221 — Male, black, longhaired terrier , available.
No. 222 — Small brown and
white female terrier, available.
No. 223. — Small tan male pup
wearing red collar, third day.

MONDAY
NOVEMBER 24-, 1969

Selmer Engen

ST. CHARLES, Minn . ^Special)—Selmer (Sam) Engen , 60,
died at Phoenix , Ariz., Friday.
A farmer in the Dover area
who retired in 1965, he was born
June 3, 1509, in North Dakota.
He married Laura Hahn of
Preston.
Survivors are: One son , Harlan, Rochester ; one daughter,
Mrs. Maynard (Edrie) Millard,
Dover ; three grandchildren,
and two sisters, Mrs. Anna Dixon, Eau Claire, Wis., and Mrs.
Olga Johnson, Scranton , N.D.
His wife died in 1934. Three
brothers and two sisters also
have died.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m . at the SellnerHoff Funeral Home, St. Charles ,
the Rev . Earl H. Toy of the
United Methodist Church here
officiating. Burial will be in
Greenwood Cemetery, Plain¦view . Leroy Millard, Cyril Andiing. Glen Walters, Joseph
Mueller, Walter : Golish and
Archie Callahan will be pallhearers.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 3 p.m. Tuesday.

Winona deaths
Mrs. Emma McGarvey

Mrs. Emma McGarvey , 96,
Watkins Memorial Methodist
Home, died at the home Sunday
at 7:45 p.m.
The former Emma Charlotte
Kissling, she was born here Aug,
5, 1873, to John and Anna Berger Kissling and was graduated
from Winona Normal School. A
retired school teacher , she formerly taught at Sleepy Eye,
Minn., and was married to Dr.
Frederick McGarvey. She had
lived here 40 years and prior
to that in Huron , S:D. She returned to WinOna after her husband's death. She was « member of Central United Methodist
Church.
She is survived by a sister,
Miss Grace Kissling, Watkins
Home; two nieces, Mrs. Georgia
K. Putney, Eau Claire, Wis., and
Mrs. Barbara Conger , Honolulu, Hawaii, and two nephews,
J o h n Kissling, Indianapolis,
Ind., and Fred Kissling, Tampa ,
Fla.
Fawcett Funeral Home is completing arrangements.

/Winoha funerals
James L Geary

Funeral services for James L.
Cleaiy, 6V0 Olmste ad St., were
this morning at Breitlow-Martin
Funeral Home, the Rt . Rev.
Msgr. Harold Dittman officiating. Burial was Ln Woodlawn
Cemetery.

Mrs. Bernard L. Nielsen

See approval
of ocean floor
nuclear ban

NATIONS, N.Y.
UNITED
(AP) — Prospects are considered better than even that a
treaty to keep nuclear, weapons
off the ocean floor will be finished and approved during the
current U.N. General Assembly.
A Western disarmament expert said today he believes
there is a "slightly better than
50 per cent chance of getting it
through'' before the 126-nation
a s s e m b ly adjourns before
Christmas.
The Soviet Union and the
United States have a joint draft
of the treat y before the assembly's Main Political Committee.
Canada is consulting ot.b e r
countries about amendments to
remove objections.
Under the treaty the big powers proposed , signers would
pledge not to plant nuclear
weapons launching installations
or storage facilities on or under
the ocean floor outside i nation 's territorial limits.
Missile-carry ing submarines
would not be affected.
One prospective Canadian
amendment would' say clearly
that inspection of any suspect
area shall be facilitated and
that any signer of the treaty
may ask U.N. Secretary-General U Thant to get the help of a
"technically competent" nation
for the inspection .
Another possible amendment
calls for notification of the
coastal state concerned before
procedures
verification
any
could be carried out on the continental shelf.
The 1967 assembly adopted a
resolution dedicating the ocean
floor to "the interest of maintaining international peace,"
and the Soviet Union and the
United States proposed the next
year that proposals to demilitarize the seabed be referred to
the Geneva Disarmament Committee. That committee took up
the matter this year, and the
result was the joint t Soviet-V.S..
draft .

Deer hunter ^
hit by slug
ALMA, Wis. — Michael Hazelton, Eau Claire, was shot in
the abdomen while hunting deer
on Buffalo County V in the
Town of Maxville Siinday at
10:30. He was hit by a slug
from a shotgun fired by an
Iowa man .
Hazelton was taken to Durand
Community Hospital and then
transferred to Sacred Heart
Hospital, Eau Claire, where this
morning he was reported to be
in satisfactory condtion although in the intensive care
unit.
The accident was investigated
by Thomas Thornton , Durand,
conservation
County
Pepin
warden.

Splashdown to
end intense
days for wives

SPACE CENTER , Houston
(AP ) — The Apollo 12 streaked
today toward a Pacific splashdown, ending 10 tense days for
the wives of the moon adventurers. .;
"I was thinking how thankful
I'll be when Al gets home
again , ' Sue Bean , . the pert
blonde wife of moonwalker Alan
Bean, said after church Sunday.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Bernard L. Nielsen, 660 E.
Broadway, were today at 9 a.m.
at Borzyskowski Mortuary, tlie
William Ratajczyk
Rev. Donald Grubisch , St. StanFor Mrs. Bean , Barbara GorTREMPEALEAU , Wis. (Spe- islaus Catholic Church , officidon and Jane Conrad, the flight
cial) — William Ratajczyk Sr., ating. Burial was in Fort Snellof Apollo 12 has been a mixture
62, Trempealeau Rt . 1, died ing 1. ational Cemetery .
of apprehension , exhilaration
Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at a La
and sleepless nights.
Crosse hospital where he had
Mrs. John Wodarczak
The worrying began during
been a patient 10 weeks.
Fuheral services for Mrs.
the first moments oi launch,
A farm_r , he was born July John Wodarczak , Owatonna ,
when commander Charles Con31, 1907, in the Town of Dodge Minn., formerly of Winona, were
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
rad Jr. reported the spaceship
to Stanley and Mary Kabazinski held this morning at St. Mary 's
had suffered an electrical power
SATURDAY
Ratajczyk and married Flor- Catholic Church, the Rt. Rev.
failure attributed to lightning.
6:30 p.m.— Stephen Austin , ence Walske May 30, 1934, at Msgr. Edward Klein officiating.
Then came the perilous de5 barges, down.
Sacred Hearth Catholic Church , Burial was in St. Mary 's Cemescent to the moon, the moonSmall craft — 2.
Pine Creek. They farmed in the tery.
walks, the broken television
SUNDAY . . .
Trempealeau area . He was a Pallbearers
were
Joseph
camera, the drama of liftoff
2 p.m. — Emma Bordner , 15 mdmber 'of the Trempealeau Stolpa Dick and Lambert Styba,
,
front the lunar surface.
barges, down.
County Farm Bureau , the Cath- Carl Zaborowski Jr., Edwin
8 p.m. — S i o i l x , 6 barges , olic Order of Foresters of Sac- Waltzer and David Lueck.
The wives followed the high
down.
adventure via television and
red Heart Church and Holy
Small craft — 1."
squawfcbox , flanked by children,
Name Society of St. Stanislaus*
TODAY
friends and relatives.
Catholic Church , Arcadia.
Flow — 13,200 cubic feet per
Barbara Gordon
attended
Survivors, are: His wife; a
second at 8 a.m. today.
Mass daily. All throe families
son, William Jr., Trempealeau;
10:40 a.m. — Tennessee , 9 a daughter, Mrs. Harold ( Evatried to ease the tension with
barges; down.
picnics and other group actividine) Vaughn , Galesville; five
11 a.m. — U. S. Coast Guard grandchildren; ond step-grahdties.
Mrs. Conrad and her two
Cutter Goldenrod , 1 barge, up. child; a brother, Frank Sr.,
ST. PAUL (AP) - A young^
boys went flying in a
youngest
Winona; and three sisters, ster suspended a month ago
glider Sunday; and afterwards
(Valeria)
Mrs.
Ray
Jereczek
,
Municipal Court
Paul Central High
she visited Mission Control to
Dodge, Mrs. Mary Votruba , from St.
view the last telecast from
School
for
selling
a Black PanWinona , and Mrs. Lawrence
WINONA
space.
(AP)
SAN
FRANCISCO
has
—
school
ther
publication
.
Jn
(Louise)
Walske,
Galesville.
Leonard Kulas, 23, Winona Rt ,
Funeral services will be at gone to court in an attempt to Prime Minister Eisaku Sato
Told by ground controllers his
2, pleaded guilty to a charge of
says he is "completely satis- family was there, Conrad exdisorderly conduct and was fined 10 a.m. Wednesday at St. Stanis- return to school,
with the agreement he claimed :
$25 by Judge John D. McGill. laus Church , Arcadia , the Rev. A suit was filed Friday in fied"
takes back f o Japan Tuesday re"Hey, great, tell them we'll
He was arrested at 11:50 p.m. Daniel Dernek, Winona , officiatU.S. District Court- on behalf of turning Okinawa to Japanese be home in about a week!"
Friday at West 3rd and Franklin ing. Burial will be in Sacred Larry Clark 18, requesting St.
,
control.
Actually, the astronauts will
Heart Church Cemetery at
streets.
Paul education officials to allow
Behind a tight police guard in be back in Houston Saturday,
Pine
Creek
.
FORFEITURES:
the youth to return to Central. the presidential suite at the but it mil be Dec. 11 before they
Friends may call at Killian
Edwin H. Wilber , TrempeaSchool officials have said Clark Mark Hopkins Hotel on Nob
leau Rt. 1, Wis., $20, speed- Funeral Home, Arcadia , after may transfer to two other Hillj Sato relaxed after three leave quarantine to rejoin their
ing 55 m.p.h . in a 30 zone , 2:05 4 p.m. Tuesday. Rosaries wUl schools, but cannot return to days of talks with President kin.
"I can hardly wait ,'1 said Su«
p.m. Nov 17, West Broadway he' recited Tuesday at 7:30 Central.
Nixon last week.
Bean.
p.m.
by
the
Hol
Name
Society
y
and South Baker Street.
The youth's attorney said he
In the talks, reversion of the
Mark J, Biesanz, 622 E. Sarnia and at 8 p.m. by the Very Rev.
would request a temporary reformidable island bastion in the
St., $50, open bottle, 2:40 a.m. Edward Sobczyk , St. Stan 's.
order
against
the
susstraining
western Pacific was worked out
today , Broadway and Franklin
pension either today or TuesMrs. Gilbert Amundson
to take place before the end of
Street.
that
the
on
the
grounds
day,
MONDOVI, Wis. (Special ) —
1972.
James Stutzka , 473 E. 4th St,
youth 's right to freedom of exWhen Sato and his official
$5, overtime parking, 8 p.m. Mrs. Gilbert (Evelyn ) Amund- pression
ITirst
Amendunder
the
son, 79, died this morning at the
party arrived from New York
Sept. 26, East 2nd Street.
ment
has
been
abridged.
Sunday afternoon , a band of 150
Eugene Garrison , 612 E. How- Buffalo Memorial Hospital here
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Two
demonstrators waited for him at
ard St., $5, overtime parking, after an illness of about two
men
were being held in the Henweeks.
terminal
at
the
Japan
Air
Lines
2:11 p.m. on Aug, 21 at West
The former Evelyn Nyseth was
San Francisco international Air- nepin County jail today in con3rd Street .
port. However Sato's plane tax- nection with the $20,000 burglary
Fred A. Williams , 951 E. Sth born in rural Mondovi , May 16,
the
daughter
of
Mr.
and
ied up to the Pan American Ter- of the First State Bank of Med1890,
St., $5, overtime parking, 3:45
ford , Minn.
p.m. Aug. 1 on West 3rd Street. Mrs. Ole Nyseth. She was mar- LAKE CITY , Mi-nn. (Special) minal a quarter of a mile away
The Federal Bureau of Invesand he left the airport by car
ried to Gilbert Amundson in
— Lake City fire; department without seeing the demonstra- tigation said the men were takJ909. The couple farmed in the
called Friday at 3:30 p.m. tors .
en into custody by the Steele
Mondovi area until his death in was
to tbe former McCahill or MisThey followed Sato's motor- County Sheriff' s office at Owa1951 when she moved to Mondosionary farm south of town. The cade to his hotel, and their tonna Saturday.
vi. She was a member of Trinblaze, which started in a grain shouts were audible as he apAuthorities said the burglary
ity Lutheran Church , Norden ,
dryer , was out before the" de- peared before a packed news presumabfy occurred Thursday
and its organizations.
partment arrived. There wns conference in a fourth floor evening or early Friday. The
Survivors include one son ,
FVI said bank officials at Medno damage.
suite.
Rex , Eau Claire ; lo grandchilford , a town of about 600 some
Flames
were
discovered
Satdren; 28 great-grandchildren;
Some groups oppose the basic 50 miles south of Minneapolis ,
urday
at
11
a.m.
under
a
corn
and one sister , Mrs. Hilda
dryer at the Walter Kehren security arrangements between noticed the shortage late Friday
Thompson , Minneapolis .
Japan and the United States, he afternoon.
Funeral services will be 1:30 farm while Kehren and sons said , "so that it may not be posAgents said about $15,000 of
were in the field picking corn.
sible to obtain unanimous ap- the missing money had been reWESTBURY , N.Y. (AP) - p.m . Wednesday at Trinity LuthThey extinguished the flames proval in the nation but I am
The senior citizens of this Long eran Church , Norden , the Rev.
,
covered. They declined to reIsland community have some- Thomas Hoverstein officiating. with water and dirt. The en- confident the overwhelming ma- lease details of tlie disappearthing extra to give thanks for Burial will be in the church tire dryer was damaged so it jority supports it.''
ance.
¦
can't be used again this year.
this Thursday—the efforts oi cemetery.
The. Boston Symphony was esAbout fiO pcr cent of Ireland's
Friends may cnll at thc Kjent- Neighbors came to Kehren's ashundreds of teen-agers whn
have worked to save a recrea- vet & Son Funeral home after 4 sistance so the fire department tablished by Henry Lee Higgin- total exports are agricultural
son in l(i81.
products.
tional and educational program p.m. Tuesday, until 11 a.m. Wed- wasn 't called .
for thc elderly.
nesday, and at the church from
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _^_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
^_ ^_ _^ — —___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Thomas A . Harris , an insur- 12 noon until services.
ance man who is helping in the
drive (o save the Westhury Sen- cause tickets—$2 for adults ,$t
ior Citizens ' program , snid Sun- for students—had been sold
day almost flO per cent of the through school music teachers
money needed to kieep the proj- and the funds would not be
counted until Tuesday.
ect going had been raised.
Harris said other funds on
HnrrJ i. ' estimate followed one hand included about $400 from a
of tho drive 's major fund-rais- pne-Halloween
candy
aale ,
ing events—a concert at t ine $1,200 from the raffle of a color
high school that drew about television set and $875 in gener1,000 persons.
al donations from local resiThe 13-year-old program pro- dents nnd people elsewhere who
vides education , artistic nnd so- rend about the program.
cial programs for about 170 per"We feci confident we will be
sons who participate regularly. able to continue the full scope of
It faced extinction because its the program through June ,"
funds were cut from the city snid Harris. As for next year , he
Get « ML&T Shopping Loan — and money will no
budget in an economy move .
said he ha. been assured the
longer be a problem. You'll have plenty of cash to
Learning of tho problem , the program would be included in
buy ju st the right gift (or everyone on your list . . .
Wcstbury High School class of the budget.
nl any store you please. Store hills won 't come In
1970 started n drive to make up
at the end of the month cither because you 'll pay
(he deficit. The student council
for everything on the spot , and then one nmnll amount
nnd junio r high school pupils
monthly to ML&T.
M.TAW .T.
joined in the effort. Newspaper
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
"
reports of the project drew a
¦
BULK IN YOUR DIET
M II
letter of encouragement from
Winona
IM W»tnirt Strwt
Sat. 1* Noon
•
Mrs. Richard M. Nix on.
Harris snld he did not know
FOR PHONE LOAN SERVICE DIAL 8-2976
exactly how much money had
ami^mmmmmmmamim ^mmm^mimtkWKi^tttKtttmKMMMMtmtMmMIKmK ^mimMMmK^
been raised by thc concerts be-

Pa nther salesman
asks court for
reinstatement

U.S.-Okinawa
agreement
satisfies Sato

Two held as
suspects in
Medford burglary

Fires start in
2 grain dryers

Students raise
money for
senior citizens
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Agnew: No one likes
him but the public

WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican Ralph"'' T,; Smith, the
newest senator , describes Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew as "a
very popular fellow " with the
average American.
. "I've foiuid out that in the last
several weeks the vice president
has become much more popular
than he was before ," the Illinois
senator said in an interview recorded for home state broadcast.
"The American public is giving every indication oi liking
what he says and how . he says
it, and certainly I agree with
those wh© suggest that he
wouldn't be saying it if the
President didn 't sort of turn him
on or suggest that he might talk
in a certain direction," Smith
said.
Agnew is speeches during the
past month has been sharply
critical of war protest leaders
arid the reporting by television
commentators and some, newspapers.
Senate Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield said the same

Constitution which protects the
right of dissent and of free press
guards Agnew's right ; to criticize demonstrators, commentators and newspapers.

But at the same time, Mansfield, Ln a statement in the Congressional Record, counseled a
general lowering of voices.
Sen. George McGovern, DS.D., said President Nixon is
leading the administration on a
"crude campaign to stifle dissent."
"The sinister effects of the administration's campaign against
freedom of speech,- assembly
and press are a far. greater
threat , to liberty in this nation
than any result, no matter how
unfortunate, of the war in
Vietnam,'' McGovern said Saturday night in Bethany, W.Va.
Sen. John Tower, R-Tex., said
he is "strongly opposed to legislative sanctions, on the journalistic community."
But Tower wrote constituents
that Agnew initiated a significant dialogue which should remind every newsman "of the

burden of responsibility he has
shouldered as a journalist." ,
Sen. Allen J. Ellender , D-La._,
said Agnew's criticism of television news programs was well
founded. "The so-called news
programs too often fall prey to
sensationalism and sometimes,
or even usually, present a onesided viewpoint," he said in a
newsletter.
Meanwhile in New York,
President Nixon's communications director, Herbert G. 'Klein,
said he did not expect Agnew to
continue his attacks on the
press.
Atty. &en. John N. Mitchell,
asked in Los Angeles about Agnew's remarks on the news media, said Agnew probably feels
"and I feel that the activities of
the media are subject to discussion just as the activities of politicians are subject to discussion."
Mitchell said newsmen treated him "¦outstandingly," but he
had one complaint : "Some people have been publishing pictures of me. smiling and it's
ruining my image."'

Welfare mothers sit-in
protests clothing policy

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
National Welfare Rights Organization is lending its support to
a group of welfare mothers protesting clothing allowances with
sit-ins at the Hennepin County
Welfare Department.
NWRO is a two-year-old program aimed at getting welfare

recipients the benefits due them
under law. The program also attempts to train welfare mothers
so they can negotiate with welfare personnel themselves.

Jailbreak try
foiled by police

Phi Delta Rho
adds 21 members
at Winona State

WAUKESHA (AP)- Two matrons were injured and five
women prisoners were returned
to custody late Sunday, in what
authorities said was an attempted jail break.
Officials said five women
prisoners overpowered the two
matrons and reached a garage
before being captured by Waukesha police, who had been alerted by a telephone call from one
of the matrons.
The incident occurred at a former Waukesha County jail
which is used by Milwaukee
Coonty t« house women prisoners.
Mrs. Helen Sapinski, 55, told
police she was overpowered in
a jail kitchen and was locked in
a sideroom. .
Her assailants then attacked
Mrs. Maltha Frederick, 62, in
an office. Neither woman was
seriously injured .

The women who initiated last
week' s three-day sit-in complained about a welfare manual

Phi Delta Rho, a local fraternity organized on the Winona State Campus in 1966, has
recently initiated 21 members.
Initiates are: Gene Burr,
Hastings; Larry Conn, Bloomirigton; James Cappola , Red
Wing ; Harvey Carlsen, Bloomington; Clem Darkenwald, Eden
Prairie ; Thomas Doffing, Hampton ; John Ellis, Hastings; Donald Haack, 357 W. Howard St.;
Stevefc Hansen, 1260 W. Broadway; Michael Hartung , Hampton ; Chris Kanakares, Blocwnington; J e f f r e y Karlovich,
Bloomington; Daniel Kramer,
Hastings; Donald Norby, Rushford; Daniel Rein, Shakopee;
Edward Eymer, Hastings; Richard Snyder , Hastings; Thomas
Snyder, Hastings; Calvin Stewart, Hastings; Paul Swanson,
Red Wing, and Gary Villeneu-ve,
Albert Lea.

clause which states that , the
clothing allowance is "based on
the assumption that the recipient has an adequate wardrobe."
One mother, Mrs. Carol Fletcher of Minneapolis said the
welfare department has taken
her children 'away and placed
them iri foster homes twice because of inadequate clothing.
"Now when the foster mother
gets my children... she just
tells the welfare department
my kids came to her without
adequate clothing, and last time
they gave her $75 right away
for clothes," Mrs. Fletcher said.
"Then I get them back, they
outgrow the clothes and it
starts again.
The director of Hennepin
County Welfare, Arnold Gruber,
said that clothing need forms
filed recently by NWRO" members for 516 persons would cost
the county $54,468.

Corner drug Observatory is 13,800 feet high
sfore provides
space items

MILWAUKEE W-Some of
the wisest innovations in space
travel equipment have been
found by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
at the neighborhood drug stere,
former NASA public relations
man John "Shorty " Powers said
Sunday.
Powers, who left: NASA's pub .
lie affairs department in 1965 ,
told a Marquette University audience the "government spent
something like $50,000 to develop an electric razor with a
vacuum attached to suck up
whiskers to allow a man to
shave in space. "
"What they settled for ," he
said, . "was ordinary .shaving
cream from the corner drug
store'' and a common injector
razor.
A NASA engineer, Powers
said, gave up trying to design, a
special vehicle on which astronauts could ride around on the
moon surface.
"This engineer wen t down to
his sporting goods store, bought
two bicycles, welded them together and has a gadget that
may become the first lunar
mobile." he said.

"WE ANTICIPATE spending
considerably more than that for
ourselves," Dr. Jefferies said
during a trip to the observatory
recently with a party including
the university regents. "People
from other universities have
written me asking for time on
the instrument, and I'm sure,
when it is checked out, more
and more will he interested. "
According to one source in
Hawaii, scientists from New
York University and other institutions are interested in installing a 150-inch telescope on Mauna Kea. The University of Min-

FOR ASTRONOMERS, he
says, observing conditions here
are unsurpassed anywhere else
in the world.
The new facility, in which an
88-inch mirror built by the Corning Glass Works will be installed later in the year , has cost
about $6 million to date. The
Hawaii legislature has authorized the expenditure of an additional $2.5 million for an access
road , power lines and a support
building lower down on the
mountain where the staff will
eat and sleep.
Of the money spent so far $3
million has been contributed by
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration under a
contract calling for the use of
25 per cent of the time on programs of interest to NASA.

Gobbler nervous
the year round

nesota, the University of Washington and other western universities also have talked of projects here.
The Air Force research laboratory at Cambridge, Mass.,
operates ; a 24-inch telescope
near the ' new observatory.
NASA has an identical one here
with a program operated by
Lowell Observatory to help provide selected coverage around
the world for Mars and Jupiter.

ON ANOTHER Manna Kea
cone is an eight-inch telescope
of the University of Arizona, but
it is not now operating. And on
the rim of Haleakala crater,
10,000 feet high on the island of
Maui, are several observatories,
one operated for the Department of Defense.
Hans Boesg_ard , project engineer for the new Mauna Kea
(fBservatory, directed visitors'
attention to a necklace of clouds
about the mountain at a 9,200fb ot level to which crews employed by the contractor , Stewart Enterprises of Seattle, descend for meals and rest.
"Those," he said, "are typical
trade wind clouds from the
northeast, no higher than 9,000
or 10,000 feet. The air above
them is always clear."

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The Thanksgiving gobbler is a
nervous bird all the time, not
just in November.
He has high blood pressure
and the slightest provocation
will excite him, says Dr. Robeii
L. Hamlin, associate profess*
of veterinary physiology at Ohio
X. y
State University.
Hamlin and OSU researchers
are studying turkeys to gain
more information and under-.
standing about hypertensionhigh blood pressure—and a DR. JEFFRIES reported
heart disease called dissecting that from among the Institute's
aortic aneurism, common to staff of 100 persons, including 21
man and turkeys alike.
with degrees of Doctor of Phil-

osophy, he would assign astronomers to come up for perieds
from the Honolulu campus.
"It hits you hard if you corns
up from sea level," he said , *'so
that a man will come up about
noon one day, stop at the lower
level camp, come on up and observe during the night and go
back to sleep the next day hi a
darkened room . We'll have a
recreation area with television,
books and so on."
He added: "Lunar and planetary astronomy will be a significant part of our activities.
This is undoubtedly the highest
research observatory in tha
world of consequence."

Knowles arrives
in Venezuela
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)A Wisconsin trade delegation led
by Gov. Warren P. Knowles
reached Caracas late Sunday .on
the final round of a three-week
tour .
The governor and the 75-member delegation have a busy
schedule of visits and receptions
on the agenda prior to Wednesday 's departure for home.
The mission arrived in Caracas from Brazil.
¦
Surinam , in South America,
has a population of about
365,000.
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SLOW START
HOVE, England (AP ) — Snail
racing is becoming a craze in ¦
Britain. In a recent event rfl
staged for charity, a snail
named Rex covered a two-foot
course in seven minutes and
five seconds, claimed as a
record. But Sussex schoolboy
Chris Hudson established a new
record with Mickey which did '
ffPik
2% feet ir seven minutes.

if you re SICK of
JOHNNY CARSON
MERV GRIFFIN
JOEY BISHOP

New York Times Neios Service
MAUNA KEA OBSERVATORY, Hawaii — Here in balmy
subtropical Hawaii 3,500 air
miles from Alaska's frigid north
slope, the world's highest research observatory is being
completed.
Dr. John T, Jefferies , an Ausrtalian-born astrophysicist who
heads the Institute for Astronomy of the University of Hawaii, looks forward to an eventual community of observatories
dotted about the volcanic cones
at the summit of 13,800-foothigh Mauna Kea.
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ni g hts at 10:30 . . . American
Cabelvision lets you see

GREAT
MOVIES

HERE'S THIS WEEK'S LINEUP
MONDAY •— "Swee . Smell of Success " — Burt Lancaster and Tony Curtis
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TUESDAY — "Asylum for a S py1' — Robert Stack
and Felicia Farr
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I
fl

WEDNESDAY — "Goodbye My love" — Waltor Brannan
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1
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Avoid food
poisoning
from turkey

LC HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
I Election of officers wilf be held
.
LAKE CITY, Minn. {Special) II' and refreshments will be served
' .
— The Lake City Hospital Auxiliary will meet Tuesday at the
hospital cafeteria at 7:30 p.m.

Junior high symphonic band,
orchestr a to present concert

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP ) - If
your Thanksgiving turkey's
coming out of a freezer, let it
The Wiilona Junior High
thaw completely.
Then cook it thoroughly.
School instrumental music departm ent will present its first
That -way, says Dr. Mathew concert at 7:30 p.m ..Tuesday
S. Loewenstein, you minimize in the school auditorium.
the risk of having the holiday The program * will open with
spoiled by food poisoning.
the symphonic /band , under the
Dr. Loewenstein is assistant direction of Jackson Herr, playchief of the Salmonella Unit of ing the following selections:
the National Communicable Dis- Bunker Hill - Osterling . Night
ease Center ( NCD'C. here.
Sing - Morrissey; America the
Loewenstein says turkeys—as Beautiful - Ward , Moffitt; Courtwell as other poultry, eggs, and ly Festival - Gordon , and Tropmany
meat ¦ products—may ical Twilight - Osterling.
transmit salmonellosis, a food
The second half of the concert
poisoning that could turn will be by the Junior High symThanksgiving fun into great dis- phonic orchestra , under thd dicomfort.
rection of Jerry Lebmeier, playSalmonellosis is an acute In- ing :
Gipsy Overture - Isaac: Arafectious disease characterized
'- . -Biby a sudden onset of abdominal gonaise (from "Carmen
Capriccio
In
the
Crimea,
zet;
pain, diarrhea , frequent vomit- - Moussorgsky ; Minuets : from
ing, chills, fever and prostra- Sypiphony No. 53 (Imperial") tion, says the NCDC.
from : Romeo
Loewenstein said the chances Haydn ; ThemeRota
, a!nd Mexand
Juliet
—
of buying a turkey that carries ican Shuffle - Alpert.
salmonellosis are "about 10 per A string quartet composed of
cent" at any time of the year. Julie Keller; Jean Stoltman ;
However, he added, if the tur- Susan Nienow ; Ricka Robb ;
key is thawed out well and will play Suite by J P. Rameau.
cooked thoroughly under hy- Featured oh the program will
gienic conditions, there is al- be Dlanne Buswell, piano solomost no chance of getting sal- ist in the Theme from Romeo
monellosis from a disease-carrying bird.

Another NCDC official, Dr.
John Bennett, said regular
checks on poultry conducted by
the United States Department of
Agriculture don't reveal whether salmonellosis is present . Individual bacteriological tests
would have to be conducted to
detect the disease^ Bennett explained.
The disease poses no serious
threats to healthy persons, Bennett said. ' ¦ •
However, infants and elderly
persons, as well as those weakened by illness, may be fatally
affected by gastrointestinal disorders caused by salmonellosis.
Bennett said most healthy I nvestiture rites
persons who eat . food carrying held at St. Mary's
the disease will experience only
mild discorniort for 24 to 48 Investiture ceremonies were
hours.
held Friday at St. Mary's Grade
School for Troop 628, BrownieGirl Scouts. Officiating at the
meeting were the co-leaders;
the Mmes. Alan Burt and Lyle
Schumacher. "Big S i s t e r"
Brownies pinned the second
grade girls who met the necessary qualifications to become
members of the Brownies.
The nine receiving their pins
were: Lisa Burt, Kay Schumacher, Susie Wissman, Elizabeth
and time to
Sayre, Margaret Daly, Kathfeen
have your
Crozier, Lynette Schultz, Jean
prized
Voelker and Mary Elice Vetter.
"~
'
T
urnitur*
.
.
.
j^;;--^^
Refreshments were served by
hostesses Mrs. David Peplinski
and Mrs. Wally Waldorf.
lQ«ll| §£>"'' cleaned for
//^fyl^v longer life

Housecleaning

Winona
area !

HOLIDAY
PIES

FURNITURE & RUG
GLEANING
PHONE 2048

ORDER AHEAD

PHONE 3150

Steak Shop
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FLUTES: Helde McMlllen, Laurie
Tschump«r, Holly
Hughes, Barbara
Blumentritt, Kande Larson, Sue Saboe,
Laurel Berg, Lli Streater, Alison Mlesbauer, Mary Sue Harders, Jenny Church,
Becky Brown, Nancy Bleber, Deanna
Dow. . . .
OBOE:'Andrea Carlson.
BASSOON: Rhonda Kruat.
E-FLAT CLARINET: Lori Hubbard.
CLARINETS : Craig Lelimeler,, Amy
Hitt, Carole Stoa, Clndl Tepe, Lynn Anderson, Carol Hoenk, Jan Cotton, Patty
Gerson, Cynthia Bublitz, Krlsti Erickson,
Kim Walz, Debbie Evenson,.
Ann Abraham, Richard Benson, Sandy
Holmay, Mary Nichols, Susan TIbesar,
Robin Moe, Brenda Neitzke, Dorothy
Fitch, Mary Hlnkley.
ALTO CLARINET: Connie Stenzel.
BASS CLARINETS: Cindy Evenson,
Carla Jackson, Cindy Ramm.
ALTO SAXOPHONES: Ross Hamernlk,
Donna Danuser, Mark Newman, Greg
Wolfe, Peggy, Kaske, Wendy Berndt,
Cheryl Buck,
TENOR SAXOPHONES: Terry Berndt,
Billy Leggln,
BARITONE SAXOPHONES: Mary Tlndal, Terry Slock .
FRENCH HORNS: Thomas Sheehan,
Darryl Brellenteldt, Karen Kane. Ervin : Neumann, Richard Friend,; Denise
Morcomb:
CORNETS and TRUMPETS: Paul Miller, Stephen Keim, Regis Leggln, Richard Thurley, Craig Anderson, Cheryl
Aellng, Richard Fick, Paul Deering,
Carol Mogren, Carol Deering, Terry
Cox, Greg Burns, Randy Walters,. Jack
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Gsrson, Man Maaon, Roger Berndt,
Randy Breyer .
BARITONES: Carol Danuser, Robert
Murtaugh, Tlm Snyder, Bruce Bublitz.
TROMBONES: Daniel Haskett, Terry
Christopherson, John Mueller, Brian Ender, Steve Hagedorn.
BASSES : Mark Richardson, Randy
Karsten. John Colclough, Larry Boyer,
Brian Schroeder, Cralj Warstori.
SNARE DRUMMERS: Kevin Sonsalla,
Erik Anderson, James Deedrick, Arnold
Jackson, John Ehlers.
ACCESSORIES: Randy Rakstad, Peter Jappe, Gary Bambenek.
BELLS: Melvin Beckman.
TYMPANI: Randy Mueller, Margaret
Krlck.
VIOLIN: Karl Belghley, Joan Busdicker , Wendy Ehlers, Ann Harrington,
Elizabeth Holz, Susan Korda, Debra
Korupp, Renee Murphy, Dale Staricka,
Lisa Boerst, Cindy Dwyer, Betsy Green,
Kenneth Heaser, Lynda Jilk, Julia Keller, Ann Laurie, Jean Stoltman,
Tawny Williams, Nancy Volkart, Kim
Doebbert, Brenda Erickson, Gall Evenson, Carrie Frank, Jane Hagberg, Heidi Husser, Rebecca Luethl, Becky Schaler, Jamie Schain, Rosann Sobeck, Sara
Stoltmari, Jane Turner, Debby Wllk.
VIOLA: Julie Drugan, Peggy Miller,
James Keller, Tlm Shaw , Debbie Ehlers,
Sue Nienow, Patricia Site) . Jean Lebakken, -Candy .Ronnenberg.
CELLO: Karen Beckman, Dlanne Buswell, Pamela Larson, Rebecca Speltz,
Karen Beyers, Jan Krenz, Ricka Robb,
Nancy Scharf, Marl Yeske, Karen Buegge, Tod Duffy, Carol Hughes, Richard
Pavek, Barb Wlsted. .
BASS: Jon j ackels. Debra Pfliighoeft,
Jean Schneider, Peggy Utecht . Barb
Anderson, Mike Deutschman, Susan
Spear.
FLUTE: Holly Hughes, Helde McMlllen, La url Tschumper ,
OBOE: Andrea Carlson.
BASSOON: Rhonda Kruse.
CLARINET: Craig Lehmeler, Cindy
Tepe. ¦

BASS CLARINET: Cindy Evenson.
TENOR SAX: Terry Berndt.
FRENCH HORN: Darry l Briltenfeldt,
Karen Kane, Tom Sheehan. TRUMPET: Craig Anderson, Stephen
Keim..
TROMBONE: Terry Christopherson,
Daniel Haskett .
TUBA: Mark Richardson.
PERCUSSION: Erik Anderson, Kevin
Sonsalla.

PRESTON, Minn. — Home
economists from Fillmore County have formed a county home
economics association. Officers
are: Mrs. Sarah Tollefson,
Preston, president, and Mrs.
Geraldine ¦ ¦Daley, secretarytreasurer; • • .
Mrs. Alice Kelfer , president
of the Winona Coun ty : Home
Economics Club, spoke at the
organizational meeting. The
group decided to meet five times
during the school year. The next
Scrooge, Marley, Bob Crat- meeting is slated for Jan . 8 at
chit, Christmas Past, Present, Harmony, with Mrs. Lois Starz
and Future are coming alive at as chairman.
the College of Saint Teresa as
the ballet department prepares TWIRLING HONORS
for the Christmas Carol Ballet. Susan DeLano, daughter of
Performances will be given at Mn and Mrs. D. J. DeLano, 419
7:30 p.m. Dec. 4, 5, and 6, Lafayette St., attended the Fall
and at 1:30 p.m. on Dec. 7 in Twirlerama , NBTA contest Sunday at Kenosha, Wis. She won
the College Theatre.
"Dickens' 'Christmas Carol,' first place for her advanced solo
a long time favorite in Christ- and first place for her advanced
mas literature has not been military strutting.
done as a ballet," said Bern- ISOLETTE MONEY
ard Johansen. "I believe this is
a 'first' . and even though we . WABASHA,.Minn. (Special)
been doA
total
of
$221.68
has
have had to do an adaptation, nated towards the new isolette
it is a satisfying experience as at St. Elizabeth's Hospital . The
I have wanted to do this machine was instrumental in
adaptation for a number of saving the life of Kelley Ann
years."
Accurso, granddaughter of Mr.
Dickens * "Christmas Carol" and Mrs . Donald Roemer, Wahas been choreographed by Jo- basha. The infant weighed two
hansen with the assistance of pounds and 13 ounces at bir th .
Miss Mary Kirscht of the Col lege Ballet Department. The
story will be done in an impres- Townshi p fund
sionistic style. Music for the drive completed
production is Mahler 's Symphony No. 6, First and Second SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spemovements, and Mahler 's Sym- cial) — The board of directors
phony No. 9, Third Movement. of Wilmington Township- anMrs. Lawrence Bengtson of the nounce a total of $1,020 collected
ballet department will direct in the United Fund drive. This
money is now being distributed
the costuming.
to the agencies suraorted by the
Cast for "Dickens' "Christ- fund.
r ' .
mas Carol Ballet" has been
Solicitors
were
Messrs. and
drawn from Winona's three ColOscar
Mmes.
Arnold
Flatin,
leges and local children pres- Myhre, Norman Tyrebakken
,
ently enrolled in the Children 's Arthur Ramstad , Lloyd SanBallet Classes at the College. ness, Stanley Engan , Ronald
The ballet will be performed Privet, Ronald Myhre , Oren
on revolving stages with special Myhre and Arthur Kruse .
¦
lighting effects.
Tickets will be on sale on Dec. Temperatures
in
Ireland
1. All seats for all productions range from 32 to 70 degrees F.
are reserved.
during the year.

Christmas
ballet set
at CST
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tamed paslry shop can't serve you a
more delicious T" ¦ "1
"?

1 tablespoon mflk
1 tablespoon »u(i»r
1 egg yolk, beaten
1-12 OA ca rc "SOLO" Prima
fiHinn confectioners' sugar

I
j
J
J
}

SHt flour ond linking powder. Cream butlnr, croam C IKXH>(I, milk and stirjsr ,
Add bo.i.on oqq yolk. Add flour mixture Chill (or several hours. Roll out to
1/8 or 1/4 inch thick (is desired and cut with a cookie cutler into 2 inch
rounds. Plnr.o on iinni"<isi'i'l cookio ilmot anil mnke a doprossion wilh thumb
or r,poon in cimlor ot n.v.li munrl. ArirJ ) Inaspnnn "SOLD" Pninn lillinq inlo
each confer. Prn-hoa l oven to I4O0" ) nnd hake Kolartky Irom 10 to \',' mir».
utos. or until slinhlly brown. Sprinkle with conleclionors' sugar before serving,
i You c«n use ",.OL0" Apricol. Poppy, Plnonppln.Cherry, Prune or Poach filling
37 in Soto Recipe Book
I end ooch will be delicious. Pe^e
.
i;

|

B&/UB; Wis. (Special) — The
Blair Musip Mothers met Nov.
15 at the band room of the high
school. It was voted to change
the prices of several items of
food sold at basketball games.
The group also discussed the
purchasing of summer band uniforms and voted to assist in the
purchase of music for the spring
concert.
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JUMPER

confines of the playpen
and crib. Frees mother .
too .

I
I
I
I

• JOLLY JUMPER has been tested nnd found to be
sturdy and completely unto.

|
j

• JOLLY JUMPER is a wonderful Rift for hnby and
mother nnd costs only $12.90.

BUY ONE TODAY
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-—Indoor Tennis —
For Fun and Htalth!

_

Rochester Racquets Club, 2600
2nd St. SW, still has a few
memberships open. 8 indoor
courts, lockers, showers, (lessons for all .- ". . beginners to
experts!). Play for $1.00 per
person, doubles during off
hours . . . juniors for 75*.
FOR INFORMATION

Call (507) 288-4851
How about
membership fw Xmas?
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.. J O L L Y JUMPER
frees babies from the

• JOLLY JUMPER can be put up in most doorways , or
suspended from the ceiling.
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an exercise r that keeps
babies in shape.
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AT Y0UR

Unit V of the Winona League
of Women Voters will meet tonight at 8 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. O. J. Fawcett, 315 W.
Wabasha. Consensus on lowering the voting age will be taken. Winona League members
who were unable to attend their
regular unit meetings are invited to attend this meeting.
WSCS MEETING
The monthly Board meeting
The WSCS of Immanuel Unit- of the League will be Tuesday
ed Methodist Church met re- at 8 p.m., at the Red Cross
cently at the church. Mrs- Clar- building.
¦
ence Krenz conducted the business meeting. Mrs. Allan Os- SHOWER OPEN HOUSE
borne was in charge of tbe pro- SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spegram for the evening. Miss cial) — An open house shower
Florehae Schroth presented a for Roxanne EUingston will be
program of commentary and held Saturday at 2 p.m. at trinslides concerning her recent tri p ity Church parlors. Miss Ellto the Greek Isles and Austria. ingson will be the December
Lunch was served by Mrs. Ray bride of Gerald Peters.
Luethi and Mrs. Roy Hoesley .
The December meeting will be
a family potluck Dec. 16.
WABASHA SOCIETY
WABASHA, Minn . (Specialist. Mary's Court 208, National
Catholic Society of Foresters,
met Wednesday evening. Plans
for the annual Christmas party
to be held Dec. 10 were announced . A potluck supper will
be served at 6:30 p.m. Hostesses
will be the Misses Mary Jo
Schuth, Edna Vaplon; Anna
Vaplon and the Mmes. Ken
Loechler, Leo Freese and Ted
Oenning.

DOWNTOWN ON LEVEE PIAZA

III 111

LWV unit meeting
set for tonight

from 3 months lo walk-

afie'
'nS JOLLY

'
'
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CHRISTMAS GLITTER . . . . The beginning of a new
decade in fashion is taking place now, not Jan. 1. Behind
are fashion orientated wo_ds like "mod," "kookie" and
"unisex." Ahead lies a renaissance of taste; a return to
romantic, female-type fashion such as this short evening
dress designed with the upcoming holidays in mind. The
lovely silk souffle dress is extravagantly embellished with
imported gold and black palletted lace.

Approved . by doctors for
bnbies ' (Ritls and boys)
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Sp
• 1 1/2 cups Gifted all-purpose tilted Hour
J or 2 cups coke (lour
I 1/2 teaspoon bnklno powder '
'
| 1 «ip I1/2 Ih.) butt or
• 1— 8 oz. pack,>Qfl crenm chome
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plain or beautifully
I
11 I
H
ornate, large and small,
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dinner tapers and slim
I
1
contemporary tapers too . . .
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THE IDEAL NEED FOR BABY
{and Mo.fi»r)
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SECONDARY TO

Common Kidney or Bladder Irritations make many men and iromtn
leel tense and liervou* fronvt_ «_u«nt.
burning or Itching urination night
and day. Secondarily, you may loie
sleep and have Headache, Backache
and /eel older, tired, depressed. In
such casei; CTSTEX uaually brings
relaxing comfort _y curbing irritating germs In acid urine and qulfUy
easing patn.GetcySTEJCat druggists.

Home ec group ;
formed at Preston BLAIR MUSIC MOTHERS

.

PUMPKIN or MINCE
$1.25
:
PECAN . . . .- .$1.50

MASON S

and Juliet. Joan Busdicker will
be violin soloist in; the Gipsy
Overture by Isaac.
The concert is open to the
public without charge.
Participants include :

CARPET
BACKACHES
STEAM
TENSION KIDNEY .ROTATION
CLEANING
Adv-nlsement
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ALL AT
DISCOUNT
PRICES !

and warm a*

loast in this siuip-filtinp hood. Clioone
f r o m white , black , w h i t c/h r o w n tip,
white/black lip.

Pettyp wt
66 WEST IEVEE PIAZA

I Orig. l.OO b x . . . . Now
I Orig. 2.50 bx . . . . Now
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Reliable Cuozzo leads Vikesto ninth straight
MINNEAPOLIS Wl —- The
Minnesota Vikings ran into
an unexpected traffic jam
against the Pittsburgh Steelers Sunday and used a tank
to blast their way out.
Heavily favored Minnesota
led the Steelers only 24-14
late in the third period of
their
National Football
League game when Pittsburgh kicked off after a
touchdown.
Charlie West took the ball
and started up field. The
ball popped out of his arms.
'¦There was a lot of heavy
traffic over there," said
West, "and when they pinned my. arms, the ball popped out. If Pittsburgh recovers, they have a chance
to make it a rear close
game."
But Minnesota's tank, 233- :
pound tight end John Beasley, arrived at the 40 the
same time the ball did. He
caught it, lumbered 60 yards ¦
for a touchdown, and the
Vikings roared to a 52-14
victory;
''I saw the ball . pop up
and grabbed it," said Beasley, who was preparing to
throw a block . "I started
chugging down the sidelines
with Clint Jones ahead of
me . It seemed like he was
telling me to lurry up.
"I bet everyone thought
I was a. streak , a blur oi .
speed," said Beasley, who
recalled his previous longest
run ever with a ball at 32

yards; "The first 20 yards
I was saying to myself how
fast I was going and how
easy it looked to get the
touchdown. The last 20 yards
I was saying to myself how
tired I was getting,"
It was that kind of day
for the Steelers, who have
lost nine straight after an
opening day victory. Central
Division leading Minnesota
has won nine straight —
scoring more than 50 points
loss the first week.
Minnesota took a 1O-0 lead
on two interceptions. Paul
Krause swiped a Dick Shiner pass and returned it 77
yards for a first period .
touchdown. Fred Cox kicked
a 22-yard field goal after
Ed Sharockman intercepted
Shiner's pass and ran to the
Steeler 16. x_tJv
^^ w^^

Pittsburgh Minnesota
First downs . . . . : . . . . . . . to
24 .
Rushing yardage ..
48
114
Passing yardage . . . . . . . . n
lis
Return yardage . . . . . . . . . 67
200
Passes
. ; . . . . . . . 12-25-4
18-32-3
Yards penalized
70
' 15
Punts . . . , . ;
J.J3
MS
Fumbles lost
t
1

Don McCall ran back the
following kickoff 101 yards
for a Steeler . touchdown that
cut the lead to 10-7. Misfortune haunted Pittsburgh.
Brian Stenger intercepted
his second pass of the game
and gave the Steelers field
position at the Minnesota 22.
But Gene Mingo's 22-yard
field goal attempt was wide
to the right.

Gary Cuozzo came in to
quarterback . the Vikings,
after Joe Kapp threw three
interceptions, and sparked
. Minnesota to a 17-7 halftime
lead when he completed six
passes along a 69-yard
march . Bill Brown plunged
the yard left with seven seconds to play in the period.
Cuozzo completed 12 of 19
passes for 142 yards and two
touchdowns.
Terry Hanratty, one of
three Steeler quarterbacks
in the game, passed 10
yards to Jon Henderson for
Tittsburgh's other touchdown in the third period.
That made the score. 2414, and brought Minnesota's
tank into action.
Beasley showed his pass
receiving ability as well,
taking five passes for 68
yards , and just missing a
touchdown before Brown's
second period touchdown.
Brown caught five passes
for 47 yards and picked up
37 yards rushing. Dave Oshorn had 50 yards in 13
carries.
John Henderson caught
. two passes, both for touchdowns. He took Cuozzo's 28yard pass in the third period
as the Vikings took a 24-7
lead. And he latched on to
third string quarterback Bob
Lee's seven-yard pass 10
seconds before the end of
the game.
Cuozzo passed six yards
for another touchdown early

in the fourth period to Oscar
Reed. Reed, after taking a
16-yard screen pass from
Cuozzo, plunged one yard
for the other Minnesota
touclidown , in the fourth
period.
Reed and Krause, who intercepted two passes, were
awarded game footballs by
teammates after the game.
Krause's 77-yard return set
a Viking record , wiping off
Jack Morris' 65-yard interception run in 1961.
The Vikings churned out
329 yards total offense, while
holding Pittsburgh to 145, 48
rushing.
Vikings Coach Bud Grant
said "it seemed like the
thing to do" when he recalled Kapp to the bench and
sent in Cuozzo, who filled in
similarly last week in a 9-7
victory over Green Bay,
Pittsburgh Coach Chuck
Noll said, "Kapp was hanging the ball up in the air,
giving us plenty of time to
recover . Gary just werit
back in the pocket , set up
and burned us."
Noll caned the Vikings
"the best team we've played thus far this year. I give
them a good shot at going
all the way. We need experience and we got some
good experience t o d a y
against ¦a championship-type

They make mistakes, lots of
them, but they're so quick
to recover that it looks like
they never make a mistake."
Minnesota .. depth again
showed it is one of the
team's greatest assets.
West played for Karl

By DAN NYSETH
Daily News Sports Writer
The second annual Wino- . .
na State College Cager 's
Club Basketball Tripelhead- ¦'..
er was opened up in a flurry
of excitement as Peterson 's
Root River Conference Tigers had to go right down
to the wire before dumping
the Centennial Conference 's
Wabasha Indians 63-59.
In the second game of the
evening, Saturday, Cochrane-Fountain City (Dairy- ,
land Conference) fell before
Gilmanton of the West Central Conference by a 52-42
count. The finale found Winona Cotter bouncing Rush- .
ford 60-55 after fighting
from a 32-31 halftime defi¦

club."-

Hanratty said Minnesota's
front four "is certainly the
quickest I've ever seen.

Twin Cities. Cuozzo led the Vikings to a 5244 win over thd
Steelers after Kapp was taken out of the game after his
third pass interception. (AP Photofax )

Texas expecte d to replace
Ohio State as fo otball king

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The king is dead; long live the
king!
But Ohio State's successor as
king of the college football
world won't be known until all
the ballots in The Associated
Press poll are in and counted
tonight.
There is no shortage of candidates in the wake of Michigan 's
stunning 24-12 upset of the
mighty Buckeyes, who had been
at the top of the rankings all
season long.

6 Texas-Arkansas clash which
could decide the top team of the
regular season.
Joe Paterno, whose fourthranked Penn State team beat
Pitt 27-7, said Ohio State's defeat "gives us another shot at
being No. 1. If Ohio State hadn 't
been beaten it would have been
tough. But I think we have the
credentials. "
There was no word from
Frank Broyles of third-ranked
Arkansas, also idle Saturday .
Broyles probably was too busy
plotting an ambush for Texas
"I' m nervous as a cat over when the Longhoms invade
the possibility that we could Fayetteville.
wind up No. 1 in the nation ," Despite the end of its 22-gamc
said .Darrell Royal, whose winning streak , Ohio State must
second-ranked Texas team did feel a little bit of pride at the
not play Saturday. "But when I accomplishment of Bo Schemstart thinking about it realisti- bechler, Michigan 's first-year
cally , I know we have three coach. Schembechler received a
more games to go and the big master's degree in education
shootout is still ahead , too."
from Ohio State in 1952 and
The "big shootout" is the Dec. served as Woody Hayes' line
coach from 1958-62,
He also played under Hayes
"The Ideal
at Miami of Ohio and spent
many hours at the Hayes apartFireplace
ment talking football .
The largest crowd ever to see
Fuel"
a college football game—103,588
—watched 12th-ranked Michigan
rally from &-0 apd 12-7 deficits
and battle their way to the Rose
Bowl against fifth-ranked Southern California , a 14-12 winner
over sixth-rated UCLA.
Fullback Garvie Craw barreled over for two touchdowns,
quarterback Don Moorhead
scored after Barry Picrson'a
60-yard punt return to the BuckAVAILABLE FROM
eye three-yard line and Tim Killian added a 25-yard field goal.
But It vas thc Michiga n defense

CANNEL

COAL

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL CO.
Mobil Fuel Oil - Coal

A SIZE AND GRADE
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Phone 3389

Besides his long punt return,
Pierson intevcepted three passes as the Wolverine secondary
picked off six aerials thrown by
Rex Kern and Ron Maciejowski.
The Michigan defense blanked
the Buckeyes after first - half
scores by Jim Otis on a short
plunge and Kern 's 22-yard pass
to Jan White.
"Our offense in the second
half was just miserable, " said
Hayes.
"We made every mistake possible. Every good thing has to
come to an end. They outplayed
us, outhustled us and outcoached us."
A 71-yard punt return by Dennis Onkotz set up the first of
Charlie Pittman 's two touchdowns as Penn State broke a 7-7
halftime tie with stubborn Pitt.

tffct%pirJIL_BRAr

Purdue, No. 17, won the stale
championship from Indiana 4421; West Virginia , No. 18, rallied to beat Syracuse 13-10;
Houston , No. 19, walloped Wyoming 41-14 as Elmo Wright
caught seven passes for 262
yards and four touchdowns , and
Toledo, No. 20, completed a 10-0
regular season with a 35-0
triumph over Xavier.
Another perfect record came
to an end as Princeton whipped
Dartmouth 35-7 and forced a
three-way tie with Yale for the
Ivy title. The Elis downed Harvard 7-0.

Peterson spotted the Indians (center Keith . Johnson)
a 6-0 lead before surging
to a 14-12 advantage after
the first quarter of play.
Senior center Johnson scored Wabasha 's first 10 points
and 16 of its . 26 first half
points. He wound up the
night sharing scoring honors
with Peterson 's Terry Highum . Both cagers netted 23
points over the game. Neither of these was the final
hero of the game, though.
That distinction was reserved for 5-8 Tiger reserve Dick
Hatlevig.
The Tigers steadily increased the margin and led
by six, 32-2_ ~ at the halftime
break . In the third frame
they led by 12 points at several scores between 47-35
and 55-43.
It was at this 55-43 point,
however, that the Indians
blanketed Peterson with an
effective full court press
that muffled Tiger scoring
for the remainder of the
contest. Wabasha , meanwhile, was slicing that 12
point margin to a climactic
two with just 44 seconds left
on the clock.
With the score reading 61
59, the Tigers took a time
out, hoping to develop a
strategy to eat away the
remaining seconds. With
play resumed, Wabasha fouled Terry Highum, who
couldn't cash in on the free
throw. The Indians , though ,
couldn 't take advantage of
his miss from the line and
found themselves on defense
again .
A desperation foul then
set the stage for Hatlevig to
save the day for the Tigers.
The reserve guard calmly
canned two free throws on
a one-one situation to ice
the game for Peterson at a
final 63-59. Aside from Highum , Dale Hegland and Mark
Johnson scored in double
figures for the Tigers with
14 and 13 respectively.
For the Indians, Mike Kasper clipped 14 points and
Bob Scheel notched 11.
In the second contest.

Mark Schultz and Jack
Dieckman combined for 50
of Gilmanton's 52 point total. Dieckman netted 29 and
Schultz counted 21 for the
Panthers. That duo was
what finished C-FC as the
Pirates' defense just couldn't
cope with the two juniors .
C-FC stepped to a shortlived 4-1 lead in the first
quarter , but trailed at the
close of the frame by two
at 12-10. The Panthers then
put the clamps on the Pirates' scoring attempts for
the duration of the first
half. C-FC managed only six
second period points as the
Panthers compiled twice as
many. The halftime count
read Gilmanton 24, C-FC 16.
The third quarter found
the two teams stalemated.
Each collected 14 points in
that stanza and the score
stood 38-30 heading into the
final eight minutes.
Gilmanton put the "other
two ' ' points on the board in
the fourth quarter . Bob Winsand hit a field goal that
marked the only points not
accounted for by Dieckman
and Schultz : C-FC put 12
points through the hoop during those last eight minutes,
but the Panthers fired 14
points that accounted for the
gams-ending 52-42 margin.
Dave Brommerich spearheaded the Pirates' effort
with 16 points and was followed in that department by
Dave Peck who put together
10Dieckman hit five of five
free throws for the Panthers.
In the evening's last game,
the Cotter Ramblers and
Rushford's Trojans played
through a see-saw first quarter that allowed neither
team any sembfance of a
commanding lead. True to
form, the period ended in a
14-14 tie.
The contest was permeated with personal fouls by
both teams. Cotter attempted 36 free throws, connecting on 16 of them , and Rushford hit 17 of 31 shots from

the charity line;
The second frame followed
the pattern of . the first with
the teams trading baskets
until the Trojans picked up
two in a row to put the
score at 28-24. ; That , however, was the largest lead
Rushford was to realize all
night. Cotter fought back to
within one at the end of
the quarter at 32-31.
Fouls sorely hampered the
Trojans in the second half.
As early as the very first

over the Lions, who have a
7-3 record. A Minnesota victory would give the Vikings
at least a tie for their second straight division championship,
PITTSBURGH ..... 8
7
7 «—14
MINNESOTA ...... 7 . 10 14 I1-JJ
Minn—Krause (77 pass InterctptlM).
PAT-COX (kick).
Minn—FO: Cox 22.
Pitt—McCall .101 kickoff return). PAT
-Mingo (kick).
Minn — Brown (1 run). PAT—COX
(kick).
Minn—John Henderson (28 pen from
Cuoao. PAT—Cox (kick).
Pltl—John Hnderson (10 pau (rem
Hanratty). PAT-Mlngo (kick).
Minn—Beasley (48 fumble return). PAT
-C«w (kick).
Minn—Reed « pass from Cuaiio. PAT
-cex (kick).
Minn—Reed (1 run). PAT—Cox (kick).
Minn—John Henderson (7 put from
lee). PAT—Cox (kick).
A—47,202.

part of the third quarter
Phil Anderson committed^
his fifth personal . Jack
O'Donnell also returned to
the bench with his fifth'foul
in the third period, his coming with 4:14 left in the
stanza .
Cotter capitalized on this
opportunity and took a five .
point lead, 42-37 going into
the final quarter. Trojans
Larry Overland and Barry
Johnson also fouled out of
the game in the last period.
Each team managed 13
points through the last eight
minutes, leaving the winning
margin at five points. The
score read 60-55 at the buzzer. ' .' . "¦ •
Mark Thompson led the
Trojan offense with four
fiefti goals and an equal
number of ¦free throws for
a 12-point total . Tom Browne
and Steve Wiltgen each hit
double figures for the Ram¦blers with 15 and li points
' respectively.

Cottar

fg (t pi tp
2 3 4 ..
4 1 1 Jl
3 0 3 i
t 3 4 15
2 5 0 »
0 0 I o
0 0 0 0
1 0 I 1
11 4 t
10 12
t II I o
o t 0 o
——
Totals 22 14 32 40
COTTER
..:
RUSHFORD

Nelson
Wiltgen
O'Brien
Browne
Schultz
Orchwskl
Stolpa
LeVsssr
Speck
Rodgers
Willmsn
Keller

Cochrane-FC

LAYS IT U P . . . Winona
Cotter forward Jim Nelson
(44) floats in mid-air while
putting up a layup against
Rushford in the finale of
the Winona State Cagers
Club Tripldheader Saturday.
Cotter won 60-55. (Daily
News photo)

.gfltp
8 0 16
30 4
11 3
1010
3 1 7*
00O

Rushlord

fg ft pf tp
AruUrson 2 2 J f
O'Donnell 1 . 5 I
Feine
12 2 4
Kllnskl
J«l t
, Thompson 4 4 2 11
Benson
12 3 4
Johnson '11 S 7
Berg
Ott •
Peterson " 0 t' v •
McClusky t t l I
Overland 1 t l _
-'
Total* 11 17 30 51

———

.;.. . 14 17 11 11
14 11 J 11
Gilmanton

f f t t t.tp
Roffler
O t |
Hold.
O t t
Schulti
10 1 11
B.Wlntind I t 1
D.WInsand I I I
Dieckman 13 J if
Fredrickson O t •
Totals
20 2 42
—: —
Totals
23 _ 51
OILMANTON
12 11 14 14
COCHRANE-FC
.. It 4 14 11

Brommerich
Baertseh
Vandermoon
PPeett
Ernst
Rohrer

Peterson
Highum
Ovdmundtn
Hegland
Johnson
Pederson
DI,Hatlevig
Do.Hatlevlg
lovan

'9 ft ip
* 5 23
.OS
4 1 14
4 1 13
OOO
t il
0 0 0
1 1 3

Wabasha

fg It tp
Plank
11 1
Scheel
3 I ll
Koenig
1 t 1
Kaiptr
4 114
Johnson
It J 21
Burkhardt 3 1 5
Kennebeck t t t
Arena
1 1 1

Totals
24 11 43
Totals
M 7 St
PETERSON
14 11 17 14
WABASHA
: . . . . ' „ 12 14 11 21
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Southern Col fell behind crosstown rival UCLA 12-7 with 3:07
remaining, then stormed 68
yards and nipped the Bruins on
a 32-yard pass from Jimmy
Jones to Sam Dickcrson with 92
seconds left, Both sides entered
the g a m e —p 1 a ycd before
90,814—with fl-O-l marks.

Missouri, r a n k e d seventh,
crushed Kansas 69-21 as Terry
McMillan passed for four touchdowns and scored twice, It was
the highest-scoring game in Big
Eight history.
Eighth-ranked Notre Dame
held off the Air Force 13-6 and
Tennessee. No. 9, struggled past
lowly Kentucky 31-26. Louisiana
State's Charlie McLendon wore
a screw in Ills lapel to symbolize
tbe failure of a postseason bowl
to invite his Tigers, who were
busy whipping Tulane 27-0.
Auburn , Mississippi and Florida , ranked Uth , 13th and 15th,
respectively, were idle, but
" Stanford , No. 12, edged Califor¦
nia 29-28 mid Nebraska , No. 16,
limited Oklahoma 's Steve Owens to 71 yards afte r 18 100-plus
games and liounccd the Sooners
44-14.

IRREGULARO
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
TRY

that stopped Ohio State.

used Doug Davis, who missed his third game because
of a sprained knee, but
wanted to make sure he is
completely healed; Ron
Yary filled in and was credited with doing a good job
against 275-pound tackle
Joe Greene, who was ejecten in the fourth quarter.
"That Yary was hitting
me all day so I finally hit
him back and got thrown
out ," said Greene.
The Vikings have little
time for rest. In four days,
they delay turkey dinners
while meeting the Detroit
Lions in Detroit Thanksgiving day.
The Vikings , have a twogame lead in the Central

Petersen, Gilmanto n, Cotter
record wins in tripleheader

cit.

KAPP WATCHES . . . Minnesota Viking quarterback
Joe Kapp (left) watches from siddines as Gary Cuozzo (15)
takes over for him in second quarter of National Football
~ League game Sunday aaginst the Pittsburgh Steelers in the

Kassulke, who sprained an
ankle; Sharockman for Bobby Bryant, who twisted an
ankle, and guard Ed White
for Jim Veltone, who had
a pinched nerve in his neck.
None of the injuries was believed serious.
Grant said he could have

WE DO ALL THIS WORK:
1. Replace brake llnin9 on
all four wheels
2. Are lining for perfect
contact with drum.
3. Rebuild all four wheel
cylinder*

«• Add heavy duty brake
fl uid

4. Tu rn and true brake

.. Ad|o»t brake*
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5. Inspect matter cylinder
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FINGERTIP CONTROL , . . Jack Dieckman (15) of
Gilmanton uses finge'rti p control to take a rebound nwn y
from Dnve l_ro _Timcrich (32) of Cochrane-Fountain City
during Saturday night action at Winona SUitc College , Thc
Panther* of Gilmanton won 52-42. (Daily News photo)

TAGGART TIRE SERVICE

Open 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. — Friday* 7:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. — Saturday! 7:30 A.m. te 3 p.m.
116 W. 2nd St.

Phon. 2847

Sophomore quarterback Landry
c//recfs 16-^

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP)-The
Detroit Lions went with a "winner" Sunday, and now face
Thursday's meeting with the
Minnesota Vikings in a position
to vie for the National Football
League's Central Division title.
The Lions used a cast^ff
place kicker, a sophomore quarterback and several breaks to
gain a 16 10 victory over the
slipping Green Bay Packers
Sunday.
"Landry is a winner," Lion
coach Joe Schmidt said of quarterback Greg Landry, a secondseason player from the University of Massachusetts.
"He has won five out of six "
of the games he has starbed ,

¦¦, '¦ ¦ -an,- " ---

¦ ¦
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BART STARR HURT . . . Green Bay
Packers' Bart Starr (15) slips as he goes
back to pass, thdn tried to run ball himself. The quarterback wa_ hit hard by

"There really lg no excuse.
The Oakland rush was a hard
one, but I should have thrown
better too."
In other AFL action, the Eastern Division-leading New York
Jets, 8-3, drubbed Cincinnati, 46-1, . 0-7; Boston, 3-8, topped
Buffalo, 3-8, 35-21; San Diego,
5-6, outlasted Denver, 4-6-1, 4524, and Houston 5-4-2, trounced
Miami, 2-8-1, 32-7.
One of Oakland's interceptions was returned 75 yards by
linebacker Dan Conner* for a
touchdown that gavie the Raiders a 27-17 lead at Kansas City.
The Chiefs closed to within 27-24
in the fourth quarter on Daw*
son's 42-yard scoring strike to
Frank Pitts, but Dawson had
two more passes picked off in
the final two minutes, one on
the Oakland eight-yard line.
The Jets defense shut off Cincinnati's running game, dumped
quarterback Greg Cook for losses four times, forced him to
fumble and picked off one of his
passes.
Meanwhile, Joe N a m a t t
threw two touchdown passes to
George Sauer , Babe Parilli hit
Pete Lammons with a scoring

strike, Bill Mathis ran ll yards
for a touchdown and Jim Turner
kicked four field goals, one of 50
yards, for the Jets. Cook passed
eight yards to Bob Trumpy for
Cincinnati's touchdown in the
fourth period.
Jim Nance scored from twoyards out to snap a 21-21 tie for
Boston against Buffalo and
Mike Taliaferro threw three
touchdown passes for the Patriots. Jack Kemp connected on
two scoring tosses for Buffalo.
San Diego got by Denver as
rookie
quarterback
Marty

Domres passed for one touchdown, his first in the AFL, and
ran for two mpjje-and Dick Post
ran for three. Steve Tensi
passed for three Denver touchdowns.
Pete Beathard threw two
touchdown passes and Roy
Gerela booted three field goals
for Houston , runnerup in the
East, and the Oilers defense intercepted five of Rick Norton's
passes and held the Miami
quarterback to seven completions in 26 attempts for 43
yards.

Hawk wrestlers
fall to Cardinals
LEROY, Minn. — Minus two
varsity wrestlers, the Winona
High mat team opened the 196970 season Saturday at LeRoyOstrander and dropped a 25-15
decision to the Cardinals.
Coach Dave Moracco's Winhawks won five matches arid
lost seven.
In the B match LeRoy won
33-14. The little Hawks won four
matches.
Missing in the the lineup Saturday were Tom Rieed at 112
and Gary Ziebell at 145. Ziebell
was District Three champion a
year ago.
Winning for the varsity were:
Mike Skelton with a .7-1 decision at 103; Jerry Tindal with a
5-0 decision at 120; Ron Dulas
with a 12-9 triumph at 145; Tim
Meinke with an impressive 3-1
win over Dave Cummings at 165
and heavyweight Dennis Burke
decisioned Winfield 6-3.
Burke who is still suffering
from a football injury was not
expected to wrestle Saturday
but when his backup man Gordy
Lofquist turned up sick, Burke
was forced into action. "He
really did a good job for us,"
said Moracco.
"We are real thin and LeRoy

was strong but we will be facing a lot tougher in the near
future, ' Moracco said, Winona
hosts Eau Claire Memorial Wednesday night at Winona High .
The B matches begin at 6 p.m.
and the varsity matches follow
at 7:30 p.m.
¦A SQUAD
95—Elliot (L O) p. Cook <W) .35.
103—Skelton (W) dec. Sween (L-O) 7-1.
112—Back (L-O) dec. Paehel (W) «-o.
1J0—Tlndal (W) dec. Harmon (L-O )
i-0.
117—Rica (L-O) dec. Tepe (W) 4-1.
133—Soulrade (L-O) dec. Shaw (W) 4-2,
138—Bye (L-0) p. Lindj lrom (VY) 3:3s.
145—Dulas (W) dec. Harrington (L-O)
'
1S-9,
154-Knljhl (L-O) dec. Styba (W) !•«.
1»5-Melnkc (W) dec. .. Dave Cummings
(L-O) 3-1.
175—Dan Cumminja (L-O) dec. Lidtbuhr. (W) 4-1 .
Hwl.-Burkt (W) 'dec. '- .Winfield (L-O)
'
»3.

cer, missed on a 31-yarder be- had a kick blocked, and was
fore splitting the uprights with wide on another . Either one
a 27-yard field goal early in the could have beaten the Vikings.
Mann has been successful on
fourth period.
18 of 22 k'cks this season.
Detroit Oreen Bay
He got Detroit off to a 3-0 adFirst downs
15
17
vantage
in the opening period ,
70
Ruttilna yardage . . . . . . . 181 .
after Bill Triplet! caught the
Passing yardage
17
110
1»
7
Return Vardaga
Packer defenders sleeping.
Panes
12-24-1
17-30-1
With the Lions facing a fourth
Punts
4-30
2-38
-down-and-two situation near
Fumbles lost . . . : . . . . . . . o
4
Yards penalized . . . . . . . . Jl
4»
midfield, Detroit lined up in
' S/^*^*k**^*^e,^^^^^^*^_
punt formation .
But the snap went to the short
Mercer, who replaced Mann
oh the Packer roster, now has man, Triplett , who swung
connected on only five of 17 around right end for 33 yards
three-point attempts, and has before being put out of bounds.
Four plays later, Mann kicked
had six blocked.
A week ago, in Green Bay's the first of his trio of field goals.
The next Detroit three-pointer
9-7 loss to Minnesota , Mercer
>%

was set up when Bd Mooney recovered Elijah Pitts' fumble of
a Lion punt on the Packer 19.
Green Bay's defense held, and
Mann touched the ball to the
goal post.
Coruerback Lem Barney intercepted a Don Horn pass and returned it 19 yards to send tht
Lions roaring igain. Passes to
Earl McCullough and dashes by
Landry resulted in the quarterback's four-yard scoring trotj
boosting Detroit to a 13-0 advantage.
The Lions finished their day's
scoring before halftime, when
PACKERS
(Continued on page 5b)

TRADE "SLIP" FOR "GRIP"

Detroit Lions defense and was injured.
Starr left the field of play later in the first
half. The Packers fell 16-10. (AP Photofax ) '

Interceptions ruin Chiefs

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Quarterback Len Dawson has
seen his mates on the Kansas
City Chiefs defensive team
make as many as five interceptions in a game. But this time it
was tie Oakland Raiders who
stole that many passes — passes thrown by Dawson.
Two of the interceptions Sunday were returned for touchdowns as the Raiders edged
Chiefs 27-24 and moved back
into first place in the American
Football League's Western Division with a 9-M record compared to Kansas City's 9-2.
"Our defense had done it
against some other people,"
said the veteran Dawson, who
could not recall throwing five
interceptions in a game before.

"and he'll get better with experience," the coach said . "He's
got the ability to run , and he
gets the job done."
Landry led all ground gainers
picking up 57 yards in eight carries, including a four-yard touchdown scamper when all of his
pass receivers were covered.
Detroit's other points came
from the foot of Erroll Mann ,
who had been released by none
other than the Packers.
The North Dakota kicker booted field goals from the 23, 21
and 31 yanl lines, missing his
final attempt from the 43 when
the game was no longer in
doubt.
Green Bay's kicker, Mike Mer-
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M-For.eil lo Sagllaone

(C-O).

103—Velne (L-O) dec. Smith (W) 10-4.
US-Noble (L-O) dec. Zimmer (W) «-j.
UO-Qrangaard (W) dec. Nelson (L-O)
4-2 .
127-Kevin Somalia (W) dec. Scolt (LO) 1-0.
133—Elliott (L-O) p. Henderson (W)
4:31.
13«-Byi (L-O) p. Ken Sonsalla (W)
145—Stoltz (W) p. Roe (L-O) 1:50.
154—Hindt (L-O) dec. Strange (W) 1-0.
165-Holi (L-O) p. Sherman (V. ) 4:4».
175-Forfelt lo King (L-O).
Hwt.—Snydar (W) dec. McCarlln (L-b)
l-O.
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North Stars end
two-game streak
MINNEAPOLIS m- The Los
Angeles Kings remained in the
Twin Cities today for more practice on the unfriendly Metropolitan Sports Center ice.
The Kings have played 14 National Hockey League games
against the North Stars and
have won only once in the past
three seasons while losing 12
and tying one.
It was no different Saturday
night. The North Stars bombed
goalie Gerry Desjardins with
49 shots and came away with a
4-1 victory which ended a twogame losing streak.
The victory moved the Nortli
Stars to 16 points with a 7-8-2
record, four points behind West
Division leading St. Louis.

Pro Grid
Standings
National League

POISED FOR JUMP . . . Los Angeles Rams Jim Nettles
( 19) and Dallas Cowboys Bob Hayes (22) eye loose football
during third quarter action of their NFL game at Coliseum
In Los Ang-les Sunday. Hayes fumbled the ball. Although

Nettles is closer, Hayes made the quicker jump and recovered it. Rams won, 24-23, remaining undefeated in the
NFL. (AP Photofax)

Rams remain undefeated

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
There's a simple reason why
the Los Angeles Rams are enjoying astonishing success this
season, according to George Air
len, coach of the National Football League's only unbeaten
Club;. ' ;.
"The story of our football
team in 1969 is simply this:, We
come up with the big plays
when we have to,' ' said Allen.
And the Rams were coming
up with big plays all over the
place Sunday in turning back
Dallas 24-23 for their 10th
straight victory — the longest
winning streak in the NFL since
Green Bay did it in 1962. .
Quarterback Roman Gabriel
accounted for three of the plays
—-• firing two touchdown tosses
and running for another — before the Rams' crackling defense
came up with some more in cutting short a gallant Cowboy
comeback in the final quarter.
In other games, Minnesota
thundered past Pittsburgh 52-14,
Baltimore squeezed past Chicago 24-21 on some late heroics by
veteran Johnny Unitas, Cleveland clipped New York 28-17,
Washington topped Atlanta 2720, Detroit beat Green Bay 1510, Philadelphia whipped St.
Louis 34-30 and New Orleans
subdued San Francisco 43-38.
Gabriel's one-yard scoring
run gave the Rams a 24-16 lead
and an apparent victory with
just 10 minutes left. But the injury-riddled Cowboys stormed
back with a 99-yard march and
cut the gap to one point on
Craig Morton's eight-yard TD
pass to Lance Rentzel.
Then, with time running out,
Dallas launched another drive,
but it ended when Eddie Meador
intercepted a Morton pass, leaving Dallas with an 8-2 season
mark.

the Colts trailing 21-14, the old
maestro got the call—and
promptly directed a 67-yard TD
drive, in which he connected on
all three of the passes he threw
in the game, to tie it.

Then, after Jerry Logan intercepted a Bobby Douglass' pass
and returned it to the Bear 40,
Unitas drove the Colts on the
ground to set up Lou Michael's
17-yard winning field goal with
just 12 seconds left.
Leroy Kelly, showing some of

his past brilliance, flashed for
three touchdowns and picked up
124 yards as Cleveland shackled
the Giants and all but sewed up
the Century Division championship.
It was the 19th time in his career that Kelly—who staked the
Browns to a 21-0 lead before
New York scored in the first
half—has passed the 100-yard
mark, but the first time this
year. . '
Charlie Harraway rambled 68
yards for the only touchdown of

Bob Hbgenspn
plasters 246-651

the second half to lift Washington from behind and toward victory over Atlanta; The Falcons
managed to drive past the
Washington 20 twice late in the
game, but one threat was halted
by a Paul Gipson fumble and
the Skins held on downs the other time.

Place kicker Erroll Mann,
who was dropped by Green Bay,
turned on his old mates with
three field goals—of 23, 21 and
31 yards—that made the difference in Detroit's victory.
Tom Landry 's four-yard run
produced Detroit's TD, while
the Packers scored all 10 points
in the final period on Mike Mercer's 27-yard field . goal and on
Don Horn's 10-yard pass to
Boyd Dowleri
Norm Snead hit Gary Ballman with a 23-yard touchdown
pass with ju st 22 seconds left to
give Philadelphia victory over
St. Louis in a see-saw battle of a
pair of teams striving to reach
the .500 mark. The two teams
traded the lead four times in the
wild final quarter.
Ernie Wheelwright bucked
over from the three-yard line
with just 26 seconds left to enable New Orleans to pull it out
against the 49ers. .
San Francisco had taken a
21-0 lead before the Saints
caught fire and roared back.

Bob Hogenson plastered 246- ic Lobsters from recording the
651 for Hogenson-Peplinski of league's high team counts, 751—
the Guys and Dolls circuit at 2,160. Bob Gravener converted
Westgate Bowl over the week- the 6r7-10 split.
end. Mary Lou Hazelton of Haz- Moonlighters — Linda Carson
elton - Kosidowski pummelled of the Restless Ones rapped 126
235—517 in leading the league's and Pat Kahoun shattered 302
women. Her team slapped 875 for the Rolling Tramps . The
—2,302. Leona Lubinski fired Restless Ones sacked 326 and
515 and Roy Hazelton pitched Night Watchers tipped 892.
600.
.HAL - ROD LANES: Bonnie
On a make-up night at the and Clyde — Don Cierzan tumAthletic Club| Helen Selke notch- bled 233—603 for the Jet Sets
ed 223-573 to lead her Hot Fish while Three Stepper Judy FitzShop team to 939—2,608. Marcie gerald felled 198—468. Deuces
Langowski and Barb Smith Wild tripped 855—2,267.
each dropped the 4-7-10 split.
WESTGATE BOWL: Jacks
and Jills — Jan Wieczorek of
Stachowitz-Wieczorek tossed the
night's high series count in
the league by downing 216—584.
Fred Nihart , Nihart - Wicka ,
dumped 223—570. Baker-McGee
collected 794—2,233.
Kings and Queens— The Puddlers dominated the loop behind
the league-leading scores of Ua
BANTAM
I seven points.
Gary Cuozzo came bounding and Art Hooper. Ua sliced 195
W L
V. L
—454
and
Art
scattered
209
Ar.
PKE WEE
0 I
Peerless
1 0 Redmen
off the bench to fire two touch0 1
Melh.
1 0 Athletic Club
down passes and set up two win Overby threw the high se- Cent.
a
W L
W L
'
1
0
Sunbeam
1
Bub' .
Redmen
0 1
more as Minnesota ran its ries count , 542. The Puddlers
1°
I ucT
0 1
1 0 Elk*
record to 9-1 and maintained its took team honors on 789—2,226. The season 's first action , TV Signal
two-game edge over Detroit in Father and Son — Jim Deed- Peerless dumped the Redmen UCT trimmed Elk's 27-25 and
the Central Division. The Vik- rick of Deedrick and Deedrick 12-9 in a defensive battle, Cen- TV Signal downed the Redmen
ings and Lions square off socked 137—388 while Al Smith tral Methodist socked Athletic by 45-35. Ross Hamernik scor(Smith and Smith) and Floyd Club 21M6, and Bub' s tripped ed 15 for UCT while Mike Smith
Thanksgiving Day.
connected for 18 of Elk's points.
Cuozzo, who passed for 130 Kadel (Kadel and Kadel) hit Sunbeam 2:!-16,
yards, hit John Henderson with 202 and 560 respectively. Deed- Robert O'Brien led Peerless TV Signal was led by Mark
a 28-yarder and tossed a six- rick and Deedrick bounced 361 with seven points and Dave Richardson 's 21 points and Jim
yarder to Oscar Reed in the and Kadel and Kadel finished Luebbe tossed in four for Red- Vogel hit 14 for the falling Redmen's Club. Jeff Machutt pour- men.
match marked by some mara- with 1,002.
_
thon returns and bizarre plays. Juniors — — The Pythons ' ed in 12 for Bub's and Bob Confor
the
losers.
In
rad
hit
nine
Kristi
Grant
toppled
122
and
the
Unitas lounged around
sidelines—marking the first Pam Sikorski levelled 234 for the Central Methodist - Athletic Ko-Mets bounce
time since 195s that the veteran the Alley Cats, who finished Club game, Mike McCaffrey
netted eight points and Dennis Dodgers 51-44
quarterback , in healthy condi- with 630—1,188.
tion , didn 't start for the Colts— High School — Glenna 's Good Anderson scored six.
KASSON . Minn . - Despite
and watched Chicago intercept Guys got 194 from Dean Sorem
P1<_ E WKE AMERICA N
scoring only four points in the
two Ear] Morral) passes and while Dean Schmidt presented
W L
W ' L second period , Kasson-MantorBarracuda 's Beavers with 466
turn them into touchdowns.
a 1 ville regrouped forces to topple
Westgata
1 » Keller 's
't
keep
tlie
PsychedelFinally, with just 7:40 left and but it didn
» I
I I Emits
Blong 'i
Dodge Center 51-44 in a nonconWestgate Bowl squeaked past ference contest here Saturday
Kolter 's Bicycle Shop by 24-24 night.
behind Bill Nelson 's eight The Ko-Mets led 15-11 after the
points. Butch Lilla hit eight for first quarter but fell behind 2219 afte r thc second period. The
the losing team.
jumpe d back into the
Bob Wunderlich dumped 12 Ko-Mets
lead at ni-28 after three quarpoints through the hoop to lead ters,
Blong 's Tree Service to a 33- Dean Fiegel, fi-5 center , scor20 victorv over Emil' s Men 's ed 31 points and pulled down 17
Wear. Rollie Tust hit 10 in a rebounds to rate as the game's
losing effort.
hero. Harlan Delzer and Paul
is
another
in
a
scrit's
( EDITOR'S NOTE : The following
Andros scored 17 and 12 pointa,
PKE WEE NATIONAL
on Big Nine cage teams)
respectively for the Dodgers.
W L
W L
Thc Ko-Mets had a bad night
Tlie Farihault Falcons struggled through an unenviable
0 1
Sunbeam
1 0 coca-Colt
from
the field but led in reo
Paint
Depot
0
I
Parkpltia
1
Nine)
Big
and
return
(2-10
within
the
5-14 season Inst year
I 1 bounds 4:i-:i3.
McKinley
1 • Amer. Legion
only one starter from that -squad to thc 1969-70 team .
Sunbeam Bread swamped
Although eight lettermen return , coach Dan Smith points
out , "Tlie eight lettermen may give a false Impression of American Legion 16-4, Park Faribault Deaf wins
much experience , but I awarded letters to last year 's tourna- Plaza smothered Paint Depot
FARIBAULT , Minn. - Coach
29-2, and McKinley Methodist Ron Mi cheH 's Minnesota School
ment .squad."
All seniors , those lettered returnees arc Steve Bcrgc whaled Coca Cola 26-7.
for the Deaf basketball team
Todd Feehan earned eight won its first game o( the sea(6-2 forward ) , .Jeff Blaisdell (5-8 guard , the Falcon s' lone
returning starter) , Glenn Cramer (5-11 guard) , Russ Evans points for American Legion and son by bumping Wisconsin Deaf
(5-11 guard), Glen Myers (5-11 forward) , Randy Hachfeld
David Kadel hit nine and Mitch 53-49 Saturday night.
(6-4 center-forward) , Ray Pcarrow (6-7 center), nnd Rick Wychgram eight for Park PlaLanny Mebust led the Hillza . Balanced scoring won Mc- toppers with IB ooints and also
White (5-1 1 guard).
Coach Smith t'xpect.s, "We'll be bigger than last year, Kinley 's game as Mark Ayottc pulled down II rebounds . Rollen
and Tom Van Dcin.se each toss- Olness had 12 points and 14 rebut lack of experience will be a problem."
Austi n, Red Wing, Winona , and Rochester Mayo arc , ed in six points. Terry Lock- bounds . David Mcdaugh led
according Smith , the teams to watch.
wood scored all of Coca-Cola 's the losers with 23 points .

Falcons return
eight lettermen

Peerless Chain
clumps Redmen

EASTERN CONFERENCE
-Century Division
W. t. T. Pet. PT OP
Cleveland . . . 7
1 1 .778 265 221
St. Louil . . . . . 3 _ 1 .333 212 258
Hew York . . . 3 . 0 .300 157 2.1
Pittsburgh :¦. 1 9 0 .100 160 2?»
Capitol Division
W. I. T. PCI. PT OP
Dallas
I 1 0 .800 298 172
Washington
. 5 3 . 2 MS 233 232
Philadelphia . 4 5 1 .444 217 276
New Orleans
3 7 0 .300 237 290
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Western Division
W. L. T. Pet. PT OP
MINNESOTA .> 1 O .900 319 103
Detroit
7 3 0 .700 194 141
OREEN BAY
5 S 0 .500 174 ltd
Chicago ' .' . . . ¦:. :! ' 9 0 .100 159 22»
Coastal Division
W. L. T. Pet. PT OP
Los Angeles ..10 O 0 1.000 576 1(9
Baltimore
t * 0 .600 224 211
Atlanta . . . . . ... 3 . 7 0 .300 IM 232
San Francisco 2 7 1 .222 190 551
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Washington 27, Allan.a 20.
Baltimore 24, Chicago 21.
Los Angeles 24, Dallas 23.
Detroit 16, GREEN BAY 10.
Cleveland 28, New York 17.
Philadelphia 34, SI. Louis 30.
MINNESOTA 52, Pittsburgh 14.
New Orleans 43, San Francisco 38.
THURSDAY'S SCHEDULE
MINNESOTA at Detroit.
San Francisco at Dallas.
SUNDAY'S SCHEDULK
Atlanta at Baltimore.
Cleveland at Chicago.
Los Angeles it Washington .
New York vi. GREEN BAY at Mil
waukee.
Philadelphia at New Orleans.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.

American League

EASTERN DIVISION
W. X'i T. Pet. PT OP
New York . . : . . * 3 0 .727 271 207
Houston
5 4 2 .556 208 201
Buffalo . . . . . . . 3 8 0 .273 112 279
Boston
.
3
8 0 .273 187 238
;• ' ¦ X 8 1 .200 174 243
Miami
WESTERN DIVISION
W, L. T. Pet. PT OP
Oakland ' . - . ... » 1. 1 .900 303 205
Kansas City
. 1 2 0 .(18 298 131
San Diego ... . . 5 6 0 .455 189 235
Cincinnati
.. . 4 < 1 .400 234 287
Denver
. . . . 4 i 1 .400 259 270
SUNDAY'S RESULT S
Boston 35, Buffalo 21.
San Diego 4S, Denver 34.
Houston 32, Miami 7.
New York 40, Cincinnati 7. .
Oakland 27, Kansas City 24.
THURSDAY'S SCHEDULE
Denver at Kansas City.
San Diego at Houston.
SUNDAY'S SCHEDULE
Cincinnati at Buffalo .
Boston vs. Miami at Tampa, Fla.
Oakland at New York.

Michigan win
appeases west

CHICAGO (AP) - Michigan 's
stunning victory over Ohio
State got the Big Ten's athletic
directors off the Rose Bowl hot
seat.
It also appeased the West
Coast by presenting a Big Ten
co-champion against Southern
California! New Year 's Day instead of a runnerup.
About the only thing against
the whole ball of wax is that
the Buckeyes ' defeat left the
Big Ten without its No. 1 team
banner which OSU carried all
season.
Michigan 's
24-12 triumph
which ended the Bucks ' 22game winning streak left the
two teams sharing the conference title with 6-1 records.
A Michigan loss would have
locked the Wolverines with Purdue for second place , making
the athletic directors sweat out
a vote as to which team to send
to Pasadena,
Purdue closed out in third
place at 5-2 l>y blasting Indiana
44-21 as Mike Phipps set Big
Ten total offense and passing
yardage records. He gained 1,599 yards in the air for seven
conference fla mes and a total
of 1,6!.0.
Michigan was the firs t Big
Ten team ever to go to the
Rose Bowl , defeating Stanford
49-0 in 11)02, Then , when the
modern pact was signed , tbe
Wolverines crushed California
49-0 in 104(5 , downed California
14-6 in 1953 and dumped Oregon State 34-7 in I 9r»5.
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DAVIES WILL LEAVK
BoxLOS ANGELES (AIM
ing matchmaker Mickey Duvii s
said Sunday he will leave the
Olympic Auditorium staff at the
end of the year .
Davies said he plans to honk
fighters throughout the. country
but will continue to do common
tary on weekly televised fights
nt the Olympic.

The North Stars get a chance
to get closer Wednesday night
when they play third-place Pittsburgh at the Met. St. Louis entertains Oakland.
Los Angeles started out Saturday like it was going to break
the Met Center jinx when Eddie Joyal opened the scoring in
the first period to give the
Kings a 1-0 lead.
But Danny Grant, who had
two goals to raise his team
leading total to lo this season,
tied the game later in the period." ¦ ¦:.; . .
Defcnsoman Tom Reid sent
the North Stars ahead for good
in the second period with his
first NHL goal after Bob Barlow's centering pass.
BiH Goldsworthy notched his
ninth goal and Grant scored
again to complete the rout in
the third period.
The Kings, in last place in
the West with a 3-12-1 record,
have gone with Desjardins in
goal for all of their games.
The little netminder was superb in the face of the North
Star barrages , but he was assessed for two minor penalties when he got in scuffles
within 10 seconds of each other
in the second period.
Desjardins was the third party in a fight between Minnesota 's Claude Larose and Los
Angeles' Brent Hughes. Then ,
Desjardins and Goldsworthy
slashed at. each other with their
sticks.
The North Stars begin their
most difficult portion of the
schedule after the Pittsburgh
game, going against the tougher East Division teams for
eight straight games.
They play at Toronto. Saturday night and at New York Sunday night in the first encounters before returning to meet Toronto Dec. 3.

1 p.m. New York
stock Drices

Allied Ch 28% Honeywl 144%
Allis Chal 26 Inland Stl 27%
Amerada 34% I B Mach 346
Am Brad 37% Intl Harv 26%
Am Can 47 Intl Paper 37%
Am Mtr 10% Jns & L
19%
AT&T
SSVi Jostens
35
Anconda 29% Kencott
42%
Arch Dn
— Kraft Co 39%
Armco SI 26% Loew's
34%
Armour 46% Marcor
50%
Avco Cp 24% Minn MM 113%
Beth Stl 28% Minn P L 18%
Boeing 31% Mobil Oil 48%
Boise Cas 76 Mn Chm 39%
Brunswk 18 Mont Dak 28
Catpllar . 40% N Am R 26%
Ch MSPP
-N N Gas 45%
Ch RIER
- Nor Pac 42
Chrysler 37% No St Pw 24
Ctes Svc 43% Nw Air
31%
Com Ed 38% Nw Blanc
—ComSat 53% Penney
48%
Con Ed 26% Pepsi
51%
Cont Can 74% Pips Dge 47%
Cont Oil 26% Phillips
35
Cntl Data 111% Polaroid 135%
Dart Ind 50 RCA
38%
Deere
41% Rep Stl
36%
Dow Cm 69% Rey Tb
46
du Pont 110% Sears R
67y4
EastKod 74% Shell Oil
49%
Firestone 54% Sinclair
Fort Mtr 43% Sp Rand
42%
Gen Elec .1% St Brands 49%
Gen Food 85% St Oil Cal 52%
Gen Mills 38% St Oil tad 51%
Gen Mtr 73% St Oil NJ 62%
Gen Tel . 32% Swift
28%
Gillette 47% Texaco
29y8
Goodrich 32% Texas Ins 117%
Goodyear 28% Union Oil 41
Gt No Ry 42% Un Pac
47Vs
Grevhnd 18 U S Steel 35%
Gulf Oil ; 30% Wesg El
60Mi
Homestk 20 Wlwerth
3_M

Winona markefs
Bay State Milling Company

¦l«v«tor A Onln Prltas
Ont hundred jushels ol grain wit) bo
Ihs minimum loads accepted at th» *!»•
valors.
No. 1 north&rn spring wheit .... 1.«l
No, 2 northern sprlns vrtieit .... l.M
No. 3 northarn spring whsat .... l.«
No. 4 northern spring vrhait .... 1.51.'
No. 1 hard winter wheal
1.51
No. _ hard winter wheat
... 1.4?
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.45
No. 4 hard winter wheat ........ 1.41
No. 1 rye . . . . :
,. ' :.
1.10
No. 2 rye
1.10

Froedtcrt Malt Corporation

Hours: "* a.m. t« 4 p.m.
Submit sample belore loading.
Barley purchased at prices subject to
market ' . '..

PRODUCE

Packers

CH I C A G O (AP) - Butter
(Continued from page 4b)
steady; wholesale buying prices
Mann drilled home his 31- unchanged; 93 score AA 68; 92
yarder.
A 67% ; 90 B 65%.
steady to firm; wholeGreen Bay, which had been Eggs
buying prices unchanged ;
completely dominated in the sale
80 per cent or better grade A
first two periods, emerged from whites
mediums 58%; standthe dressing room and played ards 52;62;checks
44.
like a demon.
But a fumble and costly pen- NEW YORK IAP) - Butter
alties stopped any semblance of offerings ample; demand slow.
a consistent attack. Mercer's Wholesale prices on bulk carfield goal was the only Packer tons fresh.
tally, until Horn found Boyd
Creamery, 93 Score AA 69V4
Dowler in the end zone with a cents ; 92 Score A «8%-69.
10-yard toss with only 22 seconds Wholesale egg offerings inleft in the contest.
creased on smalls; light on othDetroit' s fourth consecutive er sizes ; demand fair today.
victory gives the club a 7-3 rec- Wholesale selling prices based
ord , and an outside chance of on exchange and other volume
catching the Vikings, who lead sales. . ' ;• . . '
the division with a 9-1 mar .
New York spot quotations :
The.Packers , now 5-5 for the Standards 58-61.
season, suffered their third con- Whites:
secutive loss for the first time Fancy large 47 lbs min 63-64.
since 1959. ' ;. ' ¦:¦ '
Fancy medium 41 lbs average
Schmidt said he is optimistic 62-62%. Fancy smalls 36 lbs avabout Detroit' s Thanksgiving erage 51-53.
Day engagement with Minnesota.
"It will be a pretty tough ball
game for uf , " he said. "We are
pretty beat up. But we've got
life if we can beat the Vikings."
Detroit suffered a blow when
Alex Karras , one of the league 's
premier defensive tackles, injured his right knee and limped
off the field .
It was not known immediately
how serious it was.
Green Bay 's Bart Starr went
out of the game early in the
first quarter with what was
called by Coach Phil Bengtson
a "partial shoulder separation. "
"This team jus t won 't give
up, " Schmidt said of Detroit.
"Every week is a big challenge
for them , and they meet it. They
want to win. "
DETROIT
OREEN BAY
Dot—FG: Mann
Del—FG: Mann
Del-Landry (4
(kick).
Dct-FO: Mann
GB—FO:Mercer
GB—Dowler (10
—Mnrcor (kick).

1
t

3J.
31.
run).

|t
•

»
»

t-n
10-11

PAT

—

Mann

31.
37.
pan Irom Horn). PAT

A— 50-841

El g in smashes
Houston 63-4 1

ELGIN , Minn, — Dave Phipps
and Terry Engler each flipped
in 17 points to power Elgin to
a fi.'!-1!! triumph over Houston in
a nonconference game here Saturday nigh t.
.Junior guard Larry Brown
. 5-7) also had his hand in the
victory b y notching three steals.
Jeff Carrier led Houston with 15
points.
Elgin shot 35 percent from the
field. In the free throw department the winnem sunk 17 of 32
and Houston ca.slued 13 of 22.
Houston won the B gome
4. -24 .
k

Tram Hom for

WL Job Opportimitiei
W In Today's

r

Frintms Plwti

Leom G>U CompotMlom
, Paet*Up, OfFsc. PrmO pcrHkMi mtd
Camera, Layout tnd Design and
Lino , T ype S«H_ig A L«<t«rpr«M
Gl Approved
Fm Fatlhcr InlofwtllcM Cat* mWttka

GRAPHIC ARTS

Technical School

110. Ctml« Av«n«« , Mlnn*«f«lli

Mathison, Glover
lead Saint win

ST. CHARLES, Minn. .- Seniors Dick Mathison and Jim
Glover had their shooting touch
here Saturday night as they
spearheaded St. Charles' HO 62
romp over Dover-Eyota .
Mathison scored 33 points on
44 field goals and five free
throws and Glover nctched 25
points on 10 fielders and five
free throws.
Greg Smith and Bill Hammel
scored 20 and 17 points, respectively for Dover-Eyota.
Glover led the Saints in rebounds with 14. Terry Stevens
who scored 12 points also had
12 rebounds.

Gopher runners
shooting ior title

NEW YORK IA - The Minnesota Gophers went after the
NCAA cross country championship today at Van Courtlandt
Park in the Bronx,
Team members of the Big
Ten champions include senior
Pat Kelly, juniors Tom Page
and Donn Timm, sophomores
Gene Daley, MUtc Hanley and
Terry Thomas and freshman
Gary Bjorkland.

Bjorkland won the Big Ten individual title Nov. 15, Page
and Timm tied for second.

Tight money
seen cause of
market decline

NEW YORK (AP) _ The
stock market, continuing to . labor under worries about tight
money and Vietnam, declined
early this afternoon in moderate
trading.
The slump again was on a
fcroad front, as was the pattern
cf the sharp setback last week.
Analysts said investors* reaction to the money situation was
heightened by a statement by
Secretary of Uie Treasury David
M. Kennedy that current high
interest rates were Likely to continue. ':'. '
At noon the Dow Jones average of 30 industrials was off 6.47
to 816.66.
The Associated Press 60-stock
average at noon had fallen 2.3 to
283.3, with industrials off 2.4,
rails off 2.1, and utilities off 1.0.
Declines of individual issues
held a margin of 3 to 1 over advances on the New York Stock
Exchange.
Declines dominated the Big
Board's 20 most-active stocks,
with 17 declines against 3 advfincGS
AMK Corp., off % to 27%,
topped the list. Also actively
traded was CNA Financial, off
% to 22%.
Among the more sizable losses were IBM 6 to 345, Procter &
Gamble 2 to 106%, Merck 3% to
103%, International Paper 1% to
37' and UAL, 1% to 31.

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W-(U5DA1
— Cattle 5,500. calves 800; trading on
slaughter steers ..and heifers moderately
active, steady to strong; cows abouf
calves fully sleady; load slaughter steers
steady: bulls, vealers and slaughter
1.148 lbs 28.25; high choice 28,00; most
choice 27.00-2775,- mixed high good and
choice 26.5O-27.0O; slaughter heifers; 870902 lbs 27.00; most choice 850-1,050 Iba
26.0O-2t.75i mixed high good and cholca
25.50-26.00; utility and commercial cowi
19.00-19.50; canner and cutter
U.5019.00; utility and commercial bulls 23.5026.50; choice vealers 34.00-37.00; good
34.00-35.00; choice slaughter calves 26.0028.00. good 21.00-37.00.
Hogs 6,500; trading on barrows and
gilts moderately active; prices sleady
to 25 cents higher; demand good ; u
195-240 lbs 26.75-27.00; 2-3 190-240 lbs
26.50-27.00; sows steady; 1-3 300-400 Ibba
21.75-22.75; 2-3 400-600 lbs 21.00-22.25;
feeder pigs generally steady,- 1-3 120160 lbs 24.00-24:50; boars 50 cents lower, : 19.50-20.00.
Sheep 2,000; fairly active; slaughter
lambs 50 cenls higher; slaughter ewet
and feeder lambs steady; wooled slaughter lambs choice and prime 85-115 Ibl
27.00-27.50; good and choice 26.5O-27.00.
ullllly and good slaughter ewes 7.008.00; choice to fancy 60-85 lb feedert
28.00-28.50; deck mostly fancy around
75 lbs 29.00; few 85-95 lbs 27.00-28.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO lfl —(USDA)- Hogs 4,500;
butchers 25-50 cents higher; 1-2 300-225
Ib butchers 37.50-28.00; 1-3 300-240 Iba
26.75-27:25; 2-3 -220-250 lbs 26.25-26 .75)
2-3 250-280 lbs 25.50-26.25; sows 1-3 350400 lbs 2.25-23.00; 1-3 400-500 lbs 21.5922.50; 2-3 500-550 lbs 21.00-21.75 .
Cattle 9,000; calves none; slaughter
steers strong to 25 cents higher, prime
1,175-1,450 lb slaughter steers yield grada
3 and 4 30.00-30.50; mixed high choice
and prlmo 1,135-1,400 lbs 29.50-30:0Oj
choice 950-1,350 lbs yield grade 2-4 38.5029.50; mixed god and choice. 28:t>0-28 .50;
high choice and prime 900-1,100 Iba
slaughter heifers yield grade 3 and 4
28.00-28.25; choice 835-1, 025 lbs yield
grade 2 to 4 27.25-28.00; utility and commercial cows 18.00-19.75.
Sheep 100; wooled slaughter lambs
steady; choice and prime 90-110 lb
wooled lambs 28.50-29.50.

I don't know
how much
life insurance
you need
Chances are , you don 't
know either. But I can help
you find the answer.
How? My contribution Is to
cOstom-tallor a program of
protection at a cost you
can reasonably afford. And
to use every available tool
to do the Job, Including
Metropolitan 's fllant computers.
Isn't litis what you'd export
today from your Inauranca
man?
' . ' ..
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"Although the Bronx course ^^Mm ''
is hilly and r u g g e d , I
have to believe our boys will
be ready to meet the challenge," said Gopher Coach
Roy Grlak.
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WIVERSAL
EXC/TING _EEPSr£R' SERIES!
TAKE A TEST DRIVE TODAY !

WLCf • SERVICE - PARTS

KEN'S SALES
& SERVICE

"Breezy Acres," East ef
Winona, Highway 1441
Phon* 93)1

LeRoy Cieminskl
Phon* 9573
ic Dava Morrison . . . . 8-3216
497B
Kermit S«lk«
*
Randy Eddy
*-3 .6»
*
4490
it Dan Sullivan
9053
Richard Brown
*
8 1979
Ralph Donahua
*
it Jamei Sokollk , Mgr. 4978

Metropolitan Life
NM York. N. Y.
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REX MORGAN, MD.

By Alex Kptiky

By Dal Curtis

NITB OWLS
Athletic Club ' ¦.
W
Dicks Marines
xtv,
Tempo
HV_ '
Curley*
.......15
Wabasha Cleaners . . . . . . 15
REDMENS LEAGUE
Kryzsko Commons
w
Paint Depot
.
19
'..if
Dberer ,.
Sunbeam Bread
.15
Paffraths Paint
13
BRAVES 1 SQUAWS
Westgata
W
Valentine Trucking
. . . . .2*
Knopp-Lublnskl
23
Ot.c-Schaufent.il . . . . .. . . . . . W j
Olson-Tuttle
...21
Howe-Gliuncrt
20
Hertman-Hopkins - - . . .. . . , . . .- ..17
Sell-Scovll
u
Varsity Barber Shop -- _ -liv»
JATELLITB
Westgata
V.
Cozy Corner
37
Watkowski's
.24
\ Winona Printing . . . . . . . . . . 2 1

^-William 's

Annex

Holiday Inn .
Johnny's Fun House
...
Mr. T's
Valley Press

LAKESIDE

.ai

L
131,4
l*Vi
1»
I
I
l_
M
14
is
20
L
13
16
I7'/_
11
19
22
23
27V4
L
12
15
18

u

21
18
. . . . l . '/i Wi
15Vi 23ft
I
Ji

Westgate
pts. .
Wally's Supper C l u b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 8
Louise's Liquor
...38
Westgate Liquor
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
Shorty's Bar & Cafe .......... 33

Albrechfs

By Ernie Buslimiller

NANCY

7

26

Winona Print. Co. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9
Jon-Way
.;.. t
Maroushek Const. , . . . ; . . . . . . _ . *
SUGAR LOA.
Westgate
pts.
Club Midway
38
EB's Corner . ..'
33
Warnken's Meats . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3
L-Cove Bar
...".' ...25
Arnolds' K/eenif . X . . . . . . . . . 7 . . 2 4
Black Horse Tavern
...23
Sinkers Seiners . . . .......
is
Lakeside Gulf .
............14
LEGION .
Hal-Rod
Pts.
¦
Hamernik . '..
. ...:..........30
.
NSP *
24V.
Winona Plumbing
. ., 2.y_
Mayan Grocery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6
'_ .
Freddies Bar
14
East Side Bar .............
21
Oasis Bar
.,.,.,.17
Bauer Electric
.............. , 30
Mutual Service
. ..it
Williams Annex
.......24
'
'
.
.
.
;
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Teamsters . ..
. : 26
Watkins pills
. . . '. . . . : . . . . . . ;
30
PARK REC JR. CLASSIC
Hal-Rod Lanes
V.
L
Blackhawks
t
2
Raiders
X.X
...«
2
Crusaders
...
...5
3
Vikings
;....
.A
4
Road Runners .............. 4
4 .
Dare Devils . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
4
Wildcats
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
4
r~--i rs
.................3
5

3

A/IARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst

Hells Angel -.
..;...!
,J IN DUSTERS
Hal-Rod Lanes
W
Teamsters
.27
Shorty's Bar-Cafe
24
Graham & McGuire . . . . . . . 22
Edwin's Jewelers
.20
John's Bar . . , . .
20
Viking Sewing Machine .. .19
Blanche's Tavern . . . . - ,....18%
Sloppy Joe's
.., :......1*
Roger's Meat . Market
|3>/_
Dutchman's
....
. . . . . . . 13
Indian Creek Resort . . . . . . 1 2
Rustic Bar . . . '¦ "
11

COFFEE

THE WIZARD OF ID

Ely Parker and Hart

5

7
L
9
. 12
14
l
i
is
17
.1714
20
22 .6
23
24
35

Westgata
W
L
Misfits
¦ 14 .4 5«
Off Beats
. ll
9
Gutterdusters . : . . . . . . .
9% low
¦$.
Alley Cats . . . . . . . . . . . ; v . . .
. 15
MAJOR
Westgate
W
L
Federated Ins. '77:.. 7 . 7 . 7 . 25 : U
Winona Abstract Co.
25 14
D'Laughllns
........... 23 16
Mr. T's
21 18
Ferris' Bookies .
19 20
Action Realty
18 2J
Golden Food
14 25
Vets cab
12 27
WESTGAT E MIXERS
Westgate
w
L
Oasis Bar & Cafe
. . . . . 29 16
Pozanc Skelly Products , . .. 2« 1»
Blackhorse Tavern
:. 2S 20
Wally 's Sweethearts . . . . . . 23 22
Louise 's Lounge . . . . . . . . . . . 21 24
Hauser Art Glass
.....20
2S
Burke's Furniture : . . . . . . , 18 27
U.B.C.
...
. . . . 11 27
WESTGATE MENS
Westgate ' ¦;
Polnti
Buck's Bar
7 it
Hackbarth's Feed Mill
....34
Freddy 's Bar
. . . . . . . .. . . . . 31
Wunderllch's Im. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 29
Happy Chef
. . . . . . . .. . .
29
Lake Center Industries ....
26
Frames By '.oulse
.' . . . n
Hi-Way Shell
...
10
SUNSETTERS
Westgate Bowl
' ' W ¦ .Mankato Bar
. . . . . 24 19
Goltz Pharmacy
,. 2t
19
Jordan*
331/, ai'A
Sunbeam Sweets
, 331/2 ^Vf,
Commodore Club
23 23
Homeward Step
,,,., 23 23
Trac Oil Co.
20 25
Merf's Market
....
17 JJ
ALLEY CATS
Westgate
W
L
Undecldables
12
t
Antiques
12
t
Ramblers
10
8
4th Dimensions
,, 70
I
Go Getters
a
f
Roadrunners
, i io
' (
Tallsplnners
15
'
Hit & Miss
5
u
W.S.C. MAINTENANCE
Kriysko Commons
w
L
Midland
32
j$
''
Dormitory
. 53
JJ
Paffraths Paints
...!' if
29
Paint Depot .
;. , ', ' 17
31
ACE
Athletic Club
w
L
The Plumbing Barn :
21
5
Winona Healing Co
1/, ny,
21
Koehler Auto Oody Shop "X. 731/4 jji /j
Rustic Tavern
.,
13
30
Dunn Blacktop Co.
13 20
Seven Up
10 33
COMMERCIAL
__

TIGER

By Bud Blake

HnJjRod

vv

L

Mississippi Weldera
5
Orv 's Skelly . ,
5
'
Stove 's Lounoa
° 5
Seven Up
" a
John 's Bar
4
KAGE
3
Sam 's Direct
3
Quality Chevrolet
' 2
Polachek Electric
2
Magic Mist
j
Masopry Mlkey
;
1
Herb a_ Rick's Texaco ... " Q
RETAIL

1
,
,
5
3
j
3
4
4

;;

GRIN AMD BEAR IT

DENNIS THE MENACE

? |- R<Kl

Emll's Mens Wear
Main Taver n
Winona Furniture
Merchants Bank
Sunbeam Cakes
Turners Market
Nelson Tire ..
' ' ' ' ' ""
Winona Rug
.. . ,.
""
Warner 4 Swasey
Winona Fire & power
McNally Builders
PARK REC JR. CLASSIC
Hal-Rod Lanes
w
Oood Quyi
10
"
Raiders
,
'
Count IV
,
' ""
Midnight Raman
,.
1
Trojans
;
7
'
Viking,
;
"
Craiy is
.
Comets
Mustangs

'V IA NCT SCARED O' THE TUUWBR . IT£ wa
^t^af THAIS eETTlN' OM MV HBPM ^I*

j
t
Points

"
B |

wiw cats

"Management sayt there ' s bound to ba a wild inflation
spiral if thoy meet our wago demands... All those in favor*
of a wild inflation ipiral layA yo!"

4

,

OLL EOE

'

)

' |
j

<
4
j
5
4
4

j
3
3
3
7
L '
,
l
.
4
,
\
.

;

j.
17

GREEK
u
,„ 5
Hal-Rod
rn ,
Phi Slg No. 1
V
0
Phi Delia Rho
m ,W
1A
Vets Club No. 1
V
1
Phi Slg No.J
t
.
,
""
Alpha Delta PI
7
4
Independents
!'.'. 4
4
Slg Tau No, 1
.
.
Phi Slg No. 3
!
3
Vals Club No. 2
j
4
Alpha XI Delta
j
4
Slg Tau No, 3
1V lv
Delta Zeta
,
,"
KEGLBRETTE LADIES
Weslgate Bowl
w
L
Lawreni Furnltura
.11
I
Black Horse
. 1 3
4
Winona Truck Leasing
, ))
;
"rlosalhs
10
a
Mr. Pauls
1 10
Hardla Music
a
10
Bauer Electric
5 is
Slebrechta
j u
A.C. LADIES LEAGUE
Athletic Club
w
L
Channlng Inv. Co
11
12
Hot Flih Shop
it
13
Winona Oil
» la
Lantern Cale
,
13
17
Koehlar Auto BcxJy
IJ 30
Winona Knlllsrt
I
I
14

ACTION
Westgate
Points
Westgate Bowl
42
S8.H Sales
35
Bay Slate Blue
34
Bay. State Red
30
¦
Plumbing Barn .' .
27V4
Lodge No. 1O30
14
Merchants Bank
..17V4
Bricklayers Local No. 7
. . . 14
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Athletic Club
W
L
Polly- Meadows . . . . . . . . . . . 25
I
Weaver 4 Sons . . .. . .
...,24
9
Culllgaiis ..
, . . ; . . ; . . . 17 16
Merchants Nat. Bank .. . . . 12 21
Horrie Furniture
. . . II
22
Briggs
.
.. 10 33
POWDER PUFF
¦ W ' .- L "
Hal-Rod
Wlncralt
. . . . . 26
13
Randalls
u 13
Winona Insurance
26 13
Walkins
.
...., 22 17

Book

Nook

.21

18

Kramer & Toye
19 20
Springdale Dairy
.. 18 21
Scoltys Bar
17 22
Sammy 's Pizza
;.....,. 17 22
St. Clairs
14 23
1st National Bank . . . . . . . . 15 24
Country Kitchen
. . . . . . il
21
EAGLE'S
Hal-Rod Lanes
Point*
Home Beverage
. . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Rocco's Pizza
.11
Warner 8_ Swasey Co. ......... 1)
Westend Greenhouse ........... 11
Badger Foundry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
'...; 9
Winona Insurance
Eagle's Club
,.
»
A. BIttner Oil Co. ............. I
Mankalo Bar
s
Asco, Inc.
t
Warner & Swasey-Shcp
: 1
Standard Lumber Co.
1
PIN DROP.
Westgate
W L
Sportsman Tap ..
. . . 24 13
Randalls' .
. . ; . . . . . . . . . 24 15
Oasis
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 It.
Lake Center Switch :....... 20 19
Stove 's Lounge . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 19
Hal Leonard
15 24
Bakken Construction
. . . . . 15 24
KAGE
14 25
CLASSIC
Westgate
W L
".. . 3
0
Hot Fish Shop :. ¦ .'
Ruths Restaurant \ . . . . . . . . .- , ~3
0
Wine House
. . . . . . . . . 2Vi 'A

State teachers
Board starts review
of pesticide uses
salaries up
50% in decade

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
financial lot of Minnesota public
school teachers has improved
markedly during the 1960s, with
median salaries rising by more
than 50 percent during the decade.
The 19th annual statewide
salary study by the Minnesota
Education Association (MEA)
also indicated that career teachers and teachers with advanced
decrees received somewhat larger raises than beginning teachers during the 1960-70 period.

The MEA survey of 380 school
districts said the median salary
for beginning teachers with
bachelor's degrees in the current school year was $€,535, an
increase of $496 from the previous year.
The current figure is also a
gain of 54.2 per cent over the
1960-61 median of $4,238.
The maximum median salary
for experienced teachers with
BA's is $9,451 this year, compared to $6,096 for 1960-61, an
increase of 55.1 per cent.
Ten years ago the median salary for beginning teachers with
master's degrees was $4,539, the
MEA study showed. The current
Rollingstone Lumber ...... 2
1
median is $7,119, a rise of slightRuppert Grocery
1 2
Poianc Trucking ' .-.
Vi 2V_
ly less than 57 per : cent.
Jones & Kroeger
0
3
The maximum median salary
Dales Standard
........... 0
3
for teachers with MA's—usually
paid to those with li or 12 years
experience—is currently $10,379, compared to_ $6,484 in 196061. This represents an increase
of a littte more than 60 per cent.
The study also said that Twin
Cities area schools continue to
MABEL, Minn. (Special) — offer the highest salaries but
The Mabel Lions Club observed their dominance has declined in
the 25th anniversary of its the past two years.
founding on Nov. 17 at the Skyline Supper Club. Honored The highest salary for a beginguests were Mr. and Mrs. Arn- ing teacher with a BA, $7,050,
old Usem, Red Wing, and Mr. is paid at Hopkins, a Minneapoand Mrs. Jam^s Reese, La lis suburb. But the top salary
Crescent. Usem is Lions Gov- for a first-year teacher with a
ernor for District 5M-6 and MA, $8,200, is offered by Grand
Reese is chairman of Zone II, Rapids, in northern Minnesota.
The .op maximum for a teachRegion III, District^M-e.
Harold Karli, president of the er with a BA is $12,134, in South
Paul. Hopkins has the highMabel Club, was master of cere- St.
est
maximum for a teacher with
monies. Usem greeted members an MA,
$14,750.
from Lions International and The top
teacher salary on
service
for
commended them
schedule this year is $17,232, for
to the community, During the a teacher with a Ph.D. and 12
awards presentation four local years experience, in St. Louis
Lions were honored as charter Park, another Minneapolis sub.
members: Oddl Lee Sr., Lester urb.'. .. : ; '
.
Redwing, Alvin Redwing and A year
ago Minneapolis ofBert White. Members hon- fered tbe top beginning salary
ored for maintaining perfect for teachers with BA's, $6,700.
attendance at meetings and club The Minneapolis figure this year
functions, were Odell Lee jr., is $6,950.
Kenneth Herzog and Paul Housker, 11 yeairs; Nerval Tranaas,
seven, Nansen Spande,. Roland
Torgerson, and Glenhis Wold,
four , and G; R. .Halverson,
Harold Karli and Dr. V. A.
Karli, one year.
Over the years the club has
made the following accomplishments: Purchased Falcon Van
and two stand-up walkers; Furnished two rooms at Green TOKYO (AP) - Communist
Lea Manor ; raised more than China gave another indication
$1,000 for the bandstand in the Sunday that its border talks
Mabel park; contributed 5500 with Uie Soviet Union are not
to the village , library ; donated going smoothly.
$270 to the construction fund at Ah editorial in the Peking
Camp Winnebago ; raised money People's Daily, the Communist
for school athletic field light- party newspaper, denounced the
ing ; sponsored Mabel Boy Soviet Union by name, someScouts and provided for the thing the Chinese had refrained
annual banquet; contributed from doing since the border ne$450 to a children 's eye clinic gotiations began in Peking on
to bd built at the University Oct. 20.
of Minnesota; sponsored the The editorial charged that
annual high school athletic "U.S. imperialism and Soviet
banquet ; assisted in raising social imperialism . . . are stepmore than $4,000 to furnish the ping up their arms expansion
Mabel Clinic; and made annual and war preparations in an atcontributions to Lions Eye tempt to realize their own ambiBank , Camp Courage and Com- tions."
munity Chest .
It also accused the United
Odell Lee Sr., was instrumen- States and the Soviet Union of
tal in organizing the club iri "cunningly playing the counterNovember, 1944. Present mem- revolutionary
dual
tactics:
bership is 31.
while loudly chanting the peace
hymn to dec .ive others in a big
on the one hand , they franWhitehall chest way
tically intensify their plunder
and aggression on the other. "

Mabel Lions club
is 25 years old

China-Russ
border talks
'not smooth1

aooroaches goa l

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— As of last week, the total
amount collected in tho Community Ch(.st drive and deposited in the Melby Bank was
$2,996.30, according to Mrs.
Clarence Kulig, chairman.
Several solicitors had not
turned in their collections but
an effort will be made to mak e
the necessary contacts within
the next fdw clays. Collections
still are short of the $3,300
quota. If the qtiota isn't met,
the requests of the 13 benefiting
organizations will have to be
cut proportionately.

Firemen wo rk for
dystrophy campaign

Proxmire asks
investigation
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.
William Proxmire has asked for
a government investigation of
whether the Air Force violated
federal law by ousting the analyst who told Congress about
excessive costs of thc CSA cargo
plane.
The Wisconsin Democrat said
it is a federal offense, punishable by jail and fines, to threaten, influence, intimidate or impede witnesses in congressional
investigations or retaliate for
testimony to Congress.
The analyst, A. Ernest Fitzgerald gave testimony before a
subcommittee headed by Proxmire which disclosed a $2 billion
cost overrun in CSA production.
His job later wns abolished by
the Air Force. The Air Force
said it was an economy move;
Fitzgerald claims he was fwed,

MADISON, Wis. - Wisconsin's new Pesticide R_ view
Board met today to begin its
work of regulating pesticide
use in the state . The meeting
began at 2-.00 p.m. in the
Pyarg Square office building
on University avenue.
The board will start to impleirient provisions of Chapter
146, Laws of 1969, under which
it was established. It will consider responsibilities of various
agencies involved in pesticide
use and regulation and begin
preliminary consideration of
possible new rules on pesticides.
Board members are Donald
Wilkinson, Wilbur Schmidt , and
L. P. Voigt, secretaries of the
departments of agriculture ,
health and social services, and
natural resources , respectively.

Says dissent
on same level
as treason

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Society
is suddenly confronted with a
campaign to place dissent "on
the same level as treason," a
member of the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission said Sunday .
Attorney Frankie Freeman,
first woman member of the
commission, said if the recent
wave of criticism against antiwar spokesmen ''is successful, it
will be turned to other dissenters. America has to be awakened to this danger ."
"Civil rights advocates, she
said' "will be next on the list
to be smeared as non-Ameriican. "
"Once this madness takes
hold, no one is safe,'' she told a
dinner sponsored by the Milwaukee branch of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
Mrs. Freeman did not identify
those who she said have begun
"a disturbing trend to put dissent on the same level as treason. We are being told not to
criticize "
Civil rights legislation in the
1970s, she said, must pursue a
different course than that of the
1960s. She said "the great mass
of black people remained untouched" by what she called legislation which was middle classoriented.
'"The responsibility to bring
change," she said, "nests with
the white community."

Land O Lakes
buys 3 plants
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Land
O'Lakes Creameries, Inc., Minneapolis, has purchased three
H. C. Christians Co. plants, the
firms announced jointly today.
The purchase price was not
disclosed.
The announcement said that
Land O'Lakes will acquire, effective Jan. , equipment, facilities and inventories at Chicago ,
Hudson, Iowa, and Owatonna,
Minn., which are related to the
production and distribution of
butter , eggs, milk powder and
margarine.
The Chicago-based firm was
founded in 1882 and is one of
the oldest suppliers of dairy
products.
"It is anticipated that operations will continue as they
have," at the three plants , the
announcement added.

Pan fined for
damaging statio n
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special)
— In County Court before
Judge A. L. Twesme last week ,
Robert Hoffman and Thomas
Burns of Fairchild were found
guilty of causing criminal damage at the DX Travel Mart at
the interchange of Interstate 94
and U.S. 10 east of Osseo.
Each was fined $60 plus
costs. District Attorney William
Mattka , Whitehall , prosecuted
and defendants were represented by Carl Peplau , Augusta.
The damage occurred Oct. 11.
¦
The *hird college in the American colonics -was Yale, founded
In Connecticut in 1701.
(First Pub. Mondny, Nov , 17, 1969)

Slale of Mlnnesola I *_ .
Counly ol Wlnons
) In Probale Courl
No, 17,057
In Re Etlata ol
Mabel Johnion, Decedent.
Order (or Hearing on Pellllon lor Admintitration, Limiting Time to File Claim.
and lor Htarlng Thereon.
Maria Burgoyne havlnq Iliad haraln a
pellllon for general administration statlno
that tald decedent died Intestate and
praying that Jack A. Buraoyne be appointed administrator .
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearing
thereof bo had on December 10, 1?«, et
10:45 o'clock A.M., belore this Courl In
the probate court room In Iho courl house
In Winona, Minnesota) thnt the time
wllhln which creditors ot said decedent
may llle tholr claims bo limited to lour
months Irom Iho dale hereol, nnd that
the claims so (lied be heard nn March
17, 1970, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., belore
this Coorl In Ihn prohale courl room
In the court house In Winona, /vtlnnesota, and lhal nollce hereol be given
5 by publication of (hit order In Ihe Wlnana
¦ Dally News and by mailed nollce at
provided hy law.
Dated November M, 1969.
S. A. S A W Y E R .
Probale Judge .
(Probale Court Seal)
t,
Kellum,
Goldberg. Torgerson
Mtorneya for pillllonar .

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) — Members of the Lake
City Fire Department have
distributed canisters here for
the Muscular Dystrophy Fund,
according to Lloyd Boss, fire
chief. They will be left in business establishments for the
collection of coins until th. end
Last year , South Korea exof December.
ported about $28 million worth
Funds will be used to sup- of wigs.
port the muscular dystrophy
clinic at. Falrview Hospital,
Minneapolis, Diognostic and
therapeutic services of the
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
clinic are available free to all
BULK IN YOUR DIET
nren muscular dystrophy pan
ticnt.s. Transportation is pro- J i /j fj f
• BRAN
vided wherever needed, Funds
also go to support medical r*
search.

CONSTIPATEDO
nmoypjBUDS"

Lost and Found

Want Ads
Start Here

H 0 T I C'E . ' . . . .
thli mwspaper will be responsible
lor only ono Incorrect Insertion ol
. any classified advertisement publlsh•d In (he Want Ad taction. Check
. your ad and call 3321 II e correction
' must be made.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR'
D-2, 3, 19, 37, 43,. . <* . SO, U.

Lost and Found

4

FREE FOUND ADS
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
fra* . found ads will be published when
a person finding an article calls the
Winona Dally & Sunday News Classified
Dept., 3321. An 18-word notice wllI be
published free for 2 days in an effort
¦t o bring finder and loser together.
TAM FOUND—ln Westgate Bowl parking
lot, Sun. night . Navy, red and yellow
with navy tassel. Tei. 6463 .
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 10, W9)
Statt of Minnesota ) JI.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 16,714
In Ra Estate of
Donald B. Jewell. Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The. representative of the above named
•state having filed her final account and
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to the persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 1. 1969,: at
II o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
probate court room In the court house In
Winona,' Minnesota , and that lotlce
hereof be given by publication ot this
order In the Winona Dally News and by
mailed notice as provided by law.

Dated November
3, mi.
¦
'"

S. A. SAWYER, . .
Probale Judge.
. (Probate Court Seal)
Flynn & Schulti, ' _ *v
Attorneys for Petitioner, •
III E. Cedar Street, Houston, Minn.
(First Pub, Monday, Nov. 24 , 1969)
Stata of Minnesota ) ss.
) "\n Probate . Court
County of Winona
' .
No. 16,312
.
In Re Estate ef
Martha B. Macemon, also known as
Martha Breece Macemon, and as
Martha Mrceman, Decedent.
Order for Hearing . on Amended Pinal
Account and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
•state having filed Its Amended final
account and petition for settlement and
allowance thereof and for distribution
to the¦ persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereol be had on December 17, 1969,
at 11:00 o'clock A.M., before this Courl
In the probate court room In the courl
house In Winona, Minnesota, and thai
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In the Winona Daily News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated November 21, 1969.
' - . . ¦ S. A. SAWYER,
Probate Judge.
(Probate court Seal)
Harold J. Libera,
Attorney for Petitioner.
(Pub. Dale Monday, Nov. 34, 1969)
NOTICE OF ROUTE APPROVAL
NOTICE IS: HEREBY GIVEN, That bn
November 7, 1969, the United States
Bureau of Public Roads acting through
Division Engineer, w. W. Fryhofer, did
approve the route locstlor for the construction of T.H. 43 between a point
approximately 0.2 mile north of the junction of T.H. 90 at Wilson and the
Junction ot T.H. 61 at Winona. Approval
of the route was requested by the Minnesota Highway .Department on October
51, 1M9.
The approved route was one of three
routes discussed at a public hearing held
In Winona on April 16, 1969. This route
which generally follows- the location of
existing T.H. 43 was referred .' to es
the West. Burns route at the hearing.
The app roved ; route basically follows
the present route of T.H. 43 with some
relocation Iri the upper end o f . West
Burns Valley where one roadway of
the divided roadway would be located
en the west side of West Burns Creek.
Some relocation . Is proposed on a 1.2
mile segment Immediately west of Glen
View Road where the recommended
route would be located approximately
400 feet south of the existing highway.
From near Glen View Road to the |unctlon of 7.H. 61 the recommended route
again generally follows the present
highway, however, this segment was
common to all alternate , routes con;
tldered .
' , Maps, sketches and olher data prepared for use In selecting this route are
available for review at the District Head,
quarters of the Minnesota Highway Department In Rochester, Minnesota .
A design public hearing at which design features of the selected route will
be discussed will be held at a later
date.
N. T. WALDOR ,
Commissioner ol Highways;
By: Clayton A. Swanson,
District Enalneer.
(First Pub. Monday, Nov. 24, 1969)
STATE OF MINNESOTA
COUNTY OF WINONA
IN DISTRICT COURT
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
SUMMONS
Andrew J. Frle and Betty H. Frle,
Plaintiffs,
-vs.E. Rossln,
Nalllo Rossln, Arthur
Sam AAcCown, Richard F. Haws,
Doris W. Haws, 'Charles Rockwell,
Charles Scholldon, Bertha Scholldon,
Alice Rockwell, Ler Rockwell, Winona County Welfare Board , Fidelity
Savings & Loan Association, Herbcrta S, Horton, Dugald A. Stewart, Karl P. Grabner, Sophia R.
Grabner, Donald Rackow, Nellie J.
Rackow , also tho unknown heirs of
tho above defendants deceased and
all olher persons unknown claiming
any right , title, estate . Interest, or
lien In the real estate described In
the Complaint heroin,
Defendants.
THE STATE. OF MINNESOTA TO THE
ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS:
You aro hereby summoned and required lo serve upon plaintiff' s attorneys an answer to Ihe Complaint which
li herewith served upon some of you
and which Is also on file In Ihe olflce
of tho Clerk of the above named Court
wllhln twenty (20) days after service
of Ihls Summons upon you . exclusive of
tho day of service . If you fall to do
so judgment by default will be lakon
against you for tho rfillot demanded In
the Complaint .
This acllon Involves , nllecls or brings
Inlo question real properly situate In
the County of Winona, Slate of Mlnnesola, described as follows:
Commencing nt tho Southeast corner
of Lot 1, Block k, Belmont Addition
lo Ihe Cily of Winona i thence westerly along the southerly line ot Lots
1, ? and 3, of snld Block 6 lo the
southwest corner of snld Lot .1 for
Ihff polnl of beginning; Ihence nl
a deflection angle to the right ol
90" 10' and Along Ihe we sterly line
of Lots 3 nnd 4 of said Block 6 , a
distance ol 99 (eel; thenco nt a de.
flection angle lo the loll ol 35" 44'
and along the west line ot Lois A,
5 and 6, ot said Block 6, a dls.
tance of 147 feet lo the northwest
corner of said Lot 6. thenco al a
deflection angle to left ol 09' 07',
a distance ol 50 ,90 (cot; thence at a
defection nnglo to tho lefl of 90" 39',
a dlslnnco nf 76 feel; thenco at a
defection angle lo the right of 13'
35' , a dlslnnco nl 54 feet; thence nl
a deflection annle tn the right of (,'
10' , a distance of DO fool lo the
northerly line ol Slh Street; thence
al n dellrcllon .infllo tn Ihe loll ol
74" 35' and easier Iv along the northerly lino of Slh Street, a dlslnnre
ot 41 teol lo Ihe noulhwesl corner
ol Lot 3, Block 6, nalmnnt Addition
and Ihe polnl of beginning.
deterTho nb|rcl nl Ihls fldlnn Is tn
no right,
mine that tho dcfend^'i's Itavn
or lien In the
title , estate, Inlernsl
premises above deser'!""'' ¦ «nrt 1° gulet
title to Ihe above described premises In
th- plaintiffs.
No personal claim !•> mi"do against
anv nl Ihe nliove tlrl nilnnl ' .
S T R E A T E R . MURPHY,
nROSNAtlAtl a. LANOPORO,
Hv:
Juliii' C Gernes,
Allnrneys lor PlalnlllH,
th East Fourth Str e e t,
55987
Winona , Minnesota

4 Male — Jobs of Interest—27 Articles for Sale

57 Radios, Television

BOY'S SCHOOL ring lost, 1970, yellow PARTS ' MAN—Retail and wholesale sales. 16 MM MOVIE prelector,
slide prelector,
Bold with set, Initials R.B .; also band
Good pay, profit sharing, paid vacation
1000 watt portable baseboard heater, box
ring with Initials, R.M.B. ReWSrd! Tel.
and many excellent benefits. Experience
camera, large metal palls, two 450x13
5479.
preferred, but will train. Full time.
tires wllh wheels . 1070 .E . . 6.I. .
'.
Writ* D-53 Dally News.
HANNAH'S
Personals
Hector Hates hard
7 SERVICE MANAGER wanted, full-time. work so hehusband.
cleans the rugs with Blue
Contact
Wnolna
Avlaton
Inc..
Max
ConLustre.
Rent
electric
shampooer »l H.
MEMBERSHIP DUES for the 1970 year
rad Field, Winona, Minn. Tel. 548).
Cheat* ti Co.
. are DUE . NOW. Send or bring your payment to the LEGION CLUB.
BULL AND part-time employment need- YEAR-END SAVINGS Save Slog or
ed. Yellow Cab, HO W. Jrd Te). 3»1.
more on new cabinets for any ! averWHATEVER YOUR TASTE, your newspaage
size
kitchen.
See
Standard
Lumber
per Is a new treat every day. Order
<5>., 350 W, 3rd. Tel. 3373.
Christmas gilt subscriptions by calling LAWN MOWER DESIGN ENGINEER
.sought by stable old tine AAA manufac8-2961 or stopping at our office. Winona
turer with 125 employees. Fine mldwest- WIND JAMMER—70% rayon, 30% combed
Dally & Sunday News.
ern city of 30,000. Salary commensurate
cotton, crease resistant and washable.
with
ability and experience. Send comReg. $1.98 yd., RED-X SPECIAL only
OUR THANKS TO YOU as Thanksgiving
record,
plete
particulars
employment
»C. CINDERELLA SHOPPES, 9th and
Day approaches, for your patronage and
salary : Mankato Ave. and 68 on the Plaia w.
accomplishments,
approximate
friendship. We will be closed all day
sought, etc. to D-52 Dally News.
Thursday to allow our staff to spend
JUST A FEW LEFT, Zenith color TV
this day with their families'. Join us at
EXPERIENCED tool and die maker for
sets; Closeouts, save on these! FRANK
4 a.m. Friday. RUTH'S RESTAURANT,
new fast-growing plant. Wages and
LILLA 4 SONS, 781 E. 8th. Open eve126 E. 3rd St., downtown Winona.
hours open. Contact Fred Schwope,
nings. • .
Novatron , 253 State St., Rlvervlew InTREAT rugs right, they'll-be a delight If
dustrial Park, St. Paul. Tel. 222-8463.
FINAL CLEARANCE on all remaining '69
cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
floor model S.E. refrigerators, ranges
shampooer $1. R. D. Cone Co.
Situations Wanted—Fern. 29 and automatic washers. Buy now and
save! B «. B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd .
REDUCE SAFE and fast with GoBese
tablets and E-Vap "water pills". Your WILL DO babysitting In my home, full
ATTENTION
LADIES—Have ihe cleanest
nearest Ted Meter Drug Store.
or part-time. West location. Tel. 8-2561.
Clothes from a Washer or Dryer financed
through
the MERCHANTS NALADIES: If you want fo drink that'! Instruction Clastei
33 TIONAL BANK.
YOUR business; If ybu DON'T want to
drink, that's OUR BUSINESS: Contact
USED TV sets, black and white and color;
Women's AA for private, confidential
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
used camera equipment; 8 and Super 8
help with your drinking problem. Call
movie prelectors; 8 mm movie cams-4410 evenings 7-10. , .
eras; Polaroid cameras, : black and
. Men-Women 18 and over. Secure lobs.
white and color; slides prelectors; movie
High pay. Short hours. Advancement.
THANKSGIVING DAY w/H soon be here;
screens; used snow fires; used articles
Thousands of jobs open. Preparatory
but for men's suit repairs and altera¦
of
all types; Snow Jet snowmobiles; 2
training as long as required. Expertions for any occasion—W. Betslnger. ' .
portable typewriters; chrome reverse
ience usually unnecessary. FREE
wheels; Keystone magnesium wheels.
booklet on lobs, salaries, requireCHANGE OF HOURS: The WILLIAMS
Neumann's 3rd St. Bargain Store, 129
ments. Wr ite today giving natne,
HOTEL dining rooms will not be open
E. 3rd. Tel. 5871. Open evenings 'til 9.
address and phone. Lincoln Service,
op Thanksgiving, however hot drinks
Pekin. 25-3PB, Illinois.
will be served In the bar . . . on Sat.,
MOTOROLA
23" color TV, solid walnut
Nov. 29, the entire establishment will
case, $449 w.t.; Gibson U qi. ft. reclose at 3 p.m. as wedding bells ring
frlgerator-treezer,
self defrost, $219:95
In the Meyer 's family.
Business Opportunities 37 W.t. SCHNEIDER SALES
CO., 1671 W.
'
Sth.
Auto Service, Repairing 10 BLUE STAR Rest Home, Houston, Minn.,
for sale.
RCA STEREO Theater: FM-AM-FM steWHEELS SHAKE, need alignment. . Comreo radio. 23" TV and stereo record
plete suspension repair: See Don at Money to Loan
40 changer. Must be seen to appreciate.
Service,
let
43
Hwy.
Alignment
&
.
$295. Tel. 6106 after 3:30.
.
'

'¦
*.

DON'T GAMBLE with your life! Have
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
rebuild your bra kes. Price, .29.95, most
cars. Tel. 2847.

Business Services

14

SAW FILING, grinding, ' gumming; retoothing. 655 W. 4th St. Tel. 4753.
PORTABLE
SANDBLASTING
ol
all
types, buildings, boats, machinery. Also
chimney rebuilding. Free estimates.
Tel. 8-4077 or 9977. .

Quick Money...

on any article ol value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

Dogs. Pets, Supplies

42

REGISTERED AMERICAN Eskimo [Hippies. Lovable snowballs, guaranteed to
melt yow h»art. Tel. Osseo, Wis. 5. 7' 3944. ¦
DACHSHUND PUPPIES - AKC reglslired miniatures. D. W. Baab, Rt. 1, Lamoille, (Cedar Valley), Tel. Witok a
2016.

TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
Free AKC BLACK LAB pups, 7 weeks, all
stump removal, spraying, etc.
shots, wormed. Pedigree on request.
estimates. Blong'S Tret Service, WlTel. Rollingstone «8S>-2262. ¦ ,
nona. T«l. 8-5311.
MANN & PETERSON Custom Digging.
Pole barns, fences, sign poles. Contact
John Mann, Houston or Bill Peterson,
Rushford.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

STOP THROWING money away! Moen
one-control faucets save . ybu many
gallons of expensive water every year,
In addition to being a most modern
. . and attractive addition to kitchen . and
. bath.. Moen faucets are first . in" design
. . . convenience . . . performance I.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBING !
. HEATING
761 E. 6th
Tel. 2371

For clogged sewers and drains.

1-year guarantee

43

DAIRYMEN, the former Charles Bllderback registered Holstein herd of 15
cows, 12 are 3-5 year-olds, 9 are fresh,
2 will freshen this month, 2 in Dec, 2
In Feb., 2 eligible heifer calves are included. Top sides have always been
used, 3 " of the 4-year-olds being Cremel
daughters. If interested contact Walter
Wlnsand, Rt. 3, Mondovi br Tel. Gilmanton 944-32K.

GOOD. THRIFTY feeder pigs, 17. Arthur
Sandvlg, Tel. Rushford 864-7130.

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
Tel. 9509 or 6436

Horses, Cattle, Stock

HEREFORD BULL—350-500 lbs. Wayne
Schmidt, Rt. 2, .Winona. Tel. Witoka
' W43. . '
.

KENWAY
Sewer Cleaning Service
ResldentlarCommercial Industrial
Licensed & Bonded Operators
Tel. WM
827 E 4th

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

MINIATURE DACHSHUND and Toy Ttrrlers, Tel. 6389.

.

Female — Jobs of Int. — 26

PUREBRED DUROC boars and gilts.
Clifford Hoff, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel?
Peterson 875-6125.
YORKSHIRE PUREBRED SPF boars.
Robert Gahnz, 1'A miles W. of Hart.
Tel Rushford 8.4-9212.
REGISTERED Hereford bulls, ready for
heavy service. Delbert Kahoun, Rushford, Minn. Tel. 864-7403.

BABYSITTER WANTED—In our home,
FEEDER PIGS — Ken Spalding, Tel.
Mon. through Frl., B to S. Tel. J-3335.
8-1285.
DENTAL ASSISTANT—high school gradREGISTERED
HAMPSHIRE boars. Exuate, no experience necessary, must be
tremely heavy muscled. Performance
willing to learn and accept responsibilrecord: Backfat .63, - rate ol gain—140
ity. State full details of qualifications
days to 200 lbs. Reasonably priced. Evwith references. Reply to D-S4 Dally
erett Rupprecht & Sons, Lewiston, Minn.
News .
Tel. 2720.
GO GO. DANCERS ahd exotic danears,
will teach , Write P.O. Box 941, Winona.
WOMAN, BETWEEN ages 25-50, as
housekeeper and child-care worker in
Catholic children's home. Prefer woman who can live In children's home.
Write Children's Home Director, Box
588, Winona, Minn., giving experience
and references or Tel. Winona 8-M69.
WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 76 W. 3rd. .
NEED .WOMEN applicants. We may need
to hire 40-60 female assembly workers
by Dec. 14, 1969. Work was delayed by
General Electric strike but now we're
ready to gear up to full production.
Apply In person at Gale Products Office, 419 VV. Mill Road, Galesville, Wis .
I NEED 10 women, 4 teenagers to leach
professional make-up techniques by appointment. Will train. Executive position available. Write Bea Ashchafl,
Vlvlano Woodard Cosmetics, Box 1008,
Rochester, Minn. 55901 or Tal. Bea
Ashcraft 507-289-8090.

CWatkins
Products Inc.
Has Several
Office Positions
Open
- CONTACT -

Personnel Dept.
8 a .m. -5 p.m., Men.
through Fri.

Watkins
Products Inc .

¦

LEWISTON
LIVESTOCK
MARKET

Will Hold Its
Regular Thurs. Sale On

WED., NOV. 26
AT 1 P.M.

Because of Thanksgiving.

Wanted—Livestock

FULL-LENGTH Moufon coat, excellent
condition. Tel.¦ 8-4404 weekdays efter
5:30. ¦" '". . ¦

FEMALE GOATS—any age. R. Mercian,
Dakota, Minn. Tel, Houston 89.-2058
after 7 p.m.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week
Livestock bought every day.
Trucks available . Sale, Thurs,, 1 p.m.
Tel. Lewlslon 2661 or Wlnoni 7814.

Farm Implements

48

Sewing Machines

73

USED VIKING tree arm sewing machine,
In good condition. Cam controlled: for
automatic stitches. WINONA SEWING
CO., 915 W. Sth St.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

ONE GAS space heater, one oil burner .
509 E. 9th.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS ahd adding machines for
" sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
delivery. See us lor all your olflce supplies, desks, files or office chairs.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., TeL 5222.

Vacuum Cleaners

78

ELECTROLUX SALES 8. genuine parts
and bags. Donald Carlson, Houston , or
Clarence Russell, 1570 W. King.

Wanted to Buy
LIONEL
. 8-3075.

TRAINS

81

wanted. Tel. VVinona

TWO-WHEEL TRAILER, small wheels
preferred. Give description, price and
condition. P.O. Box 151, Mlnnalska,
Minn.

Rooms Without Meals

86

the comfort of automatic personal care .
Keep full service — Complete burner
care and furnace cleaning. Budget serv' Ice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
8. OIL CO.. 901 E. 8th. Tel- 33B9.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

LINOLEUM RUGS-9X12, pretty patterns ,
good selection for any room $5.99. each.
SHUMSKI'S, J8 W. 3rd. Tel. 8-3389.

Good Thing* to Eat

65

LAZY A RUSSET potatoes , M.98/100;
homegrown rutabagas, 10 lbs., 59c; apples, $1.50 bu. Wlnone Potato Market .
THANKSGIVING DUCKS-30 White Pekin. Oliver Hartwich, Rt. 1, Lamoille.
Tel. Wltoka 2282.

BUILDING
for
¦
6790. ' ¦ . '

rent,

1054 W. 6th. Tel.

BUILDING FOR RENT-warehouse and
office, 170 E. 3rd, available Dec. 1.
- Tel. <S067.

HEATED
WAREHOUSE or
MANUFACTURING
SPACE
Available for
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
5,500 Sq. Ft.
^^^
Inquire

QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS , INC.
Tel. 8-4614

Garages for Rent

94

giving

_f£?4\
Turkeys f ff iJt3

Immediate need for an ambitious young man who desires a future with a progressive expanding organization.
Duties will include handling
customers, change orders,
correspondence , phone orders , proof reading and
order expediting. Requires
ability
to communicate
orally and in writing.
Wc offer execflent fringe
benefits and working conditions in a modern office .
Apply in person at our employment office or call the
Personnel Department for
an interview.

PEERLESS
CHAIN CO.
East Sanborn St.

SO

SHELLED CORN and ear corn from field ,
available between Nov. 26 and Dec. 1,
Tel, Winona .112.

Articles for Sal*

BEIGE LIVING room set (soft and
their). In good condition. Tel. 8-4156
after 3.
NEW fashion colors are Sua 's delight.
Sba keeps her carpet colors bright, wllh
Slue Lustrel Rent electric shampooer
t l . Robb Bros. Store .
HOMEWARD STEPS—4-step and 2-step,
good condition, half price; uied doors.
206 E. 9th.

D A I L Y NEWS
Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
N\a\ Belaid at
TED MAl4R DRUGS
NO 1ELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

To Be Given Away
YESTERDAY'S WINNER
Mrs. Joe Stanlch,
1M10 Kraemer Dr.
REGISTER TODAY AT

MCDONALD^

57 Gum, Sporting Goods

METAL BED, complete) bedspread! meat
grinder) sausage stuffer and olher miscellaneous, 1114 W. Broadway.

Starts With a DoubleChecked Walz Used Car.

1967 CHRYSLER
New Yorker

SMALL HOME on E. Sarnia. Beautiful
view. Tel. 7623.

4 door Hardtop, white with
black vinyl top, matching
black interior , power steering, power brakes, power
windows, p o w e r seats,
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING , white sidewaH
tires, driven only 35,000
miles, p r e v i o u s owner 's
name on request. Immaculate in every respect.

BOB

IJL
I ii

' ¦¦y y' Hp 5 9 5" x - ; i

4 door, beige finish with
matching beige cloth and
vinyl interior , has V-8 engine, automatic drive, power steering, power brakes,
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, radio, white sidewall tires. A sharp running car .

REALTO R

1120 CENTER- TEI.2349

DON'T MAKE
A MOVE

$1695

Until you see Winona's beautiful new maintenance-free
Town Houses! A new concept in living, they combine
the newest and best of
building features.

WALZ

66

REASONABLE-Remlngton .270 wllh 4 K
scope; Martin 3O;30 wllh l '/ix scope/
3" magnum 12 gauge Breda automatic,
Tel... 8-2813.

Miehinory and Tools

70

SHERWOOD 80 wait itereo amplifier,
Gerrard turntable , 1 Elite speakers. Tel.
303. efter 6 p.m.
LOWRCY olToANDEALER
New «. Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng's Electronic 8. Music, Inc.
Lewlslon,Minn. Tel 5481.

NEEDLES

For All Makes
Of Record Players

Hardt 's Music Store
1H-118 e, 3rd

99

TWO NEW quality homei bunn hi/llt.
Ono 3, Iho other 4 bedroom- , l.nnk nl
these high quality hnmr . <r Hwy are
being finished . Must w io lu.pi- ' rlnio.
TOWN «•
Cnll us for appolntmnni
COUNTRY REALTOR , Tol. 8 1/41.
ONE-BEDROOM home, eait
National Bank Trust Depi ,

Merchants

THREE-BEDROOM homo, nitnchrd garaga, glas»«d-ln porch , l.«r.J" Int. I' i
baths. Fully carpeled. ttl. »74V
DX . LOW PRICED home
for first time, Loss Minn
and clean. East location.
CY, INC., 159 Walnut St.
alter hours, 3184.

br-mg ottered
110,000. Neat
AI»TS AGENTH. 8-4_ r,5 nr

PROMPT Ronl I itnlo s »l«
And FlnnnUnu

Frank West Agency
175 l-ilnyHIn
Tel, 5340 or <4(<0 allnr hours,
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VENABLES

Motorcycles New S. Vised
Complete Parts & Service
Winona—La Crosse—Ea u Cla lra
ROBB MOTORS, INC

' Tel . 8-2711
75 . W. 2nd
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

107A

WINTERCONDITIONED
USED CARS
1968 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

4 door. Tripoli Turquoise in
color with automatic transmission, V-8 engine, power
steering, power brakes like
^
new whitewall tires, radio,
tinted windshield, deluxe
wheel coders. Fresh new
car trade. Don 't spend
money on your old buggy.

'66 DODGE
6-passenger Station Wagon,
beautiful bright yellow with
wood grain body trim ,
equipped with V-8 engine,
automatic drive , power
¦
¦ ¦ steering,
power brakes,
Astrophonio radio, power
tail gate window, tinted
windshield, deluxe wheel
covers, whitewall tires, gold
vinyl interior , local 1-owner car. Fresh NEW CAR
TRADE, cleanest wagon in
town .

3rd tc Washington
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings
Mobile Homes, Trailers H
I
AMHERST-1S>_» mobile home, R»rnlsh«<f.
Priced fo sell, ready to move Info. Tel.
Blair 9S9-23S3 or WhlfehJll JJ8-«J|
after. 7 pm .
MOBILE HOMES—all sizes, starling at
12x44 ',: SO', 52', 6V 64' <J5'-2 lo 4 bed.
rooms. Winter discount, starting at only
S3395. On-the-spot financing. Houston
Mobile Homes , tei. J. A . Twalten 196.
3101, H. D. Gunderson m-mi7> C W.
Evans 89J-2403.

HOMETTE :
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
MARSHFIELD
SCHULT
4.A . K.'S /MOBILE HOMES, INC
NELSON, WIS .
Many homes to choosa from at
COULEE .MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E., Winona
TH. 427*

L? Crosse Mobile Home*
New and Used

ROLLOHOME

VA Miles S. of City Limits
XX ; . '. on Hwy. 14
Lyje Norskog - Hollis Norskog
Tel. La Crosse 4-8554
Auction Sales
FREDDY FRICKSOM
Auctlonear
all sizes and kinds ef
Tel. D'-kota 645-.14I

Will handle
auclions.

'.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and stall llcen*.
•d and bonded. Rt. X Winona. Tal.
'
4980. :; .

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

. Everett J. Kohner
Winona. Tel. 7814
Boyum Agency. Rushlord. Tel. 844-9381
Jim Papenluis, Dakota. Tel. 643-297]
NOV . 29—Sat. 1 p;m. Real Estate & Par.
sonal Property Auction, W. city limits
of Rushlord, Minn., on Hwy. 30. Ambrose Johnson property; Bert Boyum,
auctioneer; Boyum Agency, clerk.
NOV. 29—Sat, 1:30 p.m. 3',i miles N. et
Holmen, Wis., on County Road V . David
Rnnli & Mrs. Belly Raati, owners; Jim
Wright, auctioneer; Thorp Sales Corp.,
clerk.

HAROLD'S SALES & Service, Homer
Road, Winona . Tel. 2549. Polaris and
Snow Pony, new and used machines .

"GOUNTRY-STYLE" BARGAINS

Red Hot RUPP SnovwSport
S Models on Display
Complete Sales & Service
Headquarters
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP CO.
54-56 E. Jnd St.
Tol. 5065
GO ONE BETTER
Get SklDool
DICK'S MARINE
Lelich Island, Wlnonn.

1957 CHEVROLET 4-door . This one
IS SHARP!
$ 450
1959 FORD 1-ton , Cab & Chassis
$ 595
1963 BUICK Station Wagon (Sharp) . . . . . $ 595
1966 CYCLONE Comet GT
$1195
1965 BUrCK Station Wagon
A Real CREAM PUFF
.$1495
1965 FORD 2-door hardtop
.....$1295

lei. 3H09

WESTGATf. GARDENS
Whoolhorse , AMI' . Trades, Snlcs &
Service , Acc** ''Orioi , Clolhlno.
'
GET A HOMI-LITE
See what tun snowmotill lna cen bet
Service S. Soles
POWER MAINTENANCE S- SUPPLY CO.
3nd 4 Johnson
Tel. 2571

Truck* . Tract' i Trailers 108
Used Can

'
S
>
>
(
^
,

100% Bonded Warranty on '66 & Newer

FORD—I'/i-ton truck, IMS oifllne. Rush
Arbor, Rushlord, Minn. Tel , 864-9)22.
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FOR SM. E — Second Cnr llnnnclno tor
your wile nt ML ..CHANTS NATIONAL
BANK.
OLDSMOBILE-I9A4 Jchlci r 5-dnor hnrdtop. I'M 4-hnrrrl, floor shltl, oood rubber, Inchornolnr, bucket tenl- ., I 'M. Stl
al Ton y 's Twoiro , I6.W Service Drive ,

Your "Country Style " Ford-Mercury-Uncota Dealer
MIRACLE MALL
Open Mon.Wcd .-Fri. Evonings

BUICK- 1966 2 door hnrdlop Special, excellent condlllon. Rcmnnnble . See et
1)02 E. '/nd. Tel. 6-1947.
VOLKSWAGEN -IS .0, wllh new Qns heeler, SJ0O . Tnl. 2625 niter 5.
CHRYSLER- I9M _ 00 convertible, power
windows, slecrlnu nnd brakes . Tel. A452.
CHEVROLET 1961 Impel" <-d«>r hnrdlop, tirrn wlnlnriii-d: hi Vv\ Sill nr Tel.
9414 ,

IF YOU ARE In tha market for a farm
or home, or are planning to sell real
estato ol nny type, contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Ron!
Estate flrokors. Indepcndonce, Wh . <"
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estato S-ilo.ma n,
Arcadia, Wis . Tel. 323-7350,

69 Houses for SaU

MELROE BOBCAT S
NEW, used and reconditioned lor sale or
renl by the hour, day or week. Your
Bobcat Dealer—Dakota Hrnvy Equipment Sales Company, 4 miles weil of
Dakota on County Road 12 al Nodlnit.
. Tel. <!<3-42?0.

Musical Merchandise

FARMS— FARMS-F* RMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis
Tal. Olllce 597-3 _5»
Res. 695-3157
Wa buy, we soil, wa Irnite
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"We service what, we sell."

BUY WITH
GONFIDENCE
AT VENABLES

IJL BO&^~
IWSefc^i
I i REALTOR

Snowmobiles

y,

Buick:. - Olds - GMC
225 W . 3rd
Tel. 3348
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

You have carefree living
plus the privacy and tax
advantages of Home Owner
• ship. READY TO MOVE
INTO NOW!

Motorcycles, Bicyclog

Used Cars

Monaco

1965 OLDS
Dynamic 88

1968 PONTIAC Executive .
4 door .
1968 CHEVROLET Impala
4 door Hardtop
|>aO CENTER - TCt.2^49 . 1968 FORD Torino GT 2 .
door Hardtop
ICE SKAT E EXCHANGE
IN FOUNTAIN CITY—first and second
Now a. Used Ice Skates
1967 PONTIAC Bonneville
-floor apartment, available at once. Tel. :
. Kolter Bicycle Shop, 40O Mankato
Fountain City 687-3502. .
4 door Hardtop
Lots for Sale
100
NASTY WEATHER
AHEAD1
Bring DNE-BEDROOM apartment, second floor,
1967 PONTIAC Catalina
¦'¦ '
warmth and spring-like beauty Into
'
*04 W. 7th. $110. Tel. 8-5378. . .
TWO BUILDING LOTS In tht city. Tel.
4 door
your home all year long with Elliott's
9743/ ,
Super Satin Latex Paint, the vinyl, su- TWO-BED ROOM apartment with- garage,
1967
FORD Galaxie 500
per-scrubbable finish that dries in 20
centrally located, available Immediately.
4 door
minutes. Easy to use, . clean up tools
No students. 'Tel. 8-3034 after 4.
Wanted—Real
Estate
1
0
2
with water, superb hiding and coverage ,
1967 CHEVELLE 4 door
: the finest of all Interior latex paints.
DELUXE 1-BEDROOM apartment, BOB
Havt a new room In a liffyl
SELOVER REALTOR, Tel. 2349.
1967 CHEVROLET Impala
PAINT DEPOT
2 door Hardtop
SIX-ROOM heated apartment, 1257W W.
167 Center St:
6th. Adults, Available now. S125 per
1&7 CHEVROLET Impala
month. Tel. 8-3768 or 8-2127.
4 door Hardtop
DON'T LET THE
SNOW THROW YOU1966 PONTIAC Executive
Apartments, Furnished , 91
Fight Back with a
4 door
kitchenette,
suitable
for
'
BOLENS SNOW THROWER ONE-ROOM
1966 PONTIAC Catalina
. E. 2nd kBffijJ 8-5141
working girl or woman. 353 E. 7th.
in 3 models. Also Snow
2 door Hardtop
FURNISHED APARTMENT, available imBlower to fit BOLENS
1965
PONTIAC Catalina
mediately, 5 sludents. Tel. 8-4579.
TRACTORS in stock .
4 door
FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
suitable
for
F. A. KRAUSE CO.
LIST WITH
2 or 3 college students or couple. SI 10
1965 FORD Galaxie 500
Hwy. 14-61 Winona
per month. 303 E. 8th, after 5 p.m .
2 door Hardtop
US
TODAY
THREE ROOMS, Including TV signal. J75.
1964
CADILLAC Sedan De
VAPORIZERS
Girls or couple. Tel. 2040.
We need all types of new
Ville
$3.95' and up
listings to satisfy our many
THREE-ROOM
apartment,
completely
Boxed Christmas Cards Now \o% Oil
1904 FORD: Galaxie 4 door
furnished. Tel. Rolllngston 689-9150.
customers, We are especialTED MAIER DRUGS THREE ROOMS and bath. Central loca- ly
1963
PONTIAC Catalina
in need of 3 and 4 bedDowntown k Miracle Mall
4 door
tion. Available soon. Bath complete with
room
family
homes.
Stop
in
tub and shower, hot wa ter heat. All
1962
PONTIAC Station
at our office at 173 E . SecCoal, Wood, Other Fuel 63 neat and clean and nicely furnished.
Wagon
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St.
ond
St.
or
Tel
8-514
i
if
you
.
¦ Tel.. 8-4365 or after hours, 3184 ,
FIREPLACE WOOD-for sale. Tel. 2589
are thinking of selling your
or 9620. Delivered.
property
soon.
Business Places for Rent 92
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
SAVE AT

2 MORE
Thanks- ^ip^

Hay, Grain, Feed

...

AX. NEW HOME never been lived in now
ready for occupancy. 3 bedrooms, dining area, lovely kMchen, fireplace; 2-ca r
garage. You can exchange your home
for this ore. Call us for complete Information and an appointment to see, .Fl= nanclng on a conventional loan basis
with 20% down Is available. ABTS
AGENCY. INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel.
8-4365 or after hours, 3184.

SMALL two-bedroom home, completely
remodeled, new carpeting throughout.
Buyer may assume present loan. Total
selling price, $13,900. Tel. 7738.

JOfl

SAFE WINTER
DRIVING

USED ADULT saddle wanted. Tel. 8-1292.

WINTER STORAGE-cars. Tel. 2811, exALUS CHALMERS BD3 motor grader, APPLES— Ramsden and Welch, Homer.
tension 35; or 9258 attar 5.
tandem drive, OMC diesel powered.
Open dally 'til 7. 75c tor second bu.
Francis Husser, Minneiska , Minn. Tel.
utilities.
Houses
for Rent
95
Rollingstone 689-21B ..
GILMORE VALLEY ORCHARD apples,
Winona, Minn. 55987
II a bu. and up. Tel. 8-4415. weekdays SMALL — 2 bedronms, llvlno room and
GETTING LATE—we still have some good
kllchen. Carpeted . Nn pels. Mr" , , Joe
Dearborn pickers and 36' - 40' elevators .
open alter *i weekends all weekend.
Miner, Lamoille , Minn. Tel. Dakota
Just In, Massey Harris SP 2-row picker.
643 6759.
Male — Jobs of Interest—27 Get our price on this one. Will trade.
Special: Case 2-row stalk chopper, like
FULLY
CARPETED, pine panelled 3'. „ new.
Only
$115.
Christ
Moen,
Beaches
workfull-time,
DHIA SUPERVISOR bedroom, 2-story brick homo . En'.t , ne.i r
Corner, rear of lot,
men's compensation, 1 month vacation ,
bus.
Avallnblo
Dec. 1. Tel. 4007 weekhealth Insurance. Contact County Agent,
days until 5:30.
USED SPREADERS: No. 31 McCormick!
Winona,, Tel. 8-5101.
No. 155 McCormick; I Massey j also
new Slarllno liquid spread, large capaIMMEDIATE OPENINGS available for
Farms, Land for Sal«
98
city, Kalmes Impl. Co., Altura, Minn.
qualified men of all ages In Dl-Acro's
starting
Plant. Good
manufacliirlno
AMBROSE JOHNSON farm lo bo olfcrnd
wage , opporlunlly tor last advance- DISC SHARPENING by rolling, slays
lor sale at public auction on Snlurdny
(from
\ j&jtitjJHJJf
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
ment Excellent fringe benefits. Contact
afternoon, November 29, afler personal
Albrcchfs)
K. Enterprises, SI. Charlas, Minn. Tel.
^KWr
Mrs. Brandeckcr in person or call Dlproperly auction. Well-kept atone hou_ o,
932-4301.
Acro, Like City, Minn, Tel. 345-3331.
olher buildings on 118 acres with about
'
"An Equal Opportunity Employer ".
40
tillable, lolnlng west city limits of
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Rushford, Minnesota.
Permanent or portable ,
Bart Boyum, Auctioneer
Ed'a Refrigeration J. Dairy Supplies
Rushford, Mlnnesola
555 E, 4th
Tei. 5537

ORDER
DEPARTMENT
CLERK

99 Usfrd Cars

ALL
NEWLY
redecorated 3-bedroom
home, new walls, ceiling, carpeting,
bathrooms . fixtures, new s ide walk.
Large garage . Financing may be arranged. Small down payment. TOWN
& COUUTRY REALTO R, Tel. 8-3741.

MONOGRAM . OIL HEATERS, all slies.
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal HEIGHTS BLVD. 1518—new 2-story house,
4 bedrooms, family room with fireterms and trade allowances. GAIL'S
place, double attached garage, air conAPPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tol. 4210.
ditioned and landscaped. Hllke Homes.
Inc., Tel. ' 4127 . for-appointment.
OIL OR GAS heaters. Sales, service.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
E. CENTRAL — modern 8-room house,
Tel. 7479. Adolph Michalowski.
large garage. Rent terms lo reliable
" party. C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.

ROOMS for rent wllh kitchen privileges.
THE THANKSGIVING turkey can't plan
Tel. 7033.
past next Thursday but you can. You
can plan a .winter vacation, fun on a ROOMS FOR MEN - with or without
snowmobile, to watch tha parade and
housekeeping, no day slepeers. Tel. 4859
game on a color TV sat, a snowblower
between 11 and 1.
to clean your sidewalk , . . and you can
finalize your plans with a low-cost,
90
easily-obtained loan from MERCHANTS Apartments, Flats
NATIONAL BANK . Be a -wise bird and
stop at their Installment Loan Dept . ONE-BEDROOM apartment . Tel; 6749 aft¦
todayl '. ' '
'¦ er 5. '
.

44

46

Television Service

WE OFFER prompt, courteous service
on all makes, We specialize In color
TV, repair WINONA FIRE & POWER
EQUIP, CO., -54-56 E. 2nd St. Tel. 5065

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS has Introduced a WE BUY coon, red fox, muskrats, We
will take them on the carcass . Get
new product, Kern Namel Interior Latex
better prices! Dick's Sport Shop, 110
Seml-Glossi Enamel, for kitchens, baths,
Rose St., La Crosse, Wis. Tel. 784woodwork, cabinets or wherever you
4402.
use a tough enamel finish. A rainbow
of colors and a white that slays white,
won't yellow. Easy clean-up with soap WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 8, METAL
and water, quick drying In one hour.
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw fur.
Easy to use with brush or roller, re¦
Closed Saturday. ¦ . .- ' ¦
markably tough, .good for years ol
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 2067
abuse. Color matched to Super KemTone Latex Wall Paint, only $2.89 a
HIGHEST PRICES PAID ,
quart, $8.99 a gallon at She. wln-WIIfor scrap 1,-on, metals, rags, hides,
llams, Westgate Shopping Center.
raw furs and vrooll .
DUO TEMP oil burner with 265-gal. tank
Sam Weismah & Sons
and piping, $45; 25-30 gal. aquarium
INCORPORATED
with pump and filter, $22; Tel. 9649
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
' after 6. '

7-PC. LIVING ROOM group: 82" nylon
covered sofa bed, 3 walnut plastic finished tables, pair lamps, host chair . J159
BROODER HOUSE!", 12x14', geed atlapa.
w.t. BURKE'S FURNITURE MART, 3rd
Used, round hanging feeders, automatic
8. Franklin. Open Mon. and Frl. evewaterers, rollaway nests, plastic coatnings, Park behind the store.
ed egg baskets, all clean and In good
shape. Very reasonably priced. SPELTZ SPECIAL SALE of chairs, rockers and
CHICK
HATCHERY, Rollingstone.
recllners. Large selection. Starling as
Minn. Tel. '689-2311.
low as 939.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato Ave,

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

71 Houses for Sale

vlUSTANC , 1965, V B , milhentlc. rndlo,
pnwrr slt'cnno* buckets . Real oood
shnpo. Mi'jlil Irade. Tol. 3588.

PRICE
REDUCED
1967 FORD

p^.5S..,.,.;!S

y

I

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY

AUCTION

|

I

>;-':
6
Ambrose Johnson property located on Ihe West city limit* jS
[¦ of Rushford , Minn ., on Hwy. 30.
1

SATURDAY , NOV. 29

I

| |
Sale Starts at 1:00 P.M .
|
X
RKAL ESTATE: Farm consists of 11B acres more or |
? : loss, wit h about 40 acres tillable and some very good %
jj open pasture . The 4-bedroom stone house with basement I

GALAXIE 50(1
1 rloor sedan , copper in color with black int erior , 200
V-7I online, power steering,
power brakes , rndin, heater ,
white .sidewalf tires; A nun.
ruiiniiifi car.

Was $170 .

NOW $1595

WALZ

isuick - oids - (;MC :

*
,
/

Opon Mon . & Fri. Evenings

x

has been well-kept nnd Is in good condition.

'
TERMS: $2,000 ciiSh on date of sale with balance due
s : as soon as good title enn be delivered , Real Estate to be
; 1 offered for sale after the personal property hns been sold.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS: Piano; folding tub stand; S
I) '
h rockers; foot stool; wood and conl range ; chair; floor
lamp; small cupboard with glass door ; Elecirolux vacuum
cleaner; dresser; flower stand ; dayhed ; davenport ; hall
: < tree; writing desk; conventional washing machine ; fruit
jars; Ilotpolnt refrigerator; smnTl kitchen table ; apartment
, .j size 4-hurncr gas range; etc. Feed : flOO hales nay ; 100
¦'"¦)
bales straw. Misc. Items . Possible Antique Items .
Terras on Personal Property : Cash ! No items to be
:' ;
¦' ' removed from the premises until settled for .
HEIRS OF AMBROSE .10HNSON
Bert Boyum , Lie. No. 2:1-4. Auctionee r
Boyum Agency , Rushford , Minn. , Clerk
i.
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By Roy Crane

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
:

'

'

'

M

"~

'"

I I

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

LI'L ABNER
¦; ' // ' ¦ ¦ . . : ^ X ' X " ¦ ¦

REDEYE

By Al Capp

By Cordon Bess

STEVE CANYON

BARNEY GOOGLE ind SNUFFY SMITH

By Milton Cannlff

^^

By Fred Laswell
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BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS ON FLOOR DISPLAY MODELS
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1 —G.E. 30-INCH

rrroir
n
ELfcCTKIC

G.E. FRONT LOAD

Portable

DISHWASHER
Mocio . sFeooB

• 3 Wash Cycle.
• Powor-Flo
Mechanism
• 3-Levol Thoro-Wn ._ l.
• Built-in Soft FiJbd
Disposer
• Rinso-Glo Automatic
Rinse Agent ln|ector
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WITH EXCLUSIVE
MINI-BASKET*

• Mini-Basket—for your delicate.
littlo or leftover
* D°M b'B '°atlS "P l0 16 ""'
• Fllter-Fto»System-ends lint fun.
• Variable water level.
• Permanent Press Cycln with
"Cool-down".

l?
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Sl ight Dent
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REFRIGERATOR WWk_
With Bottom Froeror
^
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$185.00

Many More Display Floor Model* <it Reduced Price*!

"Where Service It a Fact . . . Not a PromUe"

>
V

in

The very newest in vinyl rain boots!
\ Revolutionary new, heel punch-

WITH DURATUF

_.
DURATUF
™*
a
- ^C
P™^ of
S
2^\
Uiood Housekeeping
^L complete range new heel styles.
V

V

Clear and smoke. Come in and

pick a pair of Pcck-A-Boots.

>

{_ £ :

<Your Choice
___
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SEE US NOW — BE PREPARED
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- RUBBERS I
lSfi&

rntt«. t lf

B & B ELECTRIC

155 East Third Sf,

PUNCH PROTECTED

>

Rubbers

In Men'*,Boy»' end Women 'f Sixes

WOMEN'S LIGHTWEIGHT STRETCH

IN FLAT OR MEDIUM HEELS

'

<

>

JA4^>QQ I

,r
Work MUD RUBBERS
REGUIAR OR 2-BUCKLE STYLE

I
^

BAKER'S Shoes |

123 East Third St.

Phone 7078

^

